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The development of a rational procedure for determining the

loads which a ship’s hull must withstand is a primary goal of the Ship
Structure Committee. The long-term goal is to bring about a stage of
ship design in which load criteria can be established directly from
analysis of the expected seaway, the strength and flegibility
characteristics of the hull, and the interaction between the ship
structures and the sea.

Considerable research activity has been devoted to
theoretical studies on the prediction of hull loads and to measurements
of response, both on models and on ships at sea. A first effort into
the synthesis of the results of these diverse efforts into a rational
load criteria was published in 1973 as SSC-240, LOAD CRITERIA FOR SHIP

STRUCTURAL DESIGN.

Subsequently, the Ship Structure Committee undertook the
present project to apply the statistically based load predictions to
those ships for which actual stress records and service repair histories

were available. This report describes the results of that project.

Rear Admiral. U.S . Coast Guard
Chairman, Ship Structure Committee
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o Still-waterd., co weight and buoyancy
o ShiP’, own wave crain
. Quasi-staticwave-induced,verticaland lateralcombined
o Dynamic loads, includingslamming,whip~ingand springing
o Thermal,Ffeccs

Here the servicea.d full-scale,tre,s dara of three Ta,gerand/or faster ships
(ConcainershipSL-7, 8.lk CarrierF@TIN1-L and very largeCrude Cavr;er UNIL’ERSE
IRELAND)are examinedfor che purposeof Che eventualdevelopmentof h.)l-girder
crireria. The examinationis limitedto extrememidship bendingmoment loadswhich
are relatedt. the ultimatestrength, *+ .

Considerableinsightis obtained intothe probablecorrectmathematicalapproximari.ns
of the loadsand their interrelationships.

(t appear,that still-waterbendingnr,ment,can be approachedQ,obabiIisticalIy, hoti-
ever, considerableadditionalinformation.. experiencedloadingcond;cionsrwst be
gatheredto determinethe statisticaldistributions.

Additionaleffort is req’uired t. determinethe suitableprobabilisticexDress:o.and a
synthesismethod for the contrib”t;on of vibrationto the extreme load.

.

sECURITY CL WSIFICAT (ON OF THIS PAGE(W?r.. D.t. E.f.r.d)
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Objectives of Project
.

The Ship Structure Committee is committed to the development of rational
procedures for the design of the main hul I girder of ships. Rational procedures
imply the capabil ity of predicting the loads and structural response based on
theory and statistical data with minimum rel iance on experiments and experience
factors or factors of ignorance. This goal is being pursued by improving analytical
methods, conducting model experiments, gathering full-scale data, correlating
their results and comparing them with existing design procedure.

This project is devoted to extreme midship bending moment loads which are
related to the ultimate strength of the main hull girder of ships. Its purpose
was to perform calculations using recently developed statistically based load-pre-
diction techniques and to compare the results with actual values a“,j with service

experience.

Essentially, the study is a fol low-up to the Ship Structure Committee
Project SR-198 publ ished as SSC-240 report, “Load Criteria for Ship Structural
Oesign”, (1):’:. The heart of SSC-240 was the set up of the ultimate load criterion
for the main hull girder involving the following bending moments:

o Stil l-water due to weight and buoyancy
o Ship’s own wave train
o Quasi-static wave-induced, vertical and lateral combined
o Dynamic loads, including slamming, whipping and springing
o Thermal effects

Determination of each of the loads was reviewed and the methods of combin-
ing loads, al I expressed in probabil ity terms, were considered in the SSC-240 pro-
ject. Finally, calculations of loads were carried out for a typical cargo ship,
the S.S. WOLVERINE STATE, by appl ication of the methods developed. The results
were compared with the standards under which the 5hip was designed.

This meant that the procedures for analytical predictions and load super-
position presented were validated for one particular ship type. For universal

aPPl icat ion of these procedures, it was necessary to determine their appl icabil ity
to markedly different ship types.

Consequently, the broad objective of this project was to perform simi Iar
calculations and comparisons of results for three ships, namely a modern container-
ship, a bulk carrier and a very large crude carrier. Since this project was limited
to ultimate strength, it was necessary to focus attention on maximum loads, their
superposition and their pro babil ity of occurrence,

Throughout the study the phi Iosophy maintained was that the first priority
should be given to obtaining maximum insight into the correct mathematical

*Numbers in parenthesis refer to references 1isted in Section 8.
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approximate On Of the 10ad$ and their relationships and the second priority should
be given to the accompl ishment of the actual numerical calculations. The reason
for this attitude was that there would always remain an element of doubt in the
results of the calculations and consequently, their value would be lessened if
they involved unproven hypotheses. In all the tasks a point was made to identify
the gaps in the rational design procedure which should be filled in with follow-on
projects. The philosophy also intended to shed 1ight on the probable 1 imitations,
if there be any, of the practicality of a completely rational procedure and to
what extent it must be combined with empiricism.

One of the intrinsic and important responsibilities of this study was to
examine the validity of the available full-scale data and to determine if the
anal ysis methods of SSC-240 and thei r assumpt ions for conventional dry cargo
ships Were compatible with service and stress data of the three larger or faster
ships.

1.2 Selection of Study Ships

It was desirable that the project select three different ship types which
represented the latest trends in ship design. The ship types should be:

a. A large, high-speed containers hip
b. An ocean-going dry bulk carrier, and
c. A very large crude carrier (VLCC)

From a practical viewpoint it was necessary that specific ships be selected for
which service data and full-scale stress data existed and would be available.

The choice of the SL.-7, the SEA-LANO McLEAN, was an obvious choice for the
contain ership. It is certainly a ship of today and at least the near future. The
ful l-scale stress data for its first and second seasons of operation were available
at the initiation of the study (2, 3). Further, publ ished reports were available
on theoretical and experimental estimates of the SL-7 waveloads (4, 5, 6) .

The bulk carrier selected for the study was the FOTIN I-L. Full-scale stress
data was CO IIected for the ship in October 1967 to Oecember 1969 and considerable
analysis of this data had already been performed (7, 8) This ship reportedly
experiences springing type vibrations. Subsequent to ful l-scale measurements, the
vessel Lad been converted to a self’ unloader and the old operations information
was not available. However, the logbooks of the sister ship, MAR KA-L, which
continues to operate as a bulk carrier, were obtained.

Amongst the VLCC ‘s the SS UNIVERSE IRELAND had the most to offer as a
study ship. Full-scale data were available similar to the FOTIN I-L (7). In
addition, both theoretical and experimental information on bending moment was
available including response ampl itude operators (9, 10) .

1.3 Tasks and Overview

Once the study ships were selected, paral Iel effort was devoted to three
main areas, vi z.,

a. Compilation and analysis of Still-water Bending Moment (SUBM)
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b. Calculations of Wave-induced Bending Moment (WIBM)
c. Analysis of dynamic loads

In the SWBM task, it was intended to calculate the moments at midship for
actual loading conditions experienced at sea; f~rther, to deduce the variationof
the SWBM during voyages and to determine the distribution (magnitude vs. number

.

of occurrences) . Lastly, it was necessary to estimate for each ship the SWBM
for superposition of loads in probabilistic or deterministic terms, as indicated
by the data. To the surprise of the investigators, in the case of all three ships,
i t was found that the logbook data was inadequate and/or the data on the actual
loading conditions unretrievable to establish the weight distribution along the
length of the ship necessary to calculate the SWBM. In view of this predicament,
efforts were made to combine the information in the loading bcoklets with the
measured stress data to generate the probable experienced total SWBM. This
effort was not fruitful . However, most valuable insight was obtained from the
full-scale data in the variation of the SWBM during voyages.

The tasks of WIBM was divided into two parts, namely short-term and
long-term predictions. The former was rather straight-forward. Response RAOIS
were compi led from existing sources and calculated as necessary. Inputs “for the
wave spectra were derived from publ ished observed wave data on the trade routes
for each ship. The pre-requisite of the long-term predictions of the WIBM was
the val idat ion of the compatibil ity of its assumptions with the method for super-
position of loads as they apply to the ships in question. This task was combined
with the task on dynamic bending moment.

The primary objective of the task on dynamic moments was to examine the ful 1-
scale stress data with the view of developing empirical or analytical representa-
tion of the contribution of vibration (slamming, whipping, springing) upon the
ultimate loads of the study ships. A great portion of the effort was devoted to
the establ ishment of the reliabil ity of the data and the investigation of the
probabil ity distributions of the stress components.

The project did not reach the point of performing all the numerical
calculations of each of the bending moments’ loads a“d their superposition.

The hull girder design criteria of 4 classification societies were examined
and appl ied to the study ships as a review of the current design practices.

The owners of each of the study ships were questioned with regard ti>
any hul I girder damage of whatever nature - major, minor or incipient, that might
be attributed to high bending moment. It was hoped that damage can be correlated
with specific full-scale stress data. The owners reported no pertinent damage,
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2.0 STILL-WATER BENDING MOMENTS ANO THERMAL EFFECTS

2.1 Introduction .

Stil l-water bending moment (SWBM) loads and thermal effects on the hull
girder have distinct identities and normally they have to be handled separately;

however, in this report it was found convenient to present them in one section
mainl y because in case of both iterns extensive reference is made to the same
full-scale stress data, as will be seen later.

Initially, the investigations of the still-water loading Were tO itlVOIVe
the following:

i, Calculations of the SWBM at midship for all the different loading
conditions experienced by each ship over a period of 6-9 months,
preferably during the instrumented voyages.

ii. Reconstruction of the time history of the SWBM at midship and the
determination of the distribution (magnitude verses number of
occurrences) .

III. Comparison of the calculated moments for the experienced loadings
...

with the design moments and moments for the sample loading condi-
tions in the loading booklets.

iv. Estimation of SWBM for superposition of loads in probabilistic or
deterministic terms, as indicated by the data.

In case of the SL-7 containership and UNIVERSE IRELAND, the owners would
only supply the loading booklets . Subsequent to the instrumented voyages, the
bulk carrier FOTIN I-L was converted to a self-unloader. The new owner did not
save the old files. AS an alternative, the actual loading conditions and the
logbook data were obtained for the sister ship MV OREMAR (ex-MARKA-L) . Unfortu-
nately, the information provided only the total cargo, bal last and consumables on
board at the beginning and end of the voyages, and did not include the distribu-
tion along the length of the ship to develop the weight curves.

In brief, the investigators did not have the data required to calculate
the SWBM based on actual experience for any of the three ships. The next hope was
to examine the full-scale stress data and determine if they could be correlated
with typical loading conditions in the loading booklets. Putting it another way,
the question was whether the total variation of the mean for each instrumented
voyage was comparabl e to that for sample voyages in the load ing bookl et, The
results of this examination were negative. If the results had been positive,
then some picture could have been formed of the distribution of total SWBM by
combining the sample loading conditions and the stress data.

It is, of course, a disappointment that “o determination could be made of
the experienced tota I SWBM. However, in retrospect it is bel ieved that rmst
valuable insight has been obtained in the variation of SWBM during voyages by
examination of the full-scale stress data. This is a significant component of the
SWBM regarding which very little is known.
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This is illustrated in Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3, Typical Voyage Variations
of the Relative Still-water Bending Stresses (SWBS), for the SL-7, FOTIN I-L,
and the UNIVERSE IRELAND, respectively. The data are from the actual ful l-scale
stress measurements (2), (3) , (7). It should be clarified that the variations
do not reflect stress changes due to weight and buoyancy only which account
for SWBM. There was no way to separate the various components of the mean
stress and consequently the plots are for total stress variation whatever the
cause may be such as ballast changes, reduction of consumables, thermal effects
and s.hi.p’sown wave train. The instrumentation was adjusted to zero at the
beginning of each voyage and the plots are values of the mean stress relative to
this zero during each watch or interval represented in the TMR (Teled,yne
Material Research) tapes. It can be seen that the variation of the mean and the
diurnal changes is significant, at least for the FOTIN I-L and the UNIVERSE
IRELAND, a tanker and a bulk carrier, respectively.

Until quite recently, design practices called for calculating the SWBM
for probable loading conditions at the beginning and end of voyages, and indicat-
ing in the loading booklet the extremes (general Iy in terms of stress numerals)
within which the master must load his vessel . Now it can be seen from Figures 2-1,
2-2 and 2-3 that even though the master may fol low the loading booklet in keeping
the stress at departure within the allowable limits, the variation during the
voyages may resul t in exceeding these 1 imi ts.

Another interesting observation that can be made from the sample plots
is that the variation of the mean and diurnal changes appear to have a random
nature; based on this, one may conjecture that the estimation of the SWBM could
be approached statistically to a certain extent.

The recent work of Ivanov and Madjoarov (11) states that the SWBM can and
should be approached probabil istically. It claims that: (a) the maximum SWBM’S
have normal distribution, and the probabi Iity of exceeding some given value of
SWBM may be estimated, (b) for ships which have on-board means of controll ing
the SWBM, the normal distribution can be truncated, implying that the extreme
values can be control led.

Mario et. al. (12) examined logbooks of 10 containerships and 13 tankers
in their work related to the statistical character of the demand O“ the longitu-
dinal strength and long-term distribution of still-water bending moments. They
found that the SWBM can be described approximately by a normal distribution.
Further, that the container ships travel in nearly full-load conditions and that
the coefficient of variation of SWBM is about 30%. For tankers in bal last the
Coefficient of variation was found to be about 100% a“d in full load about 35%.
It is significant to note that Figures 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3 tend to substantiate
these findings in a gross way.

In this project it was desired to obtain a rational method for the
estimation of SWBM in order to perfrom the superposition of loads. It was
important that the proposed method reflect the actual experience of the study ships
and their full-scale stress data. Basic to the data examination was to determine
if the SWBM’S lend themselves to a complete or partial probabilistic description,
or if they should be approached determinist ically.
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Ship: SEA-LAND McLEAN
Trip: Z5E Route North Atlantic
Date: 9/23/73 - 9/26/73
TMR Tapes: 101 & 103
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Figure 2-1 SL-7 - Typical Voyage Variation Of The Relative Still-Water Stresses
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2.2 Analysis of Data

Table A-1 , A-2 and A-3, in Appendix A give the loading conditions from
the load ing booklets and the corresponding SWBM stresses for the SL-7, FOTIN I-L
and the UNIVERSE IRELANO, respectively. The table for the FOTIN I-L also includes
information on the loading conditions for the MA RKA-L, reconstructed approximately
from the logbooks .

The maximum, minimum and difference of the relative SWBM for various
voyages are provided in Tables A-4 (SL-7) , A-5 (FOTIN I-L) and A-6 (UNIVERSE
IRE LANO). The tables also include the results of the normal ity tests conducted
on the maxima, minima and the maximum differences.

The maximum diurnal variations of the mean stress for one or more
voyages are plotted in Figure 2-4 (SL-7), 2-5 (FOTIN I-L) and 2-6 (UNIVERSE
IRELANO). It should be emphasized, as stated previously, that these are total
variation whatever the cause may be. In other words, the plots reflect the
combined effect of all loads that change very slowly. The d iscontinu ities in
the plots occur at the beginning or at the end of the voyage legs.

Variation of thermal stresses are seen in Figures 2-7 (SL-7), 2-8
(FOTt NI-L) and 2-9 (uNIvERSE IRELANO) . In case of the SL-7 and UNIVERSE
IRELAND, the figures show the correlation between relative stress and air-sea
temperature difference, whereas in the case of the FOTIN I-L the correlation is
with air temperature. The reason for this is that the FOTIN I-L logbook data in
Teledyne’s report has minimal information on sea temperature. The magnitude
of the thermal stress is estimated by measuring the peaks from the daily average
mean stress line (not plotted).

It should be emphasized that Figures I through 9 are small samples of alT
the data examined.

SL-7

The still-water bending stress (SWBS) for eight typical loading conditions,
(Table A-1) as given in the loading booklet, ranges from 7 kpsi to II kpsi,
where plus values are hogging and minus values are sagging,

The exam inat ion of the ful l-scale measurements of the sti Il-water stress
variations for one six-month winter season reveals the following:

i. The largest variations of the SWBS is between I to 6 kpsi (Table A-4).

ii. The maximum diurnal stress variation is approximately I to 3 kpsi.

iii,
No correlation can be seen between thermal stress (1 to 2 kpsi) and
a ir-sea temperature di fference.

iv. The shielding of the deck from the SU” by the co”tai”ers may be the
reason for the low thermal stresses.

v. There is no remarkable change in SWBS during any voyages in question.
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The probable explanation for the low variation in stress during the
voyages is the extensive shore-side control , and detailed instructions provided
to the master. This practice appears to be consistent with the operators of
modern containers hips. If it can be confirmed that containerships are loaded
within the stress range allowed by the loading booklets and the variation during \

voyages is as low as observed for the SL-7, then it would appear that an esti-
mate of the SWBM for design could be made from a truncated statistical distribution,
or even determinist ically. A word of caution should be added that the instrument-
ation which recorded stress at specific time intervals only may not have picked
up abrupt stress changes in course of bal last adjustments which could be signi-
ficant.

FOTINI-L

Table A-2a and A-2b show the summary of the loading conditions and their
corresponding SWBS taken from the loading booklet, In addition, it includes
summary of loading conditions reconstructed from the logbook for the sister
ship MA RKA-L. This was accompl ished by distributing the total cargo, bal last,
fuel oil and consumables along the length of the ship to suit the fore a“d aft
drafts. In the loaded conditions (with cargo) the stress range is 5.Z (sagging)
to 2.5 (hogging) kpsi , whereas, in the bal last condition the range is -Z.5 to
3.8 kpsi.

As for typical bulk carriers, the bending moment curves for the FOTIN I-L
SUPPI ied in the loading manual have several peaks. When loaded with coal or
bauxite, the maximum sagging stress occurs approximately 10% aft of midship.
In the ballast conditions, peaks of the hogging stress appear at the quarter
points and those for the sagging occur in the neighborhood of amidships.

Examination of the full-scale records for midship stress show that the
diurnal stress varies from about 1 to 6 kpsi with an average variation of 3 kpsi
over a one-year period. The diurnal stress variation from the daily average
could be considered as thermal effects. It can be seen in Figure 2-8 that the
stress levels are related to the air temperature variation.

The maximum stress variation during the instrumented voyages range from 2
to 17 kpsi (Table A-5). This, of course, is a sizable variation. The maxima
of the relative SWBS during these voyages passed the normal ity tests whereas the
minima and the differences failed the normal ity tests. No comnent can be made
on the statistical distribution of the SWBM since the bending moment at beginning
and end of the voyages are not known .

UNIVERSE IRELANO

According to the owners of the UNIVERSE IRE LANO, the vessel is loaded
very much in accordance with the loading manual . The loaded conditions (with
cargo) and heavy ballast conditions, always have sagging stress that ranges
from -3 to -9.3 kpsi, (Table A-6). In the normal ballast condition, there is
a hogging stress of approximately 6.5 to 7.3 kpsi. The maximum stress occurs
within approximately 10% of midship.

The variation of the relative SWBS for the instrumented voyages was
found to be quite high, i.e. 4 to 19 kpsi. The data show abrupt changes of 5 to
13 kpsi in the mean of the SWBS. This can only be caused during the period when
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the tanks were being cleaned or it could be due to malfunction of the measuring
instruments. (It should be noted that in the case of the UNIVERSE IRELAND and

the FOTIN I-L, the instrumentation was unattended. ) The results of the normal ity
tests and the relative maxima, minima and differences are not consistent; how-
ever, they tend to favor a normal distribution.

The full-scale stress records show maximum diurnal variation of 2 to
6 kpsi and there is strong correlation between relative SWBS and air-sea tempera-
ture differences as seen in Figure 2-9. It wi 11 be noted that when the thermal
effects result in a sagging stress they wil I general Iy add to the SWBS which
is also sagging. In case of UNIVERSE IRELAND and the FOTIN I-L the stress data
were examined to determine if the level of the mean in any way correlates with
the geographical area or the ambient temperature. No particular correlation was
recogn ized .

It should be reiterated that both the UNIVERSE IRELAND and the FOTIN I-L
show large variation of the mean stress and much of it can be attributed to
ballast shifts and consumption of fuel.
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3. WAVE-INDUCED BENDING MOMENTS

3.1 Introduction .

The est imat ion of wave-induced bending moment (Wl BM) is general Iy approached
in two parts, the first part being short-term prediction and the second part being
the appl icat ion of the short-term prediction results to make long-term predictions.

,

The long-term predict ions are requi red for the superposit ion of loads. The scope
of each part can be summarized as fol lows:

Short-Term Prediction:

i. Derivation of the Response Ampl itude Operators (RAO’S) for a
range of headings and frequencies (from existing calculations
and model test data or new calculations) .

ii. Compi Iat ion of observed wave data on the trade routes for each
ship. Selection of range of combinations of significant wave
heights and mean periods for generation of wave spectra for irregular
short-crested seas.

. . .
Ill. Combination of (i) and (ii) to obtain short-term response in irreg-

ular short-crested seas. (Bending moment response for each wave
spectrum. )

Long-Term Prediction:

i. Calculation of the probability density function of WIBM for range of
weather conditions (or wave height groups) using the short-term pre-
dictions.

ii. Estimate of the distribution of sea conditions or the probability
of occurrence of each wave height group.

. . .
111. Combination of (i) and (ii) to obtain long-term prediction for the

life time of ships.

The procedure for the calculation of long-term prediction and its combina-
tion with other loads, particularly dynamic or vibration-induced loads (1) require
vai idat ion of certain key assumptions. The method of approach fol lowed by the in-
vestigators for this validation was linked closely with the assessment of the
dynamic loads. Consequently, the presentation of the work accompl ished in the
area of long-term prediction is presented in the section on Oynamic Bending Moments.

The task on short-term WIBM prediction was performed in parallel to the
tasks on stil l-water bending moments and dynamic bending moments. When, in due
course, it was recognized that the superposition of loads could not be accompl ished
in the project in view of the problems encountered in the other tasks, this parti-
cular task was terminated essentially after completing the sub-tasks related to
wave data and Response Ampl itude Operators. Limited effort was devoted to
obtaining the short-term prediction. The procedure for the short-term prediction
is well established and straight forward. Therefore it was deemed more worthwhile
to divert the effort to other problem areas particularly since the results of the
short-term prediction would remain unused in this project.
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3.2 Short-Term Prediction

3.2.1 Wave Data

The statistics of the ocean waves for each one of the individual trade
routes of the study ships was compiled using References 13 and 14. The wave data
are aYailahle in a tabulated form and it gives the frequency of occurrence of

different combinations of significant wave height and mean wave period in
different parts of the world.

Hogben and Lumb (13) provide data for 50 areas of the Atlantic Ocean.
They refer to different seasons and different wave directions and cover wave
periods ranging from 0.0 to 20.0 seconds in I second increments and wave heights
from 1.0 to 62.0 ft. in 30 different increments. These data are based on almost
2 mi II ion sets of observations recorded from ships over a period of 8 years. Wave
data for 54 sub-zones of the North Pac if ic Ocean are given by Yamanouchi and Ogawa
(14). They also refer to different seasons a“d different wave directions. They
cover periods ranging from 0.0 to 17.0 seconds and wave heights tanging from 0.0
to 10.0 meters, both in 7 increments each.

For the purpose of I imi ted short-term WIBM calculations, 10 mean-wave periods
and corresponding 10 significant wave heights were selected from the table of
pertinent wave data to generate 10 two-parameter spectra each for the SL-7 and the
FOTINI -L. Extremes of wave period bracketed some 99 percent of the occurrences
for each of the 10 mean-wave periods. The significant wave height selected was
the one which had the highest occurrence for the wave period in question.

Table B-1 thru B-5 of Appendix B summarize the wave-data compilation.

3.2.2 Response Calculations

SL-7

Theoretical calculations for the short-term WIBM of the SL-7 were
avai Iable from References 4 and 5 a“d the experimental values were available
from Reference 6. The only pertinent information missing from these references
was for zero speed.

Several accepted computer programs are available for WIBM calculations.
The project employed the program SCORES (15) , developed for the Ship Structure
Committee. Calculations were performed for the heavy-load condition at zero
speed and seven head ings with respect to the waves. The input for the two-
parameter spectrum used in the SCORES program was based on the compiled wave
data. The results are shown in Table B-6 and B-7.

A decision has to be made as to which of the existing information
on short-term WIBM for all other conditions should be used in the follow-on calcu-
lations for long-term prediction. Theoretical calculations of wave loads have
been made by Kaplan et. al (4) and Kim (5) . Experimental wave loads have been
obtained by Oalzell and Chio=co (6). It is known that the particular version of
SCORES used by Kaplan gave questionable results in the case of SL-7 at high speed,
and correlation with the experimental results was unsatisfactory. On the other
hand, calculat ions at al I speeds based on Kim’s program showed good correlation with
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the experimental resu] ts. For this reason, it seems appropriate to use Kim’s
work for the short-term prediction for high speeds, or to use the mea” between
Kim’s results and the experimental value.

FOTINI-L

The short-term WIBM prediction for the FOTIN I-L, a medium-speed bulk
carrier, was accompl ished by employing the SCORES program (15) . Calculations
were made for three loading conditions (ballast, full load with coal, and full
load with iron ore) , 2 speeds and 7 headings. The drafts were selected by
reference to the logbooks of the si ster ship, OREMAR (ex-MARKA-L) . Speeds were
sel ected by reference to Teledyne’s logbook information. As in the case of
the SL-7, input for the wave spectra was based on the compiled data. Table B-8
thru B-18 summarizes the calculations.

UNIVERSE IRELANO

Al I the necessary response amp] it”de operators for the UNIVERSE IRELANO
were SUPPI ied by the Webb Inst itute of Naval Archi tecture and they are reproduced
in Table B-19 thru B-26. Additional pertinent information related to full-scale
stress analysis, long-term prediction, and model tank experiments are found in
References 7, 9 and 10.
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4. DYNAMIC BENDING MOMENTS

4.1 Introduction .

Reference 1 summarizes and extends the work of the last two decades
toward “rational” structural design. The fundamental attitude in this work has
been that al 1 the major components of the demand on the structure as wel I as
those of its capabil ity are random to a greater or lesser extent. The ultimate

objective in rational design is thus to be able to balance the statistics of
demand and capabil ity within the constraint of an acceptable risk of structural
failure. Within this framework the ultimate objective of work on the demand or
load side of the problem is to enable the synthesis of a “long-term” probabil ity
density function of demand. (By “long term” is meant time spans of the order
of ship lives. )

As noted in Section I, the present project was oriented toward “ultimate”
longitudinal bending loads as defined in Ref. 1. Among the five load components
included in the definition there are two which involve the response of the
structure in some sense. These components are “thermal effects” and “the dynamic
loads due to slamming, springing or whipping”. In the case of thermal effects there
is no external mechanical load which produces stress changes in the hul 1 girder,
and this difficulty was surmounted by defining an effective bending moment (a
moment which would produce the equivalent stress according to simple beam theory) .
In a similar way the effects of slamming or whipping upon longitudinal bending
stress were converted into an effective moment. In this latter case the structural
dynamics of the ship come into play in a major way so that the effective slamming
or whipping moments also might be considered a step removed from actual mechanical
loads. Thus the “ultimate load” definition of Ref. 1 may be alternately and
useful Iy thought of as a def in it ion for the “ultimate stress” response Of the
structure.

It was pointed out in Ref. 1 that it is possible that the relatively

short duration of stress peaks induced by slamming or whipping increases the
effective capabil ity of the structure to withstand damage; this is, that there
is a possible interaction between the bending load as defined and the capabi I ity
of the structure. The magnitude of this interaction is unkown. Thus, as a Practi-
cal matter, the stance taken in Ref. 1 in the context of ultimate loads, was to
consider an instantaneous peak combined stress as a meaningful demand on the
structure regardless of the frequency of appl ication.

The time scale of variations of three of the stress components
noted in Section 1 (SWBM, Forward Speed, Thermal) is typically between hours
and days, that of the other two (wave induced and vibratory) is between minutes
and seconds. Wave-induced and vibratory stresses appear in the short-term as
being superimposed upon a sensibly constant mean stress which is thought of as
being made up of the sum of the first three slowly varying components.
Essentially, the present state ~f Anow:edge zugge~ts that stresse$ due to weight and
buoyancy distribution, those due to thermal loads, the stress induced by the
ship’s own wave system, and those due to waves and vibrations do not interact
directly with one another. Thus the combined stress occurring in a relatively
‘me interval in the ship life is considered to be a simple sum of five
random variables.
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‘t
= combined stress (al 1 components)

5
. -LO

i=! i
(4.1)

and:

‘1
= stress due to SWBM

02 stress due to steady state waves generated by forward speed of the
vessel

‘3
stress due to thermal effects

D4 stress di rectly induced by waves
(quasi-static response)

05
stress induced by slamming, whipping, etc.

(the vibratory response of the structure to a variety of loads)

Each of the stress components enumerated is considered to be a function
of other random variables which de fine .the long-term environment and operation
of the ship. Thus the problem of the synthesis of the long-term probabl I ity
density of at, ft( at) say, centers about the synthesis of” the ~ 10n9-term

density of the five stress components and the variables of which they are functions:

f(ci, , a2, a3, a4,05, A\, A2 .....)

where Al , AZ, etc. , are the (conceptual) random variables defining the long-term
envi ronment and operation, and the marginal joint density of al ... a5 1s found
by integrating out the .A’s.

As impl ied by the above expression, in at least a minor way, al I the
components of stress are influenced by all the environmental and operational para-
meters so that the ideal problem of finding the marginal density of the U’S assumes
a dirnens ion beyond reason for present state of the art. This dimension is reduced
to a relatively tractable size in Ref. I by reasonable engineering arguments. The
first argument is that the variabil ity of SWBM is d~ctated largely by operational
factors and human judgement. Apart from an occasional change in bal last to ease
the vessel in heavy weather, the parameters controll ing SWBM of commercial vessels
operate nearly independently of the environment, and consequently SWBM is consi-
dered to be statistically independent. General Iy similar arguments were advanced
for the ship’s own wave and thermal stress components. The net effect was that
the overal 1 structure of the problem was simpl ified by assuming independence of
various sets of variables, with the result that the joint long-term density
becomes a product of joint densities of smai Ier dimension, conceptual Iy:

f(al, az, 03, 04, 05, AI, ...)

s fl(c,,Al) f2(02>A2) f3( 03,A3)

“ f45(G4, 05, A4, A ...)
5
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In this form the marginal densities of o , 0 and o may be obtained in
separate integrations. The wave-induced’ (.uq? and v? bratory stresses (u+
are conceptual Iy funct ions of the same set of parameters.

The last of the four joint densities is the subject of the present
sect ion of the report. Both the fourth and fifth stress components may
be considered “dynamic”, their characteristic time durations are of the
same order, and it is natural to consider them together to the extent
which is possible.

The objective of the present task was to examine the avai Iable
“dynamic” stress data for the three study ships with the view toward:

1. Gathering information on the statistics of u , the
:slamming, whipping or springing-induced stre s.

2. Attempting to synthesize this information in a useful
way.

3. Verifying, as feasible, the basic assumptions in state
of the art or proposed prediction methods for both wave-
induced and vibratory stresses as appl ied to the study ships.

4.2 Wave -induced and Vibratory-Stress Response: General ities

Considering the long-term joint density of wave-induced and vibra-
tory stress separately, some further reduction can be effected by intro-
ducing conditional densities:

f45(04> a5~A4,A5... ) = p45(U4,051A4,A5 ...) PA(A4>A5. ..) (4.3)

where

P{,5(04>051 A4>A5 ...) is the conditional joint density

0f04, u59 iven the envi romental

variables A4, A5. ..

PA(A4,A5. ..) is the joint density of the environ-

mental variables

A special interpretation of the above expression is fundamental
to most of the known state-of-the-art synthesis methods. The interpre-

tation is that the conditional jOint density (p4 (...)) represents the
short-term joint stress response (given part icula ? values of the environ-
mental variables, A

+
...). Since the overall objective is to synthesize

peak stresses, the urther interpretation is made that F’45(U4,U51A4, A5. ..)
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is the short-term conditional density of the maxima Of the (04,0 ) PrOcess
)which is defined by the variables (A4,A ...) and assumed tO be $ at; s-

tically stationary. 5The overall physic i justification is again based
upon t ime scales . Environmental and operational parameters (wave heights,
etc. ) fluctuate much more slowly than dynamic stresses, and are assumed
to be sensibly constant in the short term. “Short term” in this constant
means times in the order of half an hour.

With respect to a prediction of the combined wave-induced and
vibratory stress the above treatment impl ies the following procedure:

Letz=04+o
5

= the combined stress.

Then :

JJ 1
P=(Z) = ... p45(ob, z-~41A4. ..) PA(A4. .) dcr4dA4. ..dA”

(4.4)

Where the limits of the integrals are infinite, If 04 and o are
hstatistical Iy independent for given choices of parameters, t e problem

is only SI ightly simplified because of the integrations over the (assumed
common) envi romental parameters.

The approach to this problem in Ref. 1 appears to have involved
rather different assumptions. If it is considered that vibratory response
is filtered out over the lifetime of the ship (or that the ship is rigid)
the stress remaining is 04, the wave-induced stress. In the notation of

the 9eneral treatment above, the long-term density of ab alone would be:

HPW(U4) = ... p4(u4]A4 ...) PA(A4. ..)dAd A”.dA” (4.5)

This was predicted in ref. 1. In a presumably similar fashion, estimates
were made of the long-term density of,g

2’
The values of a4 and ~

:corresponding to low probabil ities of o currence (return periods orres -
ponding to ship 1ives) were found and the results were added to form an
estimate of long-term combined wave-induced and vibratory stress. in-
tuitively, the approach seems conservat ive.

Clearly the reason for the approach taken in Ref. I was that
systematic pi-ocedures for the prediction of the joint density, p4 (U4,1J5,A4. ..),

:in Eq. 4.4 were not available for the ships studied in that refer rice.
Rel iance had to be placed upon empirical stress data for the vibratory
part of the problem. Consequently, the assumptions made and the pro-
cedures developed were a function of the available information for the
particular study ship of Ref. 1. The present task involving ships of
different types was a d irect outgrowth.

Thus in examining the stress data for the present task it had to
be borne in mind that not only the marginal statistics Of a5 was Of
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importance; but also
induced and vibratory
~e quite different.

that the basic approach to the combination of wave-
stresses of the present three ships might have to

4.3 Ful l-Scale Stress Data Bases
.

Insofar as long-term statistical general izations are concerned,
val idat ion of methods are dependent upon the amount of data available and
its represent ativeness, Appendix C-l describes the available data bases
utilized in the study. Since the majority of available data dealt with
the average of port and starboard midship deck-edge stresses, only this
measure of stress response was considered. This response may be thought
of as the midshipdeck stress response due only to body vertical bending
loads. The data bases for the UNIVERSE ISLAND and the FOTINI-L appear
quite representative of a real istic long-term situation. The data from

these ships involve a sampling of longitudinal bending stresses in
one-half to one-third of the sea watches natural Iy occurring over a 2 l/2
or three year period. The data base for the SL-7 is biased toward severe
weather conditions since it corresponds to a sampl ing of about 2/3 of the
sea watches occurring in about Z70 days of exposure to winter North
Atlantic weather.

With respect to an additive vibratory component of stress response

(o ) the extent to which the avai Iable data have been reduced was not
ath ught adequate for al I three ships. Accord ingl y, representat ive data

sub-sets were chosen for the FOTINI-L and the SL-7. AS described in
Appendix c-1, a digital representation of the original stress-time history
for each sample was thereby made available for detai led analyses.

4.4 Examination of Maximum Vibratory-Stress Double-Amplitude Oata
for the UNIVERSE IRELAND

Since the primary data reduction methods noted in Ref. 16 have been
carried out on all the available data, it was reasonable to begin the
inquiry into vibration response with the measures of response already
available.

The only significant measure of vibratory response available was
the maximum isolated double ampl itude of vibration in each 20-minute
record in the data base. The vibration in each record had been isolated
by f iItering such that the wave-induced components were el iminated. The
resulting maximum double amplitude of vibratory stress (or maximum “burst”
stress as it is sometimes called) is thus not correlated with the short-’
term maxima of the wave-induced stresses. Since it is just the maximum
in a short-term sample, it can have meaning only in a longer term sense.

It should be emphasized that the maximum double amplitude of vibra-
tory stress is ~ the vibratory-stress increment (05) of Sections 4.1 and
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4.2. However, intuitively, half the maximum vibratory stress as developed
could be numerically equal to the maximum value of u

2
in a record. A

-e possibly conservative upper bound on combined s ress might be
formed by summing half the maximum vibration double ampl itude and the
maximum wave-induced stress (tension or compression) in a record. Pm -
cordingly, the maximum “burst” data, though not exactly in the form
desired, was of considerable pertinence.

The details of the examination of the maximum vibration double-
ampl itude data for the UNIVERSE IRELAND (and a“ initial ~xami”ation for
the other two ships) are contained in Appendix C-2, where correlations
of this data with Beau fort wind strength, ship speed and ship-wave heading
are described.

The fundamental resul t for the UNIVERSE IRELAND was the absence of
any firm trends. The reason was that maximum vibration double ampl itudes
were reported as zero if they were below I kpsi ; coupled with the fact
that in the vast majority of records the vibration double ampl itudes
were below this threshold. It is difficult to do much with zeros.

However, it was noted that all of the 1900 maximum vibration double
ampl itudes in the data base except for 4 were below 3.4 kpsi, that “o”e
of those four were associated with exceptional Iy severe weather for such
a large ship and that all four were above 6.5 kpsi. Owing to the nature
of the statistic, the data-reduction method and the suspicious gap in
observed magnitudes (between 3.4 and 6.5 kpsi) it a~pea red permissible
to assume that the isolated highest points were spurious. On this basis
it appeared reasonable to take the position that the effe’t of vibratory
response from all causes in the UNIVERSE IRELAND could conservatively
be taken care of by assuming an increment to wane-induced tension or
compression of 1.0 or 1.5 kpsi for all conditions.

The absolute magnitude of the maximum vibration appeared to be so
small in relation to the potential wave-induced and SWBM contributions,
that there seemed little point in delving deeper into the UNIVERSE IRELAND
data and this was not attempted.

4.5 Analyses of Maximum Vibratory-Stress Double -Ampl itudes for the
FOTIN I-L and the SL-7

4.5. I Trends

An initial examination of the available data on maximum vibratory.
stress double -ampl itudes for the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 was carried out
as for the UNIVERSE IRELAND and is described in Appendix C-2. As in the
case of the UNIVERSE IRE LANO there were also thresholds in”olved in the
original reduction of this data, but the magnitudes of vibration were
general Iy higher and some general trends could be seen.
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The data for both the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 indicated mild upward
trends of vibration with Beau fort number (and by impl icat ion, with wave
severity) and as heading varies from following to head seas.
Both data bases involve a relatively low incide. ce Of reduced speed. The
consequence was that maximum vi brat; on double ampl itudes appeared independent
of speed on the average.

As far as magnitudes of maximum vibration double ampl itudes were
concerned, there were a quite significant number of double ampl itudes be-
tween 3 and 10 kpsi in the SL-7 data, and a few ranging up to 15 kpsi.
The FOTIN I-L data showed many points between 3 and 8 kpsi and some isolated
points ranging up to II kpsi.

The presence of trends with operational parameters and the relatively
high magnitudes of stress variation indicated that more detailed studies
of the vibratory response of both the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 were in order.
In order to accompl ish this more detailed examination, representative
data subsets were selected from the avai Iable data bases (detai Is of the
selection are to be found in Appendix C-1 ). What was intended was to
re-analyze the original stress records in various ways alternate to those
which had been previously employed.

There are two worthwhile routine operations which are common to
any analysis of random time histories. The first is a qualitative visual
inspection of the original time histories, and the second is to estimate
and analyze the scalar spectrum of each record. In the present case,
digital methods of separating wave-induced from vibratory stresses
similar to the analog methods of Ref. 16 also had to be devised. The
detai I of those operat ions and some results are summarized in Appendix
C-3.

The result of most interest from the analysis of the scalar spectra
was the difference between the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 stress spectra with
respect to the relative contributions of vibratory and wave-induced stresses
to the whole. In the SL-7 case the spectral peak corresponding to vibra-
tion was rarely more than 10% of the peak in the wave-induced frequency
range. Vibration contribution to the spectra was not prominent (in fact
barely visible) in cases where overall stress response was large. In
contrast, the spectral peak due to vibration was much more prominent in
the FONT IN I-L spectra, and in fact, upon occasion, was larger than the
peak in the wave-induced frequency range. Given the small differences
between the magnitudes of maximum vibration for the two ships, and the
not enormously larger wave-induced stresses for the SL-7, this qualitative
difference was initially surprising.

Oeta iled examination of short samples of the original stress time
histories showed that the completely automatic determination of maximum vibra-
tion double amplitudes (Ref .16) did not always produce a reliable statistic. Upon
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occas ion, sudden pul ses wi thout subsequent vibratory decay were observed.
These could not be accepted as representing something which actual ly
happened aboard ship.

The incidence of those stray phenomeoa in the SL-7 data sub-set was
relatively low -- only six out of 198 records were rejected on this basis.

A much higher incidence of oddities was observed on the FOTINI-L
data sub-set. In the end, 78 out of 168 records were rejected. In addi-
tion to the stray-pulse problem, occasional evidence of saturation of the
initial magnetic-tape record was found. (This was due to large changes in
SUBM) .

Examination of the remaining records indicated that the superimposed
vibration was consistently qualitatively different for the two ships. For
the FOTIN I-L the vibration had the appearance of springing when the vibra-
tion was appreciable. OrI the other hand, when the vibratory response of the
SL-7 is large, it appears to be impact induced. Judging by the timing of the
initiation of vibration relative to the wave -indu=ed stress, both forward-
bottom slamming and the f Iare-shock phenomenon or; ginal 1y associated with
aircraft carriers (Ref. 17) appear to be present. Qualitatively, the vibratory
response of neither ship appears exactly similar to that of the study ship of
Ref. 1,

Because the data sub-set for the FOTIN I-L had been se Iected in part so
that it contained most of the unusually high vibratory response (Appendix C-.1) ,
it was of interest to re-examine the trends in itally found in Beaufort number/
speed/heading classifications of the data after di~cardi”g points strongly
suspected to be spurious. Oetails of this re-examinat ion and revision of the
data base are indicated in Appendix C-.6. The significant result of this re-
examination was that the majority of the original exceptionally high maximum
double ampl Itudes of vibration were thrown out. In the revised FOTIN I-L data
base there are just 19 instances where the maximum double ampl itude of vibration
fell between 3 and 8 kpsi and only one in excess of 8 kpsi. Effectively, 98.6%
of the FOTIN I-L maximum vibration double amplitudes are below 3 kpsi.

A further examination of the I .4% of data akove 3 kpsi disclosed that at
least two of the 20 high values were of suspicious origin though this could not
be conf irmed. It appears that 98% of the data base for the FOTINI-L impl ies an
allowance for vibratory addition to wave -induced stress not appreciably higher
than that previously suggested for the UNIVERSE IRELAND. However , the revised
data base also suggests that real maximum vibration double ampl itudes above
about 3 kpsi are nearly always associated with Beau fort wind strengths above 6.

A comparable re-examinat ion was carried out on the SL-7 data base. In
this case the 3 kpsi level of double ampl itudes is exceeded in 12% of the records.
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“-c. gh the result must be partly due to the bias in the SL-7 data base toward
.e.ere conditions, vibration double amplitudes above 3 kpsi appear to be 8 or
: times more likely in the SL-7 than the FOTIN I-L.

:,2 Fitted Distributions

As has been pointed out, the statistics of the isolated vibratory stress
!-e not exactly what is wanted in the development noted in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
-:..,ever, they are of pertinence (especial ly if no clear results can be obtained
‘:. what is real ly wanted) . Thus it was of interest to see if the maximum vi-
:-at ion double ampl itudes could be fitted by some convenient semi-analytical

long-term”) distribution function.

It is reasonable in such an effort to begin with an examination of the
<-?rt-term statistics of the process from which the sample maximum is found,
: -.ce the general form of the long-term distribution is influenced by the short-
:srn distribution, and because there is the possibil ity of developing a synthesis
-e:fiod similar to that implied in Sec ion 4.2. A brief investigation was under-
:?~en of the short-term vibratory response in the data sub-sets for both the
‘CTIN I-L and SL-7. The details are indi=ated in Appendix C-6.

The spectral analyses had indicated the isolated vibratory responses to
:? quite narrow banded. In addition, it was possible to count the number of
“brat ion double ampl itudes in each record of the data subsets. In each case

:-e number of vibrations was nearly equal to the number which would be expected
‘ the ships were always in continuous vibration at the frequency of the longitu-

:;?al two-noded mode.

Those facts suggested that the short-term distribution of vibratory maxima
-ght be the Rayleigh. Under this hypothesis a simple statistical hypothesis
:est was devised to see if the maximum vibratory ampl itude in each record was
;sne rally what would be expected if the parameter of the Rayleigh distribution
?MS vibratory response) was known. If the assumption was general ly true it was

:xpected that the test would be failed in about 10% of the records of each data
<Jb-Set. The rate of failure for the SL-7 was 64%, that for the FOTIN I-L 37%.
‘ne detail of each test disclosed that when the tests were failed the problem was
:nat the maximum vibration double amplitude was always w relative to the RMS
ibrat ion than expected.

The same test procedures were appl ied under the hypothesis that the short-
:erm distribution of vibration double amp] itl!des was exponential . 1“ this case,
hen a test failure occurred it always impl ied that the maximum vibration was
‘ower than expected relat ive to the RMS. The results indicated that the short-
:erm distribution of vibratory maxima was somewhat closer to exponential than to
‘.ayleigh since the failure rate for the SL-7 was 15% and that for the FOTIN I-L
,.,as 27%.
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Though the result must be partly due to the bias in the SL-7 data base toward
severe conditions, vibration double ampl itudes above 3 kpsi appear to be 8 or
10 times more likely in the SL-7 than the FOTIN I-L.

4.5.2 Fitted Distributions

As has been pointed out, the statistics of the isolated vibratory stress
are not exactly what is wanted in the development noted in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.
However, they are of pertinence (especially if no clear results can be obtained
for what is really wanted) . Thus it was of interest to see if the maximum vi-
bration double ampl itudes could be fitted by some convenient semi-analytical
(“long-term”) distribution function.

It is reasonable in such an effort to begin with an examination of the
short-term statistics of the process from which the sample maximum is found,
since the general form of the long-term distribution is influenced by the short-
term distribution, and because there is the possibil ity of developing a synthesis
method similar to that impl ied in Secion 4.2. A brief investigation was under-
taken of the short-term vibratory response in the data sub-sets for both the
FOTIN I-L and SL-7. The details are indicated in Appendix C-6.

The spectral analyses had indicated the isolated vibratory responses to
be quite narrow banded. In addition, it was possible to count the number of
vibration double ampl itudes in each record of the data subsets. In each case
the number of vibrations was nearly equal to the number which would be expected
if the ships were always in continuous vibration at the frequency of the longitu-
dinal two-noded mode.

Those facts suggested that the short-term distribution of vibratory maxima
might be the Rayleigh. Under this hypothesis a simple statistical hypothesis
test was devised to see if the maximum vibratory ampl itude in each record was
generally what would be expected if the parameter of the Rayleigh distribution
(RMS vibratory response) was known. If the assumption was general Iy true it was
expected that the test would be failed in about 10% of the records of each data
sub-set. The rate of failure for the SL-7 was 64%, that for the FOTIN !-L 37%.
The detail of each test disclosed that when the tests were failed the problem was
that the maximum vibration double ampl itude was always w relative to the RMS
vibration than expected.

The same test procedures were appl ied under the hypothesis that the short-
term distribution of vibration double amp] itl!des was exponential . In this case,
when a test failure occurred it always impl ied that the maximum vibration was
lower than expected relative to the RMS. The results indicated that the short-
term distribution of vibratory maxima was somewhat closer to exponential than to
Qayleigh since the failure rate for the SL-7 was 15% and that for the FOTIN I-L
was 274.
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The results also imp] ied that construction of long-term trends of
maximum vibration from short-term estimates of RMS may not be wholly within
current state of the art. In the case of suspected springing response of
the FOTIN I-L, current state of the art implies a zero mean Gaussian vibratory
response, and consequently a Rayleigh distribution of maxima. For the suspected
flare sho’k and slamming response of the SL-7 it is not clear what distribution
current state of the art implies. In either case, it was suspected that vibrations
due to propeller excitation were confusing the situation.

With respect to the problem of fitting some distribution to the long-term
statistics of maximum vibratory double amplitudes, the unconvincing results for
the short-term situation suggested that the next best assumption might be one of
the asymptotic extreme -~,al ue distributions. For reasons detailed in Appendix C-6,
a variation of the third asymptotic form as used in Ref. ]8 (the Wei bull distribution)
was assumed to be appropriate.

Fits to the Wei bull distribution were made of all the maximum vibration
double -ampl itude data in both the SL-7 and FOTIN I-L data bases. Frow, the
graphical point of view, both fits appeared reasonable, the SL-7 fit appearing
better than that for the FOTIN I-L, Ch i-square tests for goodness-of-fit were

applied to both sets of data. The results of these tests indicated that the
FOTIN I-L data fit very ‘well indeed, the SL-7 data not so well. For reasons
explained in Appendix c-6 the test procedure for the SL-7 were probably biased
toward a failure of the test. The net result was that it appears reasonable to
accept the Weibull distribution as a reasonable long-term representation of the
empirical data for both ships, and the derived parameters of the distribution for
each ship are given in Appendix C.6.

It was of interest to see if reasonable fits to the Wei bull distribution
could be made for various s“b-groupi”gsof the data base; that is for the various
headings, speeds, Beau fort number, etc. The reason for this interest was the hope
that some leads on an alternate synthesis method might emerge. Efforts made in this
direction are detailed in Appendix C.

The effort in this direction made with the FOTIN I-L maximum “burst” data
can only be described as having resulted in no credible answers. The b-sic problem
has to do with the I kpsi analysis threshold of the original data reduction, Ref.
16. Of the 1455 seconds in the rcviss~ FOTIN I-L data base there are only 140 records
having maximum vibration double ampl itudes above the threshold. Thus the maximum
vibration is reported as zero (less than I kpsi) 90% of the time. In the process
of producing sub-groups of data for give” combination of Beau fort number, etc. , the
140 non. zero points are split so many ways that practically no credible fits could
be made.

A similar, though not so severe condition influenced the efforts with
tbe SL-7 maximum burst data. Oespite a revision of the grouping rules, no
credible fits could be obtained for a three-way (Beau f”ort number, speed and
heading) classification of data. However, some reasonable fits were obtained for
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two two-way classifications (wave height-heading) and (speed-heading) .
Numerical results for the Weibull parameters are cited in Appendix C-6.
Reasonably sensible variations of the Weinbul 1 parameters were obtained
for variations in ship speed, heading and wave height.

4.6 Analyses of the Statistics of Short-Term Wave-induced Stresses
For the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7

It was one of the general objectives of the present task to develop
the statistics of the amount by which the combined stress exceeds the
wave-induced stress. (In the notation of Section 4.2 this isa 5.) Since
this quantity is not necessarily half of the maximum vibration double
amplitude treated in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, it was necessary to make a
direct approach to the problem utilizing the original stress records
contained in the data sub-sets described in Appendices C-1 and C-3.

The original stress records are combined stresses so that in order
to extract information about an addition to wave-induced stresses, it is
necessary that the wave-induced stresses be first derived, and their
statistics understood.

Within the current state of understanding, the wave-induced stresses
are zero mean and are superimposed in the short term on a constant-stress
bias due to slowly varying loads. Thus, insofar as data reduction is con-
cerned, the position of zero wave-induced stress is taken to be the record
mean. For both practical and conceptual purposes the wave-induced and
vibratory stresses are separated by a f iItering operation which removes
frequency =omponents due to ship vibration. Methods employed in the present
study are discussed in Appendix C-S.

It is worthwhile to review some of the additional assumptions made in
state-of-art long-term prediction methods for wave-induced stresses. The
general guide-1 ines for developing these methods were that it be possible
to synthesize a long-term distributicm for a specific ship in a specific
trade route. The fundamental assumption is that the wave-induced stresses are
a Iinear function of suitably defined wave elevations and that the stress
spectrum nay be estimated from hydromechanic theory Or model tests, given
the input wave spectrum. A consequence of this assumption is that the
wave-induced stress process must be a zero mean random Gaussian process.
A further consequence is that the process must be statistically symmetrical ;
for instance, the short-term statistics of stress maxima in the tensile
direction (hogging in the present case) are assumed to be the same as those
in the compressive di rectio”. Finally, under the above conditions the
theoretical probabil ity density function of the maxima of the process is
known. (The derivation is various lyascribed to Rice or Cartwright and
Longuet -Higgins, see Ref. 35; it is referred to herein as the CLH Distri-
bution because the Cartwri ght/Longuet-H iggins notation has been util ized)

In the prediction methods of Ref I (as well as in a somewhat different
approach, Ref 18) an additional assumption is made. This is that in the
short-term the wave-induced stress process is always sufficiently narrow
banded so that the theoretical distribution of maxima may _ be represented
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by the Rayleigh distribution. This was an approximation substantiated em-
pirically, principally from data acquired on ships similar to the study ships
of Ref. 1. The Rayleigh distribution has one parameter, which is taken equal
to the predicted standard deviation (square root of the predicted stress
spectrum) times a constant which depends upon the conventions employed with
respect to normal izat ion of spectral areas and the definition of the analyti-
cal expression for the Rayleigh distribution. For present purposes the
Rayleigh parameter wil 1 be denoted R and taken equal to the process RMS.
“R” is s function of a host of random operational variables (wave properties,
spectral shape, ship speed, heading, etc. ) . Under the Rayleigh assumption
the long-term density of wave-induced stress, Eq. 4.5, may be written:

Pw (C4) =f ~ ~ {I’,,(I+ pe(R\A,,.,5 . ..) pa, A,) dRdA,, ,,,

(4.6)

where Pe(R A4, A5) is the conditional density
of R given the envi ronmental
variables Ah ....

If the long-term probabil ity, Q(~4)> 0f(J4 exceeding some

value X is desired:

.

Q(u4>x) = J PW(CT4) da4

x

‘PJ- EXP (- x2/2R2 ) p~ (R\ A4 ....) pa (A4. ..) dRdA4...

(4.7)

after substitution of the analytical form of the Rayleigh density function
forp4(a 4), Eq. 4.7 is the fundamental long-term prediction equation
utilized in the methods of Ref. 1 as well as Ref. 18; the difference in
methods being the procedure and order of the integration over the range of
environmental variables, and the form of the resulting density of R. Because
the limits of the R integration are infinite (or at least very large) there
are always contributions for large values of X from moderate and low values
of R. Thus the answer obtained depends in part upon the validity of the
“tail” of the Rayleigh distribution.

There are thus two consequences of the basic short-term assumptions
which are of fundamental importance to the val idity of state-of-art predic-
tion procedures and which could be checked against the data in the data
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sub-sets for both the FOTIN 1-L and the SL-7. These are that in the short-term:

1) The wave-induced stresses are always statistically symmetrical.

2) The distribution of the stress maxima is always Rayleigh.

Appendix C-4 describes the work accompl ished in this direction and Appendix
C-5 summarizes some of the statistical techniques employed.

The first test of symmetry discussed in Appendix C-4 involved a graph-
ical comparison of the maximum tensi Ie wave-induced stress in each record with
the maximum compressive stress. The maximum instantaneous stresses in a 20-
minute record are not particularly stable statistics so that there was much
scatter. The maximum tensile (hogging) stress in a record may be larger or
smal Ier than tlle maximum compressive (sagging) stress. However, viewing the
data sub-sets as a whole it appears that the maximum wave-induced tensi Ie and
compressive stresses for the FOTIN I-L are on average nearly the same; statis-
tical symmetry appears to be a good assumption. The assumption for the SL-7

appeared not nearly so good; on average the ratio of sagging to hogging
stresses appeared to be in the vicinity of 1.2.

As may be noted from the material presented in Appendix C-3, real
wave-induced stress-time histories do not always appear to be narrow banded.
The Rayleigh assumption colors much of what is done to cope with this situa-
tion in the data-reduction methods of Ref 16. For present purposes, manY of the
same procedures were fol lowed Using the sample mean as a reference, a
“main extreme” in tension was defined as the largest tensi Ie stress observed
during a stress excursion in the tensile direction, and a main extreme in com-
pression as the largest compressive stress observed in a stress excursion in
the compressive direction. The algebraic sum of main extremes found in adja-
cent tensile and compressive stress excursions is defined to be a “double
ampl itude”. These definitions are exactly compatible with very narrow-band
processes and produce, it is thought, a series of maxima, minima and dOub Te
ampl itudes from an approximately equivalent narrow-band process. These con-
ventions were followed in developing, for each record in both data sub-sets,
arrays of succeeding maxima, minima and double amplitudes which were consid-
ered to be samples from the underlying process.

From samples of the maxima and minima of a Rayleigh process it is
possible to make two estimates of the Rayleigh parameter, one estimate from
the maxima and one from the minima. These estimates were compared graph-
ically for a further check on statistical symmetry. This effort confirmed
the close symmetry previously indicated for the FOTINI-L and impl ied for the
SL-7 that the symmetry assumption is considerably better than was implied
previously; apparently very much within engineering reason for the average
magnitudes of stress, if not the extremes.

The several statistical tests performed on the adequacy of fit to the
?ayleigh distribution of the samples of double amp! itudes, and main extremes,
are summarized in Appendix C-4.
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With respect to the Rayleigh assumption for double ampl itudes the tests
performed on both data sub-sets for goodness-of-fit were fai led at a rate 5 to
7 times the rate expected due to statistical variability. Essentially this
result impl ied that blanket acceptance of the Rayleigh assumption for double
amp] itudes may result in incorrect conclusions between 20 and 35% of the time.
The correctness of the assumption for double ampl itudes has no direct bearing
upon the prediction methods outl ined since the real interest is in main excur-
sions. However, it has a significant indirect bearing in that all or most
existing methods have been verified against double -ampl itude data.

The statistical tests on the fit to the Rayleiqh distribution of the
short-term wave-induced main extremes in the SL-7 data sub-set produced over-
all failure rates 7 or 8 times that expected on the basis of statistical
variabil ity. The samples of main extremes in tension or compression are badly
fitted by the Rayleigh distribution 35% to 40% of the time. On the basis of
these results it is difficult to accept the proposition that the short-term
wave-induced stress maxima of the SL-7 - follow the Rayleigh distribution.

Similar tests on the fit of short-term wave-induced ~ai” ~xtremes i“
the FOTIN I-L data sub-set to the Rayleigh distribution produced failure rates
3 t.o 4 times that expected; that is, higher than would be desirable for an
unconditional acceptance of the Rayleigh assumption but much lower than those
for the SL-7.

By a subjective classification of the width of each of the FOTIN I-L
stress spectra it was possible to correlate the test failures with the
spectral width. Failure rates for very narrow spectra were near enough to that
expected so that the Rayleigh assumption could reasonably be accepted. The
high overall rate was explained by higher rates of failure for broader
spectra.

Exactly similar correlations were not made for the SL-7 results, but
those that were imp] ied that the problem there was with a high incidence of
broad-band stress spectra.

It was apparent from the detai IS of the SL-7 data sub-set that the
ship slows to less than 15 knots speed only during extraordinarily severe
wave conditions, and under these circumstances the ship heading is generally
bow or head seas. Eleven such cases exist in the data sub-set. Examination
of the tests of the Rayleigh assumption for these cases indicated that had
the II low-speed cases been the only ones avai lable there would have been
little hesitation in accepting the Rayleigh assumption.

Since the results for the SL-7 at least had potentially serious im-
PI ications with respect to the long-term prediction methods, and indirectly
upon the val idity of the basic short-term prediction procedure, it was of
interest to see if the maxima and minima would, in general, fit the more
complicated theoretical distribution cited earlier. In order to carry out
these tests, al I the maxima and minima in each record in the SL-7 data sub-
set (not just main extremes) had to be found.
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The testing procedures util ized in this effort were essentially similar
to those on the main extremes. The overal I fai lure rates of these tests were
very much in line to the rate- of-fai lure expected. Thus the short-term statis-
tics of the SL-7 stress records appear in general to be consistent with those
expected under the I inear random prediction theory for systems of arbitrary
band width; that is, consistent with the two-parameter CLH distribution,

As in the earl ier tests the procedure produced two sets of estimates
of the distribution parameters, one from the samples of maxima, one from the
minima. This afforded an opportunity for a third symmetry check. The first
parameter of the distribution is the process RMS, Graphical comparisons of the
values estimated from maxima with those from minima again indicated quite
reasonable symmetry. The second parameter of the distribution is a non-dimen-
sional broadness parameter which varies between zero and one. Graphical com-
parisons indicated quite good statistical symmetry for values of the parameter
above 0.7, less good symmetry below. The sense of the result is that for the
lower values of broadness parameter there tends to be more secondary oscil la-
tions in hogging-stress excursions than i“ sagging-stress excursions.

The majority of the problems with the Rayleigh assumption for the SL-7
data are explained by the incidence of the various values of broadness para-
meter. About half the time the derived broadness parameters were between 0.8
and 1.0; that is, the distribution of maxima or minima in the records is
nearly normal There is very Iittle incidence of broadness parameter between
0.0 and 0.2; that is, very little incidence of nearly Rayleigh response in
the data set.

It seems probable that the short-term statistical symmetry a“d the
narrow.handedness assumptions are within reason if not always true for rela-
tively slow-speed ships. For a ship of the size and speed of the SL-7, which
spends about half its sea time in quartering and following waves, it is diffi -
CUI t to accept the narrow-handedness assumpt ion, though it is probably within
reason to accept symmetry.

Incorporation of the distribution for arbitrary band width (truncated
so as to represent only positive maxima) into the expression for the long-
term pro babil ity density, Eq 4,6 would be possible at the expense of an
additional integration over the broadness parameter and the development of the
joint distribution of the two distribution parameters,

However, it seems clear that the neglect of broad-band response, as
would be the case when existing methods are used for the SL-7, will be on the
conservative side. To illustrate, the upper tail of the CLH distribution,
truncated to represent the positive values of the “ar iate of interest, is
smaller than the upper tail of the Rayleigh distribution regardless of broad-
ness parameter (Ref 20) The effect would be that the pro babil ity of ex=eed -
ing a given stress level will be higher under the Rayleigh assumption,

Regardless of the method util ized, it would appear that some care may
be needed in interpreting the double -a,nplitude data i“ the data bases for
purposes of validating prediction methods.
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4.7 Investigation of Comtined Stresses

4.7.1 Short-Term Distributions of Dynamic Increments to Wave-Induced Stress

Returning to the question of the amounts (o ) by which the combined
dynamic stress exceeds the wave-induced stress, 5

the details of the definition
of this quantity in the short term, as well as of the investigations carried
out , are noted in Appendix C-7. Briefly, a main combined stress extreme was
defined as the maximum combined stress observed in a wave-induced stress ex-
cursion. is defined as the difference between this combined

‘he ‘Ua”ti’y ‘f:main extreme and the wav -Induced main extreme noted in the last section.
This definition is exactly the same as that adopted in Ref. I The intended

apprOach Of the present work differed frOm that in Ref. I in that whereas
100 or so selected impact events were selected for analysis in the background
work to that reference, it was the intent of the present work to look at all
available events (stress excursions) in each record, and to repeat this fOr
all the records available in the FOTIN I-L and SL-7 data sub-sets.

Having developed the increment data (m ) for both tenS iOn and cOm-
:press ion it was of interest to see if incremen s to tension and compression w?re

symmetrical This was carried out graphically for both the maximum increments
in each record and the mean of the increments. The increments to wave- induced
stresses for both ships appeared to be quite symmetrical statistically. In
any given record there appears about an even chance that tile maximum increment
to wave -induced tension wil I be larger than the maxinlum increment tO cOmPress iOn,
This result, for both the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 is different from the result
for the study ship of Ref I where assymetry was found; but in accordance with
the qualitative nature of the vibration noted in Section 4.5 and Apoendix C-3.

Following the general line of development of Ref 1, the next investiga-
tion involved the marginal distribution in the short term of the vibration-in-
duced increments to wave-induced stresses. The implication in Ref I was that
these increments might be distributed according to the Rayleigh or exponential
distributions depending upon the nature of the response (slamming or whipping)
Tests for goodness-of-fit of the short-term samples of increments to the
exponential distribution were made for each record of each data sub-set. The
hypothesis that the increments fit the exponential distribution was rejected
in about 90% of each data set, a rate of re.iect ion about 18 times that expected
due to statistical variability. Similar tests were made for fit of the short-
term samples of increments to the Rayleigh distribution. In this case the
failure rates for both ships were 8 to 10 times that expected. Essentially, a
reasonable fit to the Rayleigh distribution is not present 40% Or 50% Of the
time. It appears that neither of the short-term marginal distributions of
dynamic increments to wave-induced stress which were suggested in Ref I are
particularly attractive assumptions for the FOTIN-L and the SL-7.

While statistical independence of short-term increments (a ) and wave-
?induced stresses (cr4) does not vastl Y

4.2),
simpl ify the prediction prob em (Section

it would help. Accordingly a brief investigation of statistical inde-
pendence in the short-term was carried out. Because of the uncertainty about
the distributions of both components, the test procedure used was distribution
frc?..
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The result for the SL-7 data sub-set was that statistical independence
of short-term increments and wave-induced maxima appears to be a quite reason-
able general assumption. In the case of the FOTINI -L the independence assump-
tion appeared reasonable for increments to tensi le stress but somewhat tenuous
for compress ion . An examination of the individual cases where the independence
~~~umptio” -a,l]d “Ot ~eadily be accepted disclosed that in half of these cases

the overal I stress level was quite low.

The results of the investigations of the short-term marginal distribu-
tions of increments to wave-induced stress appear simi Iar to those carried out
upon isolated vibration (Section 4.5). It seems likely that the contributions
of non-wave-related vibration excitation upset the various tests. All the
tests were based upon expectations resulting one way or another from consider-
ations of wave-induced phenomena.

4.7.2 An Al ternate Approach to Short-Term Combined Stresses

Given the above results it seemed appropriate to cast about for some
alternate approaches. One such approach involves combined stresses di rectly
(Ref 8, for example). In this approach it is assumed that the vibration is a
Iinear response of the ship to wave excitation that happens to occur at dif-
ferent frequencies than the wave-induced response. In this rationale the
addition of vibration to wave-induced stress results in a new broader banded
random-zero mean Gauss ion short-term process. In terms of the development of
Section 4.2, are combined in the short-term predic -

‘he ‘ariab’es ‘4 ‘?”d ‘5.tie” procedure so that the conditional Joint density P45(’J4, 05, A4. ..) is

replaced by a co”ditio”al density p6(u6 A4 .) where U6 is the c0ntinu0u5

sum of the wave-induced and vibratory stre$ses, not the sum of maxima as was
previously implied. This spproach has some very great practical attractions in
that synthesis of both RMS wave-induced stress and RMS vibration, as wel I as
the associated spectra, is considered to be within present state-of-art (Ref 8).

From the point of “iew of checking the appl icabil ity of this concept to
the combined stress maxima it is first necessary to develop samples of all the
maxima in the original stress record. It was convenient to do this in con-
junction with one of the investigations noted in Section 4.6 (that which in-
volved all the wave-induced stress maxima in the SL-7 data sub-set). Accord-
ingly, tests for goodness-of-fit to the CLH distribution were made on samples
of combined stress maxima from each record in the SL-7 data sub-set (detai Is are
noted in Appendix C-7)

The first results of this process were that the distribution parameters
(RMS and broadness parameter) fitted to samples of maxima appeared symmetrical
with those fitted to samples of minima, and that 94% of the broadness parameters
were above 0.8. The rates of failure of the goodness-of-fit tests were nearly
that expected due to statistical variability, and, accordingly, the results
imply that the short-term maxima and minima of the combined stresses in the
SL-7 data sub-set are quite generally nearly normally distributed, a result
,,hicb would be expected as a consequence of the approach in Ref 8.
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Two aspects of the just described investigation were disturbing. One
was that the contribution of the vibration to the total varian’e of combined
stress was extremely small, no reasonable check on the fundamental addition
approach could be made. The second aspect was that the sample extremes were
outside the range expected much more often than the good overal I f its to the
CLH distribution would imply. In most of the cases where the sample extremes
were not within the expected range the extreme was larger than expected, and,
moreover, these cases tended to be concentrated in head and bow-sea cases and
in the severest weather. The impl icat ion is that while the combined maxima
and minima may on average follow the expected distribution for a broad-band
Gaussian process, severe wave-induced vibratory response (the item of real
interest) may upset the tails of the distribution in a way not discernible
with the fitting procedures utilized.

4.7.3 Composition of the Maximum Combined Stress in Twenty-Minute Records—--

Since the prospects for synthesis of combined wave-induced and dyna-
mic stresses in the short-term appeared mixed at best, it appeared worthwhile
to look at the combined stress problem in a much more purely empirical way.
Since it was suspected that much of the confounding of results pertaining to
vibration had to do with the influence of the many small vibrations which
exist in every record, it was decided to consider only the maximum values of
the var ious components of stress in each record. The detail of this effort
is shown in the last two sections of Appendix C-7. Previously developed
statistics from the FOTIN I-L and SL-7 data sub-sets were used in this investi-
gation.

The first question posed was about the magnitude of the maximum
dynamic increment to waveinduced stress in relation to the magnitude of the
maximum superimposed double amplitude of isolated vibration (Sections 4.4,
4.5). The first finding was as expected; that is, the maximum dynamic incre-
ment in a record is not generally exactly equal to half the maximum vibration
double amplitude. It may be more or less. However, the results for the
FONT IN I-L suggested that it would not be terribly conservative to assume that
the maximum dynamic increment in a record is equal to half the maximum vibra-
tion double ampl itude (the most probable ratio between the two was about 0.9)
The results for the SL-7 data were mixed. In this case the most probable value
of the ratio of maximum increment to half the maximum “ibrat ion double ampl i-
tude was about 0.8 but the dispersion of the values was greater than that for the
FOTIN I-L.

The next question posed was essential Iy “does the maximum dynamic
increment in a record increase the maximum wave-induced stress excursion in a
record , or some other excurs.ion?” The answer was that in general the maximum
dynamic increment in a record is not added to the maximum wave-induced stress.

At this point it appeared that the addition of half the maximum double
ampl itudes of vibration to the maximum wane-induced main ~xtremes in tension
and compression would quite I ikely be an overly conservative procedure.
Though this addition can and did occur, it does not appear highly probable.
While the maximum dynamic increment in the record is approximately half the
maximum double ampl itude of vibration, the data indicate that it may increase
wave-induced excursions of any magnitude.
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These results impl ied that perhaps the problem was not being approached
from an advantageous direction. In the present context the real interest is in
the maximum combined stress in a record. The maximum combined stress in tension
or compression is the sum of a wave-induced main extreme and a vibration-induced
dynamic increment. Accordingly, it appeared reasonable to investigate the wave-
induced stress and the dynamic increments “associated” with the maximum com-
bined stress in each record.

In the case of the SL-7, in about 95% of all records in the data sub-
set, the wave-induced main extreme associated with the maximum combined stress
was found to be either within 5% of the maximum wave-induced main extreme in
the record or exactly equal to it. In about 65% of the FOTIN I-L records in the
data sub-set, the wave-induced main extreme associated with the maximum combined
stress was found to be within 10% of the maximum wave-induced main extreme in
the record. The detailed results show that the associated wave-induced main
eXtreMe and the record maximum were identical in about 50% of the data sub-set.
It appears that the maximum combined stress in a record may be general ly assumed
to result from the addition of vibration to the maximum wave-induced stress in
the record. The assumption would involve very I ittle conservation for the
S1-7 and would appear within reason for the FOTIN I-L.

Considering the increments due to vibration which are associated with
the maximum combined stress, it was found that the ratio of this quantity to
half the maximum vibration double amp] itude in a record was more or less uni-
formly distributed between values of zero and about I .1,

In summary, the results from the data sub-sets imply that it may be
within reason, though somewhat conservat ive, to assume in the long term that
the maximum combined main stress extreme in tension or compression in a record
is the sum of the maximum wave-induced main extrelne in the record and a dynamic
increment which is a uniformly distributed fraction of half the maximum double
amp] itude of vibration in the record. Thus, an approach is suggested to the
conversion of empirical long-term distributions of maximum vibration double
amplitudes (Section 4.5) to long-term distributions of vibration increments
associated with the maximum wave-induced stresses, since the uniform distribu-
tion just cited may be interpreted as a conditional distribution of CY given
the maximum vibration double am Dlitude. 5’
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5. CLASSIFICATION SOCIETIES ANO HULL GIRDER OESIGN CRITERIA

5.1 Introduction

In general, it can be said that classification societies’ rules repre-
sent current design practices. And, probably without exception, al 1 merchant
ships are designed, built and maintained at least to the minimum standards
specified by the classification society in question.

Here, the hul! girder design criteria of four of the leading classi-
fication societies are examined, compared and appl ied to the study ships. The
organizations selected for the study have been steadi!y introducing rational
design features in their rules based on results of research and development
effort. They are:

o American Bur2au of Shipping (ABS) - USA

o Lloyd’s Register of Shipping (Lloyd’s) - Britain

0 Bureau Veritas (9V) - France

o Oet Norske Ver itas (OnV) - Norway

On the whole, all rules a“d requirements specified by these leading
societies are similar, with differences only i“ details.

The primary elements of the rules are still-water bending moment,
wave- induced bending moment , maximum permissible longitudinal bending stress
and required minimum section modulus. The st i 1 l-water and wave-induced
moments are added di rectly. Estimation of dynamic moment is not a considera-
tion. Al I unknowns, such as structural deviations, residual and therms]
stre5ses, dynamic stress increments, etc. , are reflected in the al lowable
stress.

5.2 Basic Approaches and Design Rules

American Bureau of Shipping - 1976
(21)

a. Stil l-water Bending Moment (SWBM)

Required - Calculations of SWBM for all the anticipated
loaded and ballasted conditions are to be submitted.
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Standard Design Formula - In case the detailed infor-
mation of loading is not available, a “standard”
SWBM as specified by the following equation may be
used:

MS = C~t L2fi B (Cb + 0.5)

where
MS = Standard SWBM

c = Emperical Constant dependent upon
St

ship length and measurement system
(S1 or English)

L = Ship Length

B = Ship Breadth

Cb
= Block Coefficient

b. Wave-Induced Bending Moment (W IBM)

Rule Equation: M 2BH
w = C2L1 e

where Mw = Wave- Induced Bendi ng Moment

C2 = Constant for Different Wave Conditions

L, = LBP

B = Ship Breadth

He = The Effective Wave Height of Standard Wave
(derived from calculated Iong-ter,r bending
moment responses in North Atlarltic Ocean waves)

c. Nominal Permissible Longitudinal Bending Stress - f
P

fp = 10.56 + %Q tons/in2 for 790 < L s 1400 ft

d. Minimum Required Sec Lion Modulus - S14

SM = Mt/f
P
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where Mt = M + KbMw (Total Longitudinal Bending
5V$

Moment )

M = SWBM, > 0.875 M
Sw

, if calculated from
loading information

k! = WIBM
w

‘b
= Constant dependent upon Cb

Lloyd’s P.egistel- of Shipping - 1975 (22)

a. SWBM

The design SWBM is the maximum,

calculated for all the possible

b. WIBM

The rule wave bending moment M
b>

us ing

Mw=~w C1L2B(Cb+0

hogging or sagging,

loading conditions

can be calculated by

.7) x 10‘3 (Metric System)

where Uw = Max. Permissible Stresses due to WIBM

Cl = Factor dependent upon Ship Length

The above di rect calculat ion equation was based on the

derivation of response to regular waves by strip theory,

short-term response to irregular waves using the sea

spectrum concept, and long-term response predictions

using statistical distributions of sea states.

c. Maximum Perinissible Longitudinal Bending Stresses.

The maximum permissible stresses for still water bending

stress, wave bending stress and combined stress are

tabulated in Table 0. 3.4 of Reference 22 for the appropriate

ship type and different service conditions.
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d. Min. Section Modulus Required - SMm

.

Slim = Cl L2 B (Cb + 0.7) cm 3

Bureau Veritas - 1975
(23 )

a. SWBM -

The most unfavorable loading condition is to be considered

for SWBM calculation. If actual light ship weight distri-

bution is not known, it may be based on statistical law

approved by the head office.

b. WIBM -

The maximum rule value of wave bending moment (MH) is

given by the formula:

MH=HL2B(cb+o.7)xlo ‘3 (Metric System)

3/2
where H = 71.67 - 6.67 [~] if L<300m

H = 71.67 if L>300m

c. Maximum Permissible Stresses - 8.89 tons/in2 (I4 kg f/mm2)

d. Minimum Section Modulus -

The midship section moduli at deck and bottom are not

to be less than the greater of the two values:

W.wm

M+MH

W. JL *-10 -3
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with:
B=

4.

.08 for oil tankers

.05 for other ships

MH= wave bending moment, in tm.

Mc= maximum value of still water bending moment, in

tm.

Wm= minimum value of section modulus, in m3, derived

from

Wm = FL2 B (Cb + 0.7) 10-6

where:

F = 10.75 -[-]3’2 if L<300m

F = 10.75 if LZ300m

Oet Norske Veritas - 1975 C24 )

a. SWBM

As a first approximation - SWBM (M~v) may be calculated

by M5V = 0.5 [a (Cb+ b) L an - (cLP + Mm + ~Px)]

(Metric System)

where a , b, c = constants based on
and ship type

loading condition

0.174 <a <0.182

0.30 < b< O.35

0.20 < C <0.25

d. = The extreme displacement @ the actual draft

M = Weight of the machinery

P = Weight of light ship minus weight of
machinery

~ = The di~t~”c~ b~~~~~n t-he ‘entre of gravity

of the machinery and L/2
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v

~ = individual weights which are included in

the deadweight

~ = The d istan=e from L/2 to the Centre of

gravity of the individual weights

b. WIBM -

Equations for vertical wave bending moment - MB”

MBv(sag) = 0.325 Cv L] 2 B (Cb + 0.2) X ]05 kg-cm

‘BV
(hog)= 0.43 Cv L12 B Cb2 x 105 k9-cm

where: 3

c“ =
250-L2)

o.3-(————
370

‘1
= LBP

L2 = L, but need not be taken greater than 250m

For horizontal wave bending mOment - MBH

f
3

M
400-L3) 1)~H=0.94 0.23 -[(~ L,2 d cb x lo5 kg-cm

(“

where:

L3 = L, but need not be taken greater than 400m

d = mean moulded

c. Max. Permissible Stress

to carry ore or similar

summer draft in meters

- 1900 kg/cm2 (for ships intended

heavy cargo)

The longitudinal compressive stress ( a ~) at a given

location in midship section is to be taken as:

=1.7 uB+fl~v

‘her~~=~~v~~”””+ [~]z- W. be.dig stress.
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—–

G ,“ . “S”F7
-still-water bending stress

v

l“= momen t of
about the
al lowance

1“ = moment of
about the
al lowance

4
inertia in cm of midship section
horizontal neutral axis, corrosion
not deducted.

4
inertia in cm of midship section
vertical centre line, corrosion
not deducted.

xandy= coordinates in
location in relation
of the ship’s center
see fiqure.

cm of the plate panel
to the intersection of
line and keei line.

Y

1---

G “
NEUTRAL AXIS

L

Ax

—.

Yn

Y“ = distance in cm from keel line to horizontal
neutral axis.

d. Minimum Requi red Section Modulus

c1
20 = ~ C2 L,z B (CB + 0.7) cm3

1

where

3::; L’ )
3/2

c, = 10.75 - (— L < 300m

= 10.75 L ~ 31JOm

C2
=1.0

f,=l. o

or I.03 (depends on type of ship)

(Ocpends on material)
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5.3 Appl icat ion of Rules to Study Ships

The rules of the four societies (ABS, Lloyd’s, BV and DnV) were appl ied

to the SL-7, FOTIN I-L and UNIVERSE IRELANO and calculations were made to deter-
mine the stil l-water bending moments, wave-induced bending moment, maximum
permissible stress and minimum required section modul i. The numerical results

are summarized in Table 5-1.

It can be seen that the requirements of longitudinal strength as
specified by the four different classification societies are not very differ-
ent from one another. All allow the use of calculated SWBM for anticipated

loading condition. ABS further requires that a “standard” SWBM be calculated,
and that any SWBM used in Section-Modulus calculations be at least 0.875 of the
“standard” SWBM. The other rules make no similar restriction on SWBM. It is
pertinent to note that the “standard” SWBM based on the ABS requi rement are

approximately the same as for the anticipated loading conditions for the SL-7
and UNIVERSE IRELAND. However, for the FOTIN I-L, the “standard” SWBM appears
to be considerably low.

DnV rules would be considered more detailed than other rules with
respect to WIBM. The OnV expression for wave bending stress involves both the
vertical and horizontal bending moments and moments-of-inertia explicitly,
whereas the other rules do not.

For ship length between 150m and 300m, Lloyd’s, BL’ and DnV have essen-
tially the same calculation for minimum section modulus. In calculati0n5 for
hul I section modulus, none of the four rules distinguish between tensile and
compressive loadings on the hull. The maximum bending moment due to hogging or
sagging is to be used with section modul i for upper and lower portions of the
ship’s hull. However, DnV does requi re that a separate buckl ing (compressive)
stress analysis be done for the ship hull.

Lloyd’s distinguishes two ship types for the purpose of establ ishing
the maximum permissible stress to be used in calculating the hull section
modulus. Type I (ships with cargoes denser than fresh water) are allowed
stress only 90% of that which is allowed for Type 2 (ships with cargoes less
dense than fresh water) . But it is known that many operators of dense cargo-
carrying ships take special care to distribute the loads in a manner conducive
to ship safety. If they wish to benefit from this practice, under the Lloyd’s
rules they must go the route of individual consideration for vessels of special
or unusual design.
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TABLE 5- I

Summary of Desiqn Requirements of Classification for Three Study Ships

Class ifi - SWBM illBM
SHIP

Max. Perm. Lon9
cation (FT-LT) (FT-LT)

Min. Req. S.P

Societies
Stress (TSI ) (FT-IN1 )

ABS 688,183 870,857
LLOYOIS

10.60

SL-7 711,134i +
153,652

99 1.093 10.41
BV

155,683
111.1341 * 660.513 8.89 155, 683

OnV 711,841 ,’: ‘BV = 533,977

‘BH = 267, $!44
12.06 155,683

ABS Mt=z14,040+::

0. 875Mt =184,484 1,027,809
LLOYO’S

10.56

306,800;+

164,289
986,8!5 Heavy Cargo i1.53 155,401

FOTINI-L Coal ,etc. !0.41

Bv 306, 8oo~ 763,656 8.89 155,401

ONV 306,800$:
‘BV = 628,997
k+ 12.06 155,401
BH = 442,654

UNIVERSE ABS 2J285.896 3. 291.251 10.70 521,229

IRELANO LLOYO’.S 2.3WOO0 ,,: 06.932 10.41
BV

489.262
2,355,000:: 2,071,216 8.89 489,262

O(lv 2,355,000* ‘BV = 1,914,589

‘iBH = I,584,478 12.06 489,262

::Max. S\JBM from Loading Manual

+:: “Standard” SVBM



6. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The Logbook information for the study ships related to deadweight
distribution, and bal last changes and fuel consumption during voyages, is
inadequate or un retrievable or too costly to retrieve. This situation pre-
cluded the reconstruction of the actual experienced loading conditions and
the calculation of the corresponding stil l-water bending moments.

The correlation between the loading booklets and the full-scale stress
data with respect to the still-water bending moment variation during voyages
WaS DOOr.

2. Full-scale stress measurements lend themselves to the estimation of
thermal stresses. The magnitude of the stress is dependent on the ship

tYPe, cOl Or Of the deck Or its protection from the sun and weather factor.
No correlation is found between the magnitude of the stress and different
geographical areas for the. same ship.

3. The SL-7 full-scale stress data show maximum diurnal mean bending
stress variation of 1 to 3 kpsi and variation throughout voyages of 1 to 6
kpsi.

The FOTIN I-L full-scale stress data show maximum diurnal mean varia-
tion of I to 3 kpsi and voyage variation of 2 to IJ kpsi.

The UNIVERSE IRELANO full -s’ale stress data show maximum diurnal
stress variation of 2 to 6 kpsi a“d voyage variation of 4 to 19 kpsi. The
large variations in the mean stress do not correlate with the sample loading
conditions, full load or ballast, in the loading booklet.

The implication of these “aria tio”s is that the operating procedures
of container ships require relatively small margin for still-water stress
variation during voyages whereas those of the tankers and bulk carrier requi re
large margins.

In general , the still-water bending stress variations appear to have a
random nature and at the same time submit to the control of their extremes by
the operators; this suggests that st ill-water bending moments can be expressed
and estimated pro babilis tically with truncated distributions,

4. The UtllVERSE IRELANO experiences very I ittle sea-related vibration and
the magnitude of the associated vertical bending load appears “early independ-
ent of heading or sea condition. In fact, for the purpose of design, at least
in the near term, the effect of vibratory response from al I causes could be
conservatively accounted for by assuming an increment to wave-induced tension
or compression of less than 2 kpsi.
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5. A considerable portion of the high-vibration data for the FOTINI-L was
found to be suspect; e] iminat ion of this data from the analysis tends to reduce
the significance of vibration in the synthesis of extreme loads.

6. The maximum vibration in the SL-7 is induced both by forward bottom
slamming and “flare shock” (the inception of vibration occurs at maximum wave-
induced hogging as well as sagging). The maximum vibration increases gradually
with wave severity and as the heading changes from fol lowing seas to head seas.
Additionally, the general trends are functions of combinations of weather and
speed parameters. There is a steep increase in the stress at Beaufort number 9
when the normal speed is still maintained but there is sharp decrease at
Beaufort number 10 when the speed is reduced. Maximum vibration stress double
ampl itudes of 3 kpsi are exceeded in 12% of the records; peak stresses of 10 kpsi
and 15 kpsi are present in the records.

7. The level of the maximum vibration of FOTIN I-L is low. 98.6% of the
double amplitudes of stress are below 3 kpsi and the remaining are below 9 kpsi;
the higher values are associated with Beaufort numbers above 6 and beam seas.
The trend in beam seas as well as the time histories suggest that the vessel
experiences mostly springing.

8. The short-term maximum vibration stress data for both the SL-7 and
FOTIN I-L do not fit the Rayleigh or the exponential distributions, however,
they are closer to the latter. This situation leaves a serious gap in the pro-
cedure to predict long-term trends from short-term RMS estimates and hinders
the development of a rational method for the synthesis of loads.

9. The long-term distributions of the double amplitudes of the maximum
vibration stress for the SL-7 and FOTIN I-L fit (empirically) the We ibull dis-
tribution satisfactorily. This would aid in the development of a semi-empirical
procedure for the long-term prediction of vibration loads, however, it would
be constrained by the limited availability of full-scale data for various ship
types.

10. The short-term wave-induced bending moment maxima for the SL-7 at slow
speed fit the Rayleigh distribution reasonably well. At operating speed the
data fit the Cartwright and Longuet-t{igg ins distribution with the broadness
parameter approaching unity for over half of the data. A relatively small por-
tion of the data fits the Rayleigh distribution. If it is assumed for the
simpl if icat ion of analyses that the short-term wave-induced bending moment
maxima are always Rayleigh distributed, the resulting long-term prediction is
1 ikely to be conservative to a degree which is not possible to judge based on
the work performed. The ratio of compression to tension of wave-induced bend-
ing moment maxima is approximately 1:1 .2 for extremes and 1:1.06 for RMS.
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In the case of the FOTIN I-L, the assumption that the short-term wave-
induced moment fit the Rayleigh distribution would be reasonable, if not always
true. The magnitudes of compression and tension are symmetrical

Il. For the sL-7 and FOTIN I-L the short-term distributions of the dynamic
increment to wave-induced stress (which together form the combined dynamic
stress) do not fit the Rayleigh or the exponential distributions. To use
either form even with judicious corrections for engineering purposes does not
appear advisable. The magnitude of the compression and tension are statisti-
cally symmetrical.

For purposes of estimating loads, the assumption that the dynamic incre-
ments and wave-induced bending moment maxima are statistical ly independent
appears valid.

12. The combined short-term dynamic stress data for the SL-7 fits the
Cartwright and Longuet.-Higgins distribution with large broadness parameter;
however, it is I ikel y to under-predict the extremes.

13. The data suggest that in the long term the maximum =ombi”ed dy”arnic
stress extreme in tension or compression found in a record is the sum of maxi-
mum wave-induced main extreme and an increment which is a fraction of half the
maximum double amplitude of vibration in the record. This fraction is approxi-
mately uniformly distributed between O and 1.1 over all records.
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7. RECOMMENOATIONS

1. A very compreb,ensive program is required to establ ish the val idity of
maki’ng long-term predictions of still-water bending moments using a probabilis-
tic approach and to determine the nature of the statistical distribution for
different ship types. Three approaches should be considered.

i) Col Iect ion of actual operating data on deadweight
distribution, and fuel consumption and ballast
changes during voyages for minimum of one year.
In view of the difficulties experi&nced in this
project, the data gathering, recording and com-
municating procedure must be worked out precisely
in every detai 1 and explained to every ship off i-
cer responsible for the task.

Prel iminary discussions should be held with the
ship owners to obtain their view on the practi-
cal ity of the program and the extent of the co-
operation they would provide.

ii) Derivation of all possible loading conditions
(within practical limits of draft and trim) over
the lifetime of a ship. It should include the
derivation of fuel consumption and all possible
ballast changes, including those during tank
washing, for all possible voyages.

The pitfall of this method is the requirement to
employ subjective judgement to apply probabilities
of occur rancesto the different loading conditions
and to establ ish the points of truncation of the
distributions.

iii) Installation of mechanical scratch gages which would
record extreme stress variation during a designated
time period. The still-water bending stress at time
of the installation of the gage would be the refer-
ence stress for the duration of the instrumentation
period.

Results of this report indicated that the median of
the stress extremes in each time period would be
quite a reasonable estimate of the mean stress.

Estimates of the still-water bending stress and
thermal stress may be derived from the information
on the means.

It is bel ieved that the scratch program could be
cost-effective in the pursuit of rational design
procedure.
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2. The existing procedure for the estimation of wave-induced bending
moment should be extended to incorporate the short-term broadband response
using the Cartwright and the Longuet- Higgins distribution. The response
calculation for different ship types should be performed for both Rayleigh
and broad-band distributions and compared with experimental and/or full-
scale results. This comparison would indicate the magnitude of overesti-
mation due to Rayleigh and the advisability of using it.

3. If the vibration is considered as a separate entity, the results of
the long-term empirical predictions of the maximum vibration double ampl i-
tude may be appl ied to the classification society rules to determine the
probable influence of vibration at varying risk levels in the estimation
of the section modulus.

4. A study should be made to determine the advisability of converting
the empirical long-term distributions of maximum vibration double ampl i-
tudes to long-term distributions of vibration increments associated with
the maximum wave–induced stresses for incl us ion in a des ign procedure.
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APPENDIX A

STILL-WATER BENDING MOMENTS CALCULATIONS

TABLE A- I

D

SL-7, Summary of Sample Loading Conditions From Loading Manual

r
A T L AN T I C PAC I F I C

East Bound West Bound East Bound West Bound

Itern Depart Arrive Depart Arrive Depart Arrive Depart Arrive
New York Europe Europe New York Japan u.S. A U.S. A Japan

Displacement . LT 43504 47621 47L780 46049 45112 41695 50374 49825

Light Ship \Jeiaht LT 24671 24671 24671 24671 24671 24671 24671 2467}

Oead Weight LT 23833 22950 23209 21378 20441 17025 25703 25154

Containers LT 18477 18477 17853 17333 12803 12803 18836 18836

Fuel Oil LT 4036 1120 f+036 1120 4998 948 4990 943
Oiesel Oil “- LT 138 60 138 60 138 60 I38
Ballast LT 606 2829 606 1881 1926 2750 1155 48;;
Fresh Water ~ ,. 576 464 576 464 576 464 576 464

Oraft-Fore FT 32.31 28.63 32.33 29.66 29.90 28.76 31.52 31.59
Draft-Aft FT 33.56 35.55 32.95 33.24 32.13 29.62 35 97 35 .48
Oraft-Mean FT 32.94 32.09 32.64 31.45 31.02 29.19 33:75 33.54
Trim _ FT ‘“ 1.25 6.92 0.62 3.58 2.23 0.86 4.45

1

Oisp. Moment ~- 427932 I 4201603 I 4208277 I 399 1939 I .4106577 I
Stress Numeral 71 71 70 /
Buoy. Moment Hog LT-FT 3731000 3590000 360
Net Buoy Moment LT- FT 548320 6 1}603

~ -,,; 2357~27~2357~27~!~%~~ ~. :3803,1,g:;;:::;LT-FT I 1921494 I I343776 1634112 1748750 II446o84
2357827 2357827 12357827

60 87 91 94

)2000 3535000 34:0000 3155000 3875000 3835000

3 I 606277 456939 656577 64891 I 689813 711841
I <*r’l.. DC I I >{7:$:5I q ?hfl 97/30 6qq6 1nob< 9q77 10554 10887
I

. ..u. J ,.,
I I I I I I I I T1 ! , I I

GM Corrected ~ FT 3.23 \ 2.93 3.66 2.91 5.72 I 3 57 I 2.59 2.56
GM Requi red FT 2.29 I 2.35 2.33 2,46 2.53 2;83 2.17 I 2.20 I

Section Modulus 184,521 ,Nz ~T



TABLE A-z (a)

FOTIN I-L Summary of Sample Loading Conditions from Loading Manual

t“-’-lCondi t ion

1

Heavy Cargo S.F. 20 t/LT Coal Carqo S.F. 42
Unit 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Oep. I Arr. I Dep. Arr. Dep. Arr. Oep.

Constants LT 527 527 527 527 527 527 527
Provisions LT 10 10 2 10 2 10

Fuel Oil LT 2170 43; 1339 226 2170 435 1339
Oie5el Oil LT 174 34 1.g8 21 I74 34 108
Fresh Water LT

>
252 181 252 181 252 181 252

N Balla=t Water LT 1950 - 1015 -
Cargo

1920 1000
LT 71070 71070 71967 71967 70509 70509 70509

Oeadweiqht LT 74203 74199 74203
Light Ship

73939 73642 73603 z.1745
LT I5950 I5950 15950 15950 I5950 l~o 15350

Oisplacenlent — LT 9’0153 90149 90153 89889 89592 ~89558 89695
Equiv. Draft FT- IN 44-64 44-64 44-64 44-5 44-34 /44-3: 44-4
Draft-Fore FT- IN 44-6A 44-6: 44-64 44-5 44-3 I.gkfi. 44-4
Oraft-Aft FT- IPJ 4,
Draft-Mean FT-IN 44-64 44-6A 44-6; 44-5 44-3; 44-3; 44-4
Trim FT-l N o- * o 0 0 OQ. o 0
Max SWBM LT- FT I75000 I73000 -155000 156600 -286100 -290600 -30.580(

Max SWB stress Psl 2473 2444 -2190 2213 -4o42 -4106 -4335

4_~4 144.61 I44-6~ I 44-5 I 44-4 I 44-3.i I 44-4

E = cubic feet
(+) Hogging

(-) Sagging

Section Modulus = 158576 IN2-F1



TABLE A-2 (b)

FOTINI-L Summary of Sample Loading Conditions from Loading Manual
—

Summary from MARK, -L ‘s
Captain Abstract

Bauxite S.F.
Condition

Loaded

32 .5/LT Ballasted Condition Ballast Condition Long Voyage Loaded Short Voyaqe
Upper Lowe r Upper Lowe r Upper Lowe r

Unit 14 15 16 ,-7 18 Bound Bound Mean Bound Bound Bound

Iterr

Bound Mean

Oep. Arr. Dep. Arr. Arr. Oep. Oep. Oep. Dep. Oep.

Constants LT 52 527 ._527 527 527 42o 420 420 42o 42o 42o 42o 42o
. . . .- .. I !

(+) Hogging

(-) Sagging



TABLE A-3

uNIVERSE IRELAND Summary of Sample Loading Conditions from Loading Manual

Condition Ful I Load (Summer) I FUII Load I Dirty Normal

Long Voyage Short Voyage Ball. Ballast
;::

Unit 2 3 4 5 7 9 ID 11

Itern Dep. Arr. Dep. Arr. Dep. Arr. ‘Dep. Dep. Arr. Dep.

Constants LT
Pr0vi5i0ns LT
Fuel Oil LT 12943 6~~ 12943 6707 4895 2855 67o7 6707 1118 6707

flesel Oil LT
Fr-.h Wat-v IT (,OG 748 605 – ?L3 %i 277 605 605 248 605

L “--J‘-”--”””‘-”““”””- ‘--- -
..-.,,..-. ... —.—----—.
Ballast Water [T 2337o 29530 33378
Cargo __ LT 312702 312702 312702 312702 320992 320992 145469 45388 50174 86661

Deadweight LT T26250 319657 326250 319657 326250 324079 152781 81070 81070 12B51

Light Ship LT 49567””” 49561 -Fgm b9561 49561 19561 49561 49561 49561 49561

0 is~ 1aceAnsnJ_ 1.T_ _..315.8!1..3.69.?!3..3.753L.L _
l–O-;. f;;~ore

3L9?.UJ-3~7&! ..3~;n;o.202342 130631 IMl 176912

F~__IN 81j... _.80-fl_.........+..$. –.:!}.-.!---–..-.. 37-8: 27-10% z3-1* 37-1
i Draft -[ift FT-IN 81-5 so- I 80- I 31-5 8(1-8’ 54-? 32-9 32>; 43-10;
l“”Clraft-Hean FT-lh 81-5 80--i

.80..:.
8 I-.$,!~.?o:i~ :8i.:_z_ _._...f!.! T_

rTrirn”

; —30-3~ -–FO -5+5. lo~ –j6g-

FT-IN 0 0 _L-.!z..!__...!______!____. FO-5T 16-4? ~i~ :- +

Max SWBM LT..FT.::-1050 -]940 .-+l–. - J~;o— ~;o -2355 5——. -1960 -170Y
Pssition FR. NO. 107 84 100 80 b;;; }Ol;

Max. SWB Stress Psl -4150 -7667 -3043 [ -7074 -8774 -9;07 -7746 _-7343 -6710

#

Section Modulus = 566,794 FT-IN2

(+) Hogging

(-) Sagging



TABLE A -4

SL-7 - Maximum, Minimum, and Maximum Difference of

Relative SWBS for the ‘Voyages and Normal ity Tests

>

Voyage Leg. + TMR Tape Na. Date Rel. SWBS Stress PSI
Max. Min. :iff).1

I !

.,-7

/7 -, ,”,, ,.. 7’m--

,/ ,/ , 897 I -1352 22$T

,,. , ,.. -3/18/74 264 I -879 1143

3/w 187,189 i)2i>7~-3/25/74 1023 -2543 356Ll

Normality Tests: (5% Level of Significance)

Mean &

Max: Fail 1708 1527

Min: Pass -1689 1023
D;ff, Pass 3397 1236

:’:E - North Atlantic Eastbound
W - North Atlaatic Westbound

A-5



TABLE A-J

D

m

FOTIN I-L - Maximum, Minimum, and Maximum Di fference of

Relative SWBS for the Voyages a“d Normal ity Tests

I Voyage Leg I Date I TMR Tape No.
1

Rel. SWBS (PSI )
..

Peru-Japan 6/4/68 -b/2J/68
&an-Peru 7/5/68-7/28/68
Peru- JaDan 8/1/613-8/27/~
Japan-Peru 9/ 2/68-9/13/68

Japan-Peru l/12/6 ~-l/31/69
Peru-Japan 2/6/_69-2/17/69
Japan-Peru 3/5/69-3/24/69
Japan-Peru .!0/2L/69mz
Peru-Japan 11/22/69-12/3/69

Mean d
Max: Pass 3851 3339
Min. Fail -5416 4007
Diff. Fail 9267 465 I



TABLE A-6

UNIVERSE IR+LAND - Maximum, Minimum, and Maximum Difference

Relative SWBS for the Voyages and Normal ity Tests

Normality Test.: (5% Level of Significance)
Mean

Max: In Ballast Pass 9030 4;;7
Ful I Load Pass 6879 5432
All Pass 8037 5167

Min: Ballast Fall -3000 I754
Ful I Load Pass -4551 4440

All Fail -3709 3371

Diff: All Pass I1750 4931

,’~B = Ballast, L = Full Load
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APPENDIX B

WAVE-INDUCED BENDIF,G MOMENTS CALCULATIONS

TABLE B-1

Summary of Wave Oata for S1-7 - Number of Observations in North Atlantic

Ref: “Ocean Wave Statistics” by N. Hogben & F.E. Lumb
Area No. 6 & 7 are used for SL-7 Wave Spectra Calculation

I ;;; 10924‘-T” ‘ “-’5031 ,;1; 3;?
03 5914 10226 35j85 912

i . ;; 1627 6929 5065 1597
69 I 3855 4465 21)2

, 06 271 1838 3076 1997,0
:T 178 1129 2112 1605

;E :: 72 610 1264 1169
. 09 73 484 1032 1032
~ In 1’1 Ln 1RL 1 on

d
,.
3.0
.0

6.- $
8.0 $

Wave Period Code

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 TOTALS FEET

11
00 2074 65 41 22 7 3 8 ? “222? 1.0 I
nl cl,Lh L7C lLR 7C 28 6 5 4 6357 1 c1

125 30 24 10 17645
287 107 30 12 21073
404 119 39 15 1~
614 184 47 13 11286
-708 229 59 14 8192 I

.B6 246 70 24 6100 I
629 221 75 26 4066 [ 1
584 248 96 25 357 4

m ,.4 .“ !WT , ,“ 1 113 54 16 1
.-

11
634 ,

ii 64 167 177! 112 18
$ , 12

71 3 628
13 102 247 289 ~

:y ,3
7? 22 10 937

22 220 318 182 90 32 5 953
2 14 3 33 116 116 79 31 10 1

15 3 106 136 94 55 21 3 466
16 3

24.0
22 82 91 107 30 21 2 358 25.5

17 ‘ 2 17 38 64 52 38 17 I 230 27.0
18 1 11 52 56 22
19 3 ;; 53 I ~; ,: ‘ ;;;

25.9
15 106 78 30.5

.{

Totals 27347 i31z48 23194 1241 I 5175 1924 658 197 102154
-1

0 5 79 II 13 15 17 19 (See)

Wave Period (Second)

B-1



TABLE B-2

Summary of Wave Data For SL-7 - Percentage of Observations in North’ Atlantic

~~

Wave Period (Sec. )

o 5 7911 13 15 17 19
1.0

Total
2.031 .06 .04 .02 .01 -- .01 -- 2.17

1.5 5.33 ‘ .6 I 16 .07 .03 .01 -- --
3.0 10.65 4.92 l: 12_

6.22
.34 .12 ,01+ .02 .01 17.27

5 79 I0.01 3.51 .85 .28 .10 .03 .01
6;F

20.63
1.;9 6.j8 4.y6 1.56 .40 .12 I .04 02 15.46

8.0 -68 3.77 4.37 2.07 ~ 18 I .05 :02
9.5

11.73
.27 1.80 3.01 1.95 .69 ~~ 2 .06 .01 8.02

~ 11.0 18 1.11 2.o7 1.57 7 24 .07 .02
~ 13.0

5.97
:07 .60 1.24 1.14 :6; :22 .07 .03 3.9 8

. 14.0 .07 .48 I.ol I.ol .57 .24 .09
5 16.0

03 3.50
.01 .06 .18 .19 .12 .05 .02 --- 62

z ~7.5 .02 .06 16 17 .I1— .07 .02 --- .61

~ 19.0 .02 .10 :24 :28 .17 .08 .02 .01 ! 92
21. O .02 .08 .22 .31 18 .09

2 22.5 ---
.03 , .01 93

.03 .11 .11 :08 .03 .01 ; --- I 38
24.0 --- .05 10 13 .09 .05 I .02 --- :46
25.5 --- .02 :08 :09 .10 .03 .02 --- I 35
27.0 --- .02 .04 .06 .05 .03 .02 --- :23
29.0 --- .01 .03 Q5 .05 .02 .02 --- .19 1
30.5 --- .02 .05 .Io ..08 .05 .03 .02 .22

26.77 30.59 22.70 12.15 5.07 1.88 .65 .19 100%

Selection For Wave Spectra
Wave Height 4.0 5.5 7.0 7.5 8.o 8.5 11. O 13.0 14.0 16.o

Wave Period 4 673910121416 18

B-2
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r 00
! 01

02
03

04
05

06
~ 07

:
u 08
: 09
Q> ,0

“j II

w
; 12
~ 13

14
15

16
17
18
19
20

Totals

TABLE B-3

Summary of Wave Oata for FOTIN I-L Number of observations
between Japan, Peru and San Pedro, Cal iforn ia

Ref. “Ocean Wave Statistics ,, by Hog be” & Lumb Route between

California and Peru:

AREAS 5, 14, 22, 32 are included

Wave Period Code

&
60

—

“115

h
628

035
951

290
54

10
3

3
2
2
2

3

—

1225

—

3
-m

235

I948
\050

1166

343

103
40

12
8
I
2

4
I
2

—

8944

--+-

83

412
793

754
380

158
68

27
22
2
I

5
5
I
3

I

2719

~
3

31

113
249

238
I68

85

59

28
17

5
2

2
2
0
I

1003

6
0

6

43
70

i;

50
25

17
11
I
I

4
I
1

355

-+-

2

12
36

17
14

11
10

0
2

106

0 57 9 II 13 15

Wave Period (Seconds)

8
I

2

4
9

3
7

4
3

:
0
I

I
I

46

9
0

0

0
0

0
I

3
0

3
3

10

Total:
T

3047

7567
6158

2547
1013

424
208

94
71
II

9

19
10
4
4

1

23527

19 (See)

Fee——
1.0

1.5

3.0
5.0

6.5
8.0

9.5
11.0

13. O
14.0
16. o
17.5

19. O
21.0
22.5
24.0

25.5
27.0
2.9.0
30.5

B-3



TABLE B-4

Summary of wave data for FOTINI -L- Percentage of observations between
Japan and Cal ifornia

ReF. “Statistical diagrams on the winds and waves cm
~ceantc by y.yamanouchi and A. Ogawa March 1970.

institute. Tokyo, Japan.

Area 6 5 2 15 16 17 18
% 4.1% 66% 12.2% 12.0% 32.6% 22.5% 10%

Summary of above areas

the North, Pacific
Ship research

o

12.30
1- 16.06

2- 1.33

3- .25

4-

5- .13

6-
7- .03

8-
9- --
lo-

TOTAL 30.10

Wave Period (Sec. )
II

—7 9 II 13 15 I TOTAL

1.58 .55 .02 .02 5.92 20.53
18.75 5.44 :;: .14 .03 .85 42.11

6.23 10.23 4.31 .66 .12 .44 I 23.32

.95 1.98 2.24 1.54 .48 .21 7.65

I

.32 .71 .72 .47 .35 .21 2.91

.10 .18 .17 15 .10 .58 1.31

.02 .06 .09 .08 .07 .09 .41

Z7.95 19.15 8.5 I 3.o6 1.17 8.3o 1.76

{aim Water



TABLE B-5

Summary of wave data for FOTINI-L
Percentages of observation

Routc Bctbm?enCalifornia And Peru

Wave Period (See) 11
11 13 15 Total

15 .03 .02 .01 18.17
1:54 .48 .20 .06 58.33
—

1.73 .53 .13 .05 15.13

.61 .32 .09 .04 2.69

.22 .13 .01 .07 .79

!
.02 .02 --- .01 .15

Total 47.73 ‘29.51
l“””

Calm wt.,

Route Bet,!eenJapan - California - Peru

W.3VePeriod (se.)

o J 7 9 11 13 15 Total

19.35
50.22

19.23

5.17

1.85

.73

1

2

2.56
.45

4.39
2.38

1.40

.15

.08

.02

3.92

1.35
3.0

.46
5.28

.14
1.19

.03

.31
.02
.11

6.32 7.52 3.03 .6o .12 .24

3

4
5

6
7

8
9
10

1.47

.47

2.,

).43

.47

.10

.93

.30

.09

.04

,28

.18

.05

.03

.13

.14

.29

.04.05

6.41 .79 4.2sTotsI 2.30
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TABLE B-6

SL-7 WIBM For Heavy Load And Zero Speed Condition

Si . Vert ical Wave Bending Moment
Siq. Wave Heiqht (FT-ToN/FT)

r ——
Wave Periods Tw (Second)

Ship Headings
(Oegree) 4 6 J 8 9 10 12 14 16

0 792 4244

r-----------

7900 II000 12846 13714 13278 11619 9818

30 1030 5378 8909 11417 12692 12929 I1944 10190 8500

15g 2300 8222 9636 9750 9303 8500 6778 5381 4286

90 3067 4278 4145 3875 3554 3229 2639 2148 1755
.—..—

I20 1933 6756 7973 825o 7923 7357 6000 4810 3859

I50 787 6022 9636 12000 13154

I

{3357 12278 10476 8682

180 567 4856 8673 11750 I 13538 14286 13722 !2000 10136
—



TA8LE B-7

sL-7 – !lEAVY LOAOED COND1TION

ZESLO SPEED

FRACTION OF hlA’u7EDAMPING = .1

VERTICAL BENDING MOWNT RESPONSE 0PE8/iTORS AT MIOSHIP CALCUL.IiTED

FROM SCORES sHIP !1OTI[)NPIK)(:RAM
(FT/rDKS/FT)

ANGLE 0.0

FREQ

.31.790

.36880

.41970

.47060
,5’2~50

.57240

.62330

.67420

.72510

.77600

.82690

.87780

.92870

.97960
1.03050

1.08140
1.13230

1.18320
1.23410

1..28500
1.1335$

1.38680

1.43770
1.4886o

1.53950
1.59040

11200

18700

27000

34600
38700

3690(J
28200

14700
1560

7090

6570

3900

:+890

3690
2570
2480
1110

1900
1500

840
.588

1060
600

161
564
50:3

3(1.0

813C

14000
21100

28600
34300

364oo
33300

243!30
11:)00

1570
8230

7610

4020

4380
45(30

2910
2630

1710

1360
1800
1200

731
603

800
447
?,:]~

60.[1

159(1

3420

6090

9590

1390,(3
18600

23000
26900

28800

27200
21600

13500
69OO

6400
S800

9160
7020

3760

2530
37no

3520
2310

‘1.890

2100

1690
1200

90.0

1960

2630
341[1

4290
.5210

6140

7090
7880

8420
8500

8560

9420

1.0900
11/+00

1L300

10800
978I3

8640
741.0

6100
/+g]()

3’360
3000

2340
1880

1540

120.0

1640

3500

6170

958o
13600

17400
20700

22100
21600

19600
17800

15700

11600

5420

1420

5370
6800
5430

2.500
487

2020

1840
653

67o
999

.5/39

150.0

82(30

14100
21400

289oo
34900

37100

34700
272oo

17800
9040

5180
7300

6220

1.670
1940

1880
1070

1830

677

742
880

543
329

119

339
329

180.0

11:300

18900

27300

35100
39700

38400
3100[)

19700
9570
647o

7440

5070
338

2290
933

1940
1500
416

1.030
821

531
26;

68(
61:
19 ~

45:

B-7
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TABLE B-8

FOTI N-L WIBM For Ballast Load And 16 Knots S~e.ed Condition With 0.1 Fraction Of Critics

Sig. Vertical Wave Bending Moment
Sig. Wave Height (FT - TON/FT)

Rol

I Ship Headings Wave Periods Tw (Second)

(Oegree)
4.0 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 12.0 14.0

0 161LT 3320 6717 I0300 1275o 14057 14375 I3800 1208

30 1748

+

4340 8250 11514 13375 14029 I3875 12900 I100

60 , 238o ! 8400 I0850 1i643 11413 )0636 9750 8340 669

90 i 1764 I 294o 3050 ; 2857 i 2563 2243 1963 1600 123

120 234o : 836o I1333 13286 13250 12500 llb25 9740 778

I50 1758 4700 ‘3283 13571 16125 17000 16875 I5500 1316

I30 I504 3780 7717 12371 15625 17286 17750 16900 1466



FoTINI-.L WIBM For Ballast Load And 16 Knot

TABLE B-9

Speed Condition \{ith 0.2 Fraction Of Critical Roll Oamping

Sig. Vertical Wave Bending Moment (FT - Ton/FT)—
!5ig. Wave Height

1

l--
1

0 I ,6,, 3322 6720 I 10273 I 12750

+--k

y I 31 - 1750 4333 826o

m

53

‘“% =–
6; 2388 8400 10900 11636 I 11417

. . .

90 1763 294b 3060 2864 2558

120 2850 3367 i1800 I3273 13250
——

I50 1763 4700 9280 13545 16083

I!30 1500 3767 7720 12364 15667

Is (Second)

-*A

14000 I 13929 I 12375 ] 11000 ~ 9188 ~

2246 I
i

1957 j 1600 I 1232 ~ 972 ~

12462 I 11429 I 9750 I 7789 I 625o I

I7000 16786 I5500 132], I ]093~

17308 17714 16875 14684–
+!

123447



TABLE B- 1(1

FOTIN I-L \llBM For Ful I Load (20f / ton) And 15 Knot Speed Condition

Sig. Vertical Wave Bending Moment
Sig. Wave Height (FT - Ton/FT)

rT
—

Wave Periods TM ( second)

~~~~:r~~~dings
‘3, 4.O 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5,- 9.5 :0.5

; ‘ ~ ~~2

4

}2.0 14.0
——. .—

~.-. .. ...... ’34’ 2’0” ~~ -- ‘4029 ‘4~- -:!4:- “J:83
9757 12488

I’--”---;--jv ‘

30 1076 3600

r

7383 10757 12875 1}333
5 :. ‘3875 –’3100 —–m _. —- ————

60 1532 6280 8783
z 9943 ~~!oo 9700 I

7

9025 7870 64 I7

4———— ————.. — ..—

90 1692 3080

1

F

3717 ‘“ 3911 3775 3457 3100– — 2590 2025
— .—..— —

120 2660 6;60 10567 12786 I3250 12686 I t700 !0000 8053
_—— —— —

, 150 )684 4080 7933 12486 15500 16857 ]6875 I5700 134)7

c

.—

!80 !450 3520 6583 11243 I5000 17000 \7625 17000 14917
— —
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TABLE B-ll

FOTIN I-L WIBti For Full Load (20& per ton) And 16 Knot Speed Condition

2ig. Vertical Wave Bending Moment
~~ Iieight (FT - Ton/FT)

Ship Headings
(Degree)

““”-”-”F

4.0

0 ]]116
—.

30 1166

60 I 1554

90 \ 1678

120 \ 2720

I50 11708

180 \ ]468
—_.—-. L._——

Wave Periods Tw (Second )

e“’5.5 6.5 7.5

274!I 5950 9529

3580 725o 10557

8.5

I2200

12625

10038

3780

12943
——

15750

15250

9.5

)3700

13529

9629

3486

12943

17143

17289

10.5 12.0 14.0

1425o i3900 12333

13625 12800 11083

8950 7800 6358

3125 2610 2050

11938 10200 8208

I7250 16000 13667

18000 173000 15167



FOTINI-L WI13M For Full Load (42t / ton)

TABLE B- 12

and 15 Knot SDeed Condition

Siq. Verti Ca] Wave Bending Moment (FT-TOn/FT)
Sig. \iave Height

Wave Periods TW (Second).

;I)ip Headings
(Oegree) 4.0 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 12.0 14.0 16.0

— .—— —

0 998 2640 5883 9557 12350 I 13957 14625 14300 12750 10900

30 928 3440 7133 105)4 i2750 13714 i3875 1320C 11417 9650

60 1362 5760 8283 9571 9875 9614
[

9038 7980 6575 5400

90 — 2020 3980 4983 5500 5408 -5157 4713 4010 3192 1’ 2560
— —.

120 2680 7300 11733 14286 14875 14286 13250, 11500 9250 7500
——-— .— _—

150 1600 432o 8417 13271 16500 17857 18000 16800 1450; 12100

i80 1336 364o 6917 11786 15750 I7857 18500 17900 15833 13400



FOTIN I-L WIBM For FIJII Load (b26/ton) And

Sig. Vertical Wave Bending Noment (FT -
Sig. Wave Height

TABLE B-13

16 Knot s~eed Condi t ion

TON/FT

I Wave Periods Tw (Second)

Ship Headings

( Oegree) 4.0 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 12.0 14.0

0 1122 2680 5783 9357 12063 13629 14250 13900 1?417
——

30

- ““-+: -

1028 3420 7033 10329 12463 13443 13625 12900 11250
—

60 1362 5800 8283 9529 9813 9529 8950 789o 6500

“3’

——-. .-. .—

90 2020 ‘i920 4917 5457 5463 5157 4713 4020 3208
— ...—.

I20 2720 7300 ‘1 1850 14571 I5250 14714 13625 11700 9500

/
.——. —

150 162o 4340 8433 13406 16875 18429 ]8500 T7300 14833

695o
J..8:-..–._- L’25A-= _

11971 16125 18286 I!3000
r

18400 I 16167
— ..— ——



‘TABLE 5-14

FOTINI-L BALLAsT CONDITION (MEAN)

16.0 KNOTS

FRACTION OF WAVE DANPING = .2

VER’TICAL BEND IN(:NOMEN’r RESPONSE OPERATORS AT MIDSHIP CALCULATED
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CKL)PI bi, (] Kl,, b Stilt’ MW11ON YKIJ[; IWM

(FT/’TONS/FT)

ANGLt

FREQ

.31790

.36880

.41970

.47060

.52150

..57240

.62.330

.67420

.72510

.77600

.82690

.87780

.92870

.97960

1.03050
1.08L40

1.13230

1.18320

1.23410

1.28500
1.33590

1.38680
1.43770

1.48860
1.53950

1.59040

().(3

12000
19200

27700

35300

39900
38700
31000

18100
5840

6930
7680

3140

1880
3630

6960

7240

3240

1810

4370
6190

2600

936
1.130

1620

732
181.

30.0

9240
15200

22600

30155

36300
391.00

36900
29100

17300

6330

6310
74F0
3830

1.100

3180

3BO0

4790
2860

1590
330

6640
9640

2700

178!3

1640
1810

60.0

3480

5880

9110
13100

17900
.22700

27100

30400

32000
31~(3(3

27900
z~zoo

15100

8240
4600

5440
5520

3500

4790
2020

2700
1.570

298

1320

957
250

90.0

486

749

1110
1590

2200

3010
4070

5340
6690

7800

8210
7900

7440
7070

6590

6010

5230

4480

3710
3000
2040

1940
1630

1440
1280

1100

120.0

3600

6130

9690

14400
20300

27600

35400
40800

38600

30CO0
19300

10700
10600

13800
13200

8410

3170

5760

7220
4510

587
4070

4090

981
2360
3100

150.0

10000

17000

25800

36oOO

46000

51600
44300
26100

9080

9730

11200
5630
7820

10100
4200

4970
7410

2800

2780
2270

1390

2230

496
1030

303
900

180.(,

13100
21900

323oO

43400
52000

50400
32900

11700
8300

11000

5470
8900

9840
2630

7070

6470

130C

340r

173
2530

118c
827
429

l14r’
1040

1B9

B-14



TABLE B-15

FOTINI-L - LOADED CONDITION ORE (20 CUBIC FT/TON)

15.0 KNOTS

FRACTION OF WAVE DAMPING = .2

ANGLE
lwE(j

.31790

.36880

.41970

.47060

.52150

.57240

.62330

.67420

.72510

.77600

.8269o

.87780

.92870

.97960
1.03050

1.08140
1.13220

1.18320

1.23410
1.28500

1.33590
1.38680

1.43770
1.48860

1.53959
1.59040

0.0

13600

21.600

30200

37400
40600

37300
27700

14000

3220
7620

6970
1780

3270
3100

1980
3320
1950

971

5480

7060
1110

2000
2190

1660

1250

626

fiKUYl SCUKMS SHLP ,MUI1ON PK(](;KAM
(FT/ToNS/FT)

30.0

10600

17000
24700

32100

37200
38300

34000
24400

12200

3120
6910

6870
2480

2630

3800
1410

2070
2380

490
876

z~oo

2490

24B0
4~20

3070
28(30

60.0

3920
657o
1000

14100

1840Q
22700

‘25800
27300

26900
24200

19300
13600
7610

3530

3700

4660
4080
2180

167
1680

1B90

903

564
1180

831
522

90.0

750

1200
1870

2840

4380

6710
10100

12600

8780

6130

7790
8100
7670
6990

6220

5440
4690

4010
3410
2910

2500

2200
1960

1770

1660

1480

120.0

4070
673o

10200

14200
19200

33300
46000

37300
27100

16700

8700
10000
14300
14900

11000

5360

4700
6B30

5690
24OO

3110

4110
242o

1770
296o

2020

150.0

11100
18000

26100

36000

53600
52000

31400
12600

8490
13000

9390
64OO

10600

8030
3710

7370
5120
2060

2700

841

1830

446

793
1140

864

1220

180.0

14600

23000

32700

45000
59200

42000
19000

6220
122(3O

9310

7100
11200

7200
5420

8130
3610

3190
1710

1680
922

133

982
541

882

1300

1130

B-15



TABLE B-16

FOTINI-L - LOADED CONDITION ORE (20 CUBIC FT/TON)

16.0 KNOTS

FRACTION OF WAVE DAllFING = .2

VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT RESPONSE OPERATORS AT MI OSHIP CALCULATED

FROM SCORES SHIP NOTION PROGRAM

(FT/TONS/FT)

ANGLE
FREQ .

.31790

.36880

.41970

.47060

.52150

.57240

.62330

.67420

.72510

.77600

.82690

.87780

.92870

.97960
1.03050

1.08140

1.13230
1.18320

1.23410

1.28500
1.33590

1.38680
1.43770

1.48860
1.53950

1.59040

0.0

13200
21000

29400

36600
396oo

364oo

27000

13600

3130
7710
7270

2480

2990

2980

2540

4020
2940

3290

4380

3640

5220
1210
1300

1110

837

342

30.0

10300

16800
24100

31300
36400

37600
33300

24oOO

12000
3070

694o

7070

2920
2460

3620
1410

224o
266o

769

1040

4000

5190
1670
2320

1680

1820

60.0

3860

6440

983o
14000

1820Ll
22300

25600
272oO

26900

24200

19800

13800

76oO

3230
3700

4800
4100
2060

563
1910

2000

988
822

1380

1040
761

90.0

771

1240

1910
2910

4490

6890
10400
12800

8720
5360

7330
7830

7500

6890

6160

.5400
4670

4010
3420

2930

2530
2230
2000

1800
1640
1510

120.0

4000

6630

10000

14000
19300

36000
464oO

37100
26900

16400

843o

10400

14900
15100

11100
5290

4840
7040

5800
24OO

3220

4230
2470

1840

3070
2100

150.0

11000

17900

26000

37000

56700
51700

30900
12000
8930

13400

9330

6530
10900

8100

3740
7510

5140
2080

2720
864

1840
470

807

1200

870
1260

180.0

14300

229oo

32600
46900

61200

41200
18200

6510

12500

9220
7300

11600

7180

5540
8260

8580

3220

1690
1700

873
142

1030
5L3

916

1400
1160
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TABLE B-17

FOTINI-L - FULL LOADED CONDITION COAL (42 CUBIC FT/TON)

15.0 KNOTS

FRACTION OF WAVE I)AJIPING= ,2

VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT RESPONSE OPERATORS AT MIDSHIP CALCULATED

FROM SCORES SWIP MOTION PROGRAM
(FT/TONs/FT)

ANGLE
iREQ.

.31790

.36880

.41970

.47060

.52150

.57240

.62330

.67420

.725.10

.77600

.82690

.87780

.92870

.97960
1.03050

1.08140

1.13230
1.18320

1.23410
1.28500

1.33590
1.38680

1.43770

1.48860

1.53950
1.59040

0.0

14300

22400

31000
37900

40400
36800

26700

12900
2540

7690

7030
2060

3300

3530
1210

3300
2530

1960
4240

2740

1990
58

1070
513

511
464

30.0

11200

18000
25400

32600
37300

37900

33000
23200

11000
2340

6980
6900
2690
2620

3940
1630

1800
28oO

1070

2100
1210

1770

1920

996
1060

1500

60.0

4690

7500
11000

15100

19300

23000
25700

26600
25200

21900

17000
11600

6600
3340

3280
4070

3760
2230

194

1380
1760

967
372

1040
814

392

90.0

1690

2520

3710

5430

8040
12000

17000
16600

6520
8820

11700
11300

10100

8670

7410

6290
5290

4444
3740

3180
2710
2330

2020

1770

1540
1360

120.0

5670

9000
13100

17100
18800

39300
53000

41000
28700

17700

10500
12000

15300
15000

10800

5080

4870

6590
5100

2270
3460

3960
2190

2020
2810

1730

150.0

13200
20700

28700
36700

59100
54700

31400

13800
12300
15200

10200

6610

9980
6900

3690
6800

3820
2620

2600

1970

2280
1330

1300
1540

1080

1400

180.0

16700

25800

34700

46400

63600
42000

18700
10900

15000
10600

7400

10800
6010

5180

6900
232o

327o

1580
259o

1240
1100

1460

910
1160

1060

921
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TABLE B-18

FoTIN1-L - FULL LOAOEO CONDITION COAL (42 CUBIC FT/TON)

16.0 KNOTS

FRACTION OF WAVE DAMPING = .2

VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT RESPONSE OPERATORS AT MIDSHI? CA1,CULATED

FRON SCORES SHIP MOTION PROGRAM
(FT/TONS/FT)

.IXGLE

FREQ .

.31790

.36880

.41970

.47060

.52150

.57240

.62330

.67420

.75210

.77600

.82690

.87780

.92870

.97960

1.03050
1.08140

1.13230
1.18320

1.23410
1.2B500

1.33590
1.38380

1.43770
1.4BB60
1.53950

1.59040

0.0

14000
21900
30200
37000
39400
35900
26oOO
12400
2500
76B0
7300
2740
3090
3570
1590
4060
3840
4540
3500
1780
1230
430
520
470
457

239

30.0

11000

17500
24900

31900

36600
37100

32300
22900

10900
2300

6930

7090

3140
248o

3900
1740

1910

3300
1490
272o

2220

2B1o
1240

970
347

1100

60.0

4600

7340

10900

14900
19000

22800
25300

26300
25300

22100

17300

11800

6330
282o

3380

4230

3630
1870

324
1620

1780

913
686

1270
1030

690

90.0

1700

2560

3760

5500
B130

12100

17200
16700

5920

B170
11300

11100

1.0000

8600
7390

6270
5290

4470
3780

3200
2740

2370
2060

1800

1570

13B0

120.0

5630

B960

13000

16800
1B400

43400
53700
40600

28200
17100

10200

12200

15800
15300

10800

5000

5000

6760
5190
2270

3560

4070
2200
2100

2910

1770

150.0

13100
20600

2B400

37700
63100

54000
30900

13300
12700

15500

10100
6670

10200

6910

364o

6910

3790
2690

2610
2010
2270

1400

1320
1600

1090

1430

lBo.o

16600
25600

34400
49300

65700
41400
18200

11000

15100

10300
7500

11000

5960

5300

6990
2260

3310
1570
2610

1230
1100

1500

903
1190

1090
906
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UNIVERSE

TABLE B-19

IRELAND-BALLAST (MEAN DRAFT 39.59 FT. )

10.0 KNOTS

VERTICAL SHEAR FORCE RESPONSE OPERATORS AT AMIDSHIP
CALCULATED FROM SCORES SHIP MOTION PROGRAM

(TONS/FT)

15.553

27.363
45. i00
57.523

73.530
93.)4’.1

119.023
148.57.)
Idl.silo
215. :JU9
243.502
275.7-10
2’9.3.‘7:).J
299. tid3
2d9.4ti3
265. JZJ

220. I;J3
1S6. .j2)
1’45.’}42
97.3431
77. i09
“io.719

61. 97.1
-13, Jj,)

64.323

49.233
45. G23
25. 92(]

12.103
6.59,3

29.910

74. d&3
I 57.662
331 .“/9’1

3G. O

14.4$0

24.69~

3C.960
43.250

59.600
73.619
90.903

111.660

135.020
ld2. ”710
191. WX)

21!; .650
243.059

201.41LI
271.060
269.949

25”1. I 5(J
233.303
201 .24!J

131.320
w .060
6(i.870

52.540
60.229
59.380:
45.960

32.293
21.640

6.”123
.?. 740
5.3.40

6.U40
2.’940
ti.5mJ

60.3

12.572

20.053
27.251J
3C,.41:)

39. 3-IJ
.15. 5“7~J
51 .450
57.46<)
03.:>00
(i9. /jl3.l
-/h. 232

32. -i30
:;9.362
90. C):$J

io2.t)oo
IU9.40J

115.310
121.JJO
12-I.55J
136.340
139.9tii)
I30.-120
105.290

-70.670
44.42’()

35.930
25.940
15.340
13.773
16.110
12..460

5.292
3. 55:)
/.210

90.0 123.0

12.4XI
1 ~. ~:;~

23.42LJ
33.4.50
33. C390
w. “7<):.>

33. &!iO
5/.310
63.979
“/:) ..72 j
7’7.4)3

93.”/:33
ti9. 430

93.920
‘J4:j. ./40

9“7.45<)

? j. l,gkj

“?l.;. )1:;
0.!. 60J
69.040
55. ‘)do
45.523
3tJ. l~)il
31.740
26.23(J
I9.250
14.060
5.530
6.3i:0
6. 0,?0
2.51iI
1.610
3.IJC
2.:i5iJ

53.:3

93.590”
-70.300
47.910

5Q.39J
32.460

13.13:1
4.930

23.509

43.220
f;q .<49

I ,2 I . .~:j.)
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TABLE B-20

uNIvERsE IRELANO-BALLAsT. (MEAN ORAFT 39.59 FT. J

15.0 KNOTS

VERTICAL SHEAR FORCE RESPONSE OPERATORS AT AMIOSHIP
CALCULATE FROM SCORES SHIP MOTION PROGRAM

(TONS/FT)

I 4. j4L) 13.b50

20. WJ 22.-I6LJ
42.3d0 3’/. 530
53.120 4$.120
66..390 5ci.25fi
2.2.’)”13 53.3 -7(!

I 33.452 ::3.010
12’3. JIO I UL).04(J
I 56. .. X>? 121..51LJ
]236. IXJ 145. S”/,:)

215.5,30 1-/1.250
.241 .z~o I J“/..J<j O
25’2.523 221.51:)

265.340 240.990
260.J53 253.OW
249.333 2:j~.200

10.140
76.133
47.)13

31.IXI
2ci..i53
1,1.353

25.650
33. 43,0
2$.699

23.599

36.140
03. 2(J:J

63.150
15.503
36.408

49.263

24/j.270
226. %0

122.670

137.&J60
113.ti50
10’!.220

.3”/.790
,.>.1. 2&(J
:1 .703
-13.470
5’1.930
4“i. iJ4i>

1::?.260
19.440
2C,.510

22.370

.26.53{)
34. “i.?:>
42. 21.)
52. 7~j.1
53.2:>9

3’J.;j33

I I . “753
73.3;3
43.3T)j

30. ({1)
23.603
12.1/3
12.3:j3
15.44’J
12.112
5.5.L:J
5. ‘:)9:.)
t;.‘i‘j.J
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TABLE B-21

UNIVERSE IRELAND-FULL (MEAN DRAFT 81.70 FT. )

10.0 KNOTS

VERTICAL SHEAR FORCE RESPONSE OPERATORS AT AMIOSHIP
CALCULATE FROM SCORES SHIP MOTION PROGRAM

(TONSIFT)

3~*~

t3.9-io

I 2.630
lij.~~~

27.050

3,i..32i)

53.57(J
72..i5:j
93.914,3

116.540
138.1’40

1 ‘56. o~,o
167.920
1 “11 .440

165.190
149.160
124.7YJ

95.4”19
66.963
45.7-10

30. I w
17.110

7.520
25.100

29.790
21.200

8.270

5. 57fJ
5.610
2.IUO
0.-139
0.350
0.51U

00.0

IC).31CI

15.590
21..471
24.533
~.[.,{~()

31 .27:)
3<. yjj
39.330
44.0:j3
49. 15.3

54.573
61.660

72 .6?0

d7. ?92
100.213
102.”lW

90.”123
~~ , ,j~~)

7-/.513
6+3.47:)
6!.733
57.943
53.560

42.680
2*. 260

16.120
9.1.30
Q. 339
1.633

2.779
1.020
0.560

().923 0.2-/3
I . 54.() 1). 060

I :10.0

‘23.5;.3
44.43;

90.31J
124.340
I (W.4.?L)
21s.~5.)
272.(252

2Q3.42J

?14.14J
80.50:)

13:).210
I-ls.ti”lo
181.2d3
1 4?.360

93.19,0
440 Fj19

43.02::
“?5.013
w). I 50

64.050
33.9”+3
18.160

36.563

3s.310
14.43,3

9.443
I 5.2(X3

3.490

1 .ti~o
2.340
2.6-ICI

1.270
I .43:)
.2.250

B-21
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,+ R;(1 .
o.2&J

().250

(.).309
G.323

‘0. 353
ti. 375
C. 400

c. 425
0.45’3
0.475

G.5W
(). 5? 5
i). ,550

0. “3’i5
.G. ~OJ

0.625

il.553
LI.575

0.103
.0.750
fi.~~ij

‘0.653
G.903

0.93’9
I .039

1.050

1.102
I .200

I .303
1.403
I .500

1 .6CKI
I . 7oa
I. GJLI

7.39,3

7.:;1 !-)
I I .:j20
23. “123

35.3241

54.110
77..310

IOJ.30!3
12?.4’+3
154.513
174.363

IJ5.32J
I 06. J40

1“15.2ZL)
I 3.3.:5”13
12?.313

92.:)90

03.340
45.303
34.5”10

2=4.953
31.170
33.933

27.)10
) “/• .j~t>

17.502
21.750
17.630

12.’/13
6.999
4.159

2.110
I.IYJ
I .220

TABLE B-22

UNIVERSE IRELAND-FuLL (MEAN DRAFT 81.70 FT. )

15.0 KNOTS

VERTICAL SHEAR FORCE RESPONSE OPERATORSAT AMIDSHIP
CALCULATED FROM SCORES SHIP MOTION PROGRAM

(TONSI FT)

30.0

6.010

9.570
9.-/59

12.7130

20.440
32.630
48.690

6-1.390
89.090

110.660

130.610
146.740
156. J32

159.230
153.280
13 G.63D

117.630
92.220
68.190

36.400

27.050
15.290

18.760
21.800
16.180

9.340
.4.0-70
6.170

3.120
3.940
4. WC)

5.963
.2.530

0.453

60.0

~m.j~,~

13.240
.1}3.060
19.773

21.149
22.1 4:)
.?2 .32$
23.43.3

24.370
26.570

29.77’1
34.440
40.610

4}3.093
56. 24;1
63.553
6:3.033

6i~.610
6ti.861J

6d.309

74.71J
72.020
53. I ’53

40. Y613
27.573

17.973
10.540

7. 6S0

2.620
2.533
0.523

0.230
0. 46J
3.270

99.9

I2.253

I 9.3d0
29. ldcl
33i.35iJ

42.5:;0
51 .5.:)0
b,?. 739

7s . 77Q
93. 2’W

19:1.120

110.420
12ti. ”/30
135.293
I 33. :7,XI
I 15. Wj

95.410
76.553
62.31D

52.340
37.963

,23.549
22.120

17.630

14.240
11.620

9.653
6.3’30
5 ● 440

3.7~9il
2.410
I ..6,Jij

I .05J

0.690
0.323

333.253

3~”/.7l3
21”/.l2!J

5[~.;33
6:?.690

]19.5:30
]zj,l~lo

I37.91O
I 00.?60

64.573

1(3.2?10
.43.260
79.?30

9U.130
55.360
25.410

13.990

29.890
32.200

9.150
9.560
6.390

3.510
8.IC1O
I.loa

0.d60
0.640
0.”710

.

21SJ.423

392.790
3ci2.43iJ

2R-i. 161
o~.jj:)
?2.923

15”/.:?2j
I[;2.63J
170..3IO

I 29.563
73.55,0
31.213
66.592

91 .t?l)o
w .559
%3.33,3

30.650

17.330

43.020
39.530

11.450

10.020
16.739

4.333

5.173
4.64:
I .770

1.160
I .592

2.2fJa
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TABLE B-24

UNIVERSE IRELAND-BALLAST (MEAN DRAFT 39.59 FT. )

15.0 KNOTS

VERTICAL BENDING MOMENT RESPONSE OPERATORS AT AMIDSHIP

CALCULATED FROM SCORES SHIP P4OTION PROGRAM

(FT-TONSIFT)

1077J. I 7:~”75. I 1914.:)

77433.7

?2615.9
0:ih91 .4

ld23?.7
25”/31.:{
2-IWI.3
233<92.3
1216j.;$
9461i_l.h

“12412.5
4L76tl.2
2JOS3.4
2267-i.4

23771.7
32712.J

21102.”/
3154.-/
042J.2

397A .9

61252.4
74325.9

lw4fi9.3
01.?W.3
12(IW.9

19tit2.o
23247.6

21510.5
14135.2
0!;!32.3
63+ 55.3

63143.1
42!]75.4

2W7a.5
234i3J.9

31052.6
22346.2

2(W.3
15571.9

1266ii.9
t199a.5

W’13.9
1[2$1.7
1077.6
85W.O

7215.0
57]9.4

2119:).’7
?-iliJ.!j

3W05.’J

4139;.-/’
4035C3. j
5&i33.J
54757.5

“1221ifi.4
79055. j

64727.2
:j&l;~.lJ

91297.1
91027.()

3974(j.1
.3562’9.5

71256.3
51463.3
31949.6
21924.6

21673.2
15399.3
10546.9

75;5.3
S9U5. 1
7546. fi
4:5-/4.?

392>.5

99.0

13’7?,.’>

2131.3
3177.1
3J12. I
.4533.4

535.3.2

62.~4. .3
“1 337. “i
Ox. j. 3
+331.6

1141J.2

1315’.).s
149-$2.9
1(592(1.1
.4ij932.(j
213)3.1
.231 .33. “7
24249. !3
24739.3
24399.0
223)7.5
21120.4
It363S. 5
15513.3
1.2127.6
9391.9
6j37.2
4454.3
Z749.G

11305.5 13.33.::
IJ15J.4 4,)”)?.6

4305.1 4G15.3 4144.”/ 6i.J5.3

492+.2 :.;(;~.l 4105.9 4U”71 .-i
4117:>.5 7364.5 231’5.2 1243.3

29.0 I 50.9 133.0

1554. I 7423.4 1 :;349.9

4476.3 I!362J. I 2531’3.4
117LJ.CI 37”176.5 5’1095.2
5799.3 5,>~44. 5 6.51 4G.7

34:)27.7
127”13.J

232:56.5

36151.4
4:,jJ4..J
4/,”i~G.~

.311 .31.0 !

.3.”. .i55 .5
7,352$’.s I
j~;,J:,.T

3“/1 I .5
I G’/<j:). g

d4761 .3 12623.6 31tiw.I

09196.9 2;;21s.O 32001.9
52241 .6 33945.4 17501.I
lp74d.4 1.4591.(5 195:)7.6

2.3?10.2 49592.6 2%19.J
37767.1 29.429.5 3923a
32902.4 5453.8 2%72.iI
13336.3 228!30.6 124!)3.0

ij929.t3 1-1201.8 13644.1
13611.3 3257.1 7-i v-l .1
12202.4 12176.6 11131.2
11562.3 3826.7 6935.5

4459.7 4933.2 .3791.C ,
3$, X).3 9“14.3 10?5.;
4513.9 .2362.9 .?353.4

35.39.9 3149.1 :2 /:3.:
2121.2 73.3.5 <?(i 17.3
2291.6 2331. s 47.J37.;
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APPENDIX C-1

DATA BASES: FULL-SCALE STRESS OBSERVATIONS

Introduction

The available full-scale observations on the three ships of interest
in the current work were al I gathered by Teledyne Materials Research. The
basic techniques used were the same, as were the recordings and, to a great
extent, the initial data-reduction procedures. The stress data examined
under the present project were confined to a response termed “Midship
Longitudinal Vertical Bending Stress”. This response is effectively the
average of port and starboard deck edge stresses; that is, the deck stress
response due only to body-vertical bending loads near midship (Ref .7) .

The extent of the available data base varies from ship to ship. In
addition, the extent to which these data were examined also varies. It” is
accordingly the objective of this appendix to document that which was avail-
able in each case as well as the way in which the data were partitioned for
various special analyses.

Data Base for the UN IVERSE IRELAND

The data CO IIection effort for the UNIVERSE IRELANO is suinnarized in
Ref .7. Briefly, the ship was instrumented from July 1968 through December
1970, during which time the ship made eleven voyages (648 days at sea) . The
ship’s trade route during this time was between Europe and the Persian Gulf
via the Cape of Good Hope. Some 2700 30-minute stress records were Obtained
by the automatic data-acquisition system which was set primarily to record
one record per four-hour watch. About 1900 of these recOrds Pertain tO mid-
ship longitudinal bending stress. Since there were almost 3900 sea-watches
in the data-taking period, the data base for longitudinal bending stresses
of the UNIVERSE IRELAND corresponds roughly to a sample of conditions in
half the sea-watches natural Iy occurring over a 2-1/2 year period.

The basic data reduction was carried out by Teledyne Materials Research
according to the methods described in Ref. 16. Most of the results of this
reduct ion process were anal yzed and reported in Ref ,7. Anmng those results

are the statistics of wave-induced stresses and most of the information on
the mean stress levels. Much less report ing was made on the magnitude of
vibratory stresses.

The data base for this ship involves, for each record:

1) A summary of log-book information

2) Mean stress level relative to stress at the start of the
analog recording tape

3) Number of cycles of wave-induced stress
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4) The maximum peak-to-trough wave-induced stress

5) The root-mean-square of the peak-to-trough
stresses

6) The number of “bursts” (see Appendix C-2)

7) The maximum double amp) itude of vibration,
l*b”rstll.

8) A 12000 point time series representing the
history of stress for 20 minutes.

wave- induced

or maximum

actual time

This information is contained on two varieties of digital magnetic tape re-
tained at Teledyne Materials Research: a “Library” tape containing all the
information noted above, and a “Summary ,, tape ~o”taining everything excePt

the time series (item 8).

Only the summary data for the UNIVERSE IRELANO were examined in the
present project. Teledyne Materials Research furnished Iistings of the
summary tape for this purpose, and carried out a parametric correlation of
the maximum “burst” stresses as wel I .

Oata Base for the FOTIN I-L

The data-col Iect ion effort for the FOTIN I-L is also summarized in
Ref .7. Briefly, the ship was instrumented from September 1967 through
November 1970, during which time the ship made 17-1/z voyages (834 days at
sea) . The ship’s trade route at the time was between West Coast USA, Peru
and Japan. Some 28OO 30-minute stress records were obtained by the automa-
tic data-acquisition system which was set primarily to record one record per
4-hour watch. About 1550 of these records pertain to midship longitudinal
bending stress. S ince there were about 5000 sea-watches in the data-taking
period, the data base for longitudinal bending stresses of the FOTINI-L
corresponds roughly to a sample of conditions in about 1/3 of the sea-
watches natural Iy occurring over a nearly 3-year period.

As with the UNIVERSE IRELAND, the basic data reduction was carried
out by Teledyne Materials Research according to methods described in Ref, 16
and most of the results of this reduction were reported in ,Ref 7. The
details of the data for FOTINI-L are the same as those noted previously for
UNIVERSE IRELAND.

In the present project the FOTINI-L data were examjned at. tWO leveJS
of detail . The first level of detail involved only the summary data. As in
the case of the UNIVERSE IRE LANO, Teledyne Materials Research furnished
1 istings of the summary tape and carried out a parametric correlation of the
maximum “burst” stresses observed in the 1550 vertical longitudinal bending
stress records. At a later stage in the present project the same summary
data were obtained orI punched cards .by the investigators so that correlations
alternate to those by Teledyne could be carried out.

1.

I
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The second level of detai I in the present examination of FOTIN I-L data
involved analyses of some digital time series representing the observed mid-
ship longitudinal bending stresses. The selection of the actual sub-set of
data to be considered was made largely on the basis of the prevalence of high- ,
vibratory response since some quite surprisingly high magnitudes are quoted
for FOTINI-L in Ref ,7.

All data for midship longitudinal bending stress for FOTIN I-L aye cont-

ained in three digital tapes as follows: (the “B” and “L” suffixes in
voyage numbers indicate “baI last” and “loaded”, respectively):

FOTN02

Tape Number Voyaqe Numbers

FOTNOI
%
9L

:

3L

L

146
3B
10B

;;

FOTN03 6B

::
14L
5B

Number of Intervals—

18

!35

1;:
56

132

;:

110

103
88
87

101

128

63
119

67
68

A scan of the summary I isting indicated that the third tape (FOTN03) con-
tained the most evidence of vibratory response which was unusual ly large
with respect to wave-induced response, and a copy of this tape was obtained
from Teledyne Materials Research. As may be noted; four voyage legs in
bal last and one in loaded condition are involved. There are a total of 45o
records in the tape. One record was found to be short and was discarded so

the total for present purposes was 449.

For purposes of the present anal ys is a sub-set of 168 records was
chosen so that all records with significant vibration were included (95
records out of 449) , the remaining intervals were chosen so that the inci-
dence of Beaufort wind strength and heading angles contained in the sub-set
would resemble the corresponding incidence in the entire data base. The
extent to which this was possible is indicated in Figures C-1 and C-2.
The percentages quoted are of the total number of records where Beaufort
wind or heading was given. In the entire data base only 5% of records have
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FIGURE C-2 Relative Incidence of Headings In The
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no 6eaufort wi nd ,noted , whi Ie 46% of the records have no heading noted, The
’168 record data sub-set may be seen to be somewhat biased toward the higher
wind strengths and thus presumably toward more severe wave condi tions.

Ship speed in the intervals represented in the I ibrary tape and the
data sub-set were typical Iy between 14.5 and 16 knots with extreme variations
of 13.5 to 16.9 knots. Only one case of zero speed was noted in the summary.
However the other log book entries imply that it could have been zero, Al I
told there are only 7 records in the entire 1550 record data base where
speeds were quoted at less than 10 knots,

Oata Base for the SL-7

The data-col lectlon effort for the SL-7 class containers hip SEA-LAND
McLEAN is summarized in References 2,3,25 and 26, Briefly, data were acquired
during three winter seasonswhi Ie the ship was in service between East Coast U
and Europe. The instrumentation was attended in each season. Table C-1
indicates the inclusive dates, number of voyages and the number of records of
midship longitudinal bending stress reduced by Teledyne Materials Research
according to the methods of Ref. 16.

.S.A.

In-so-far as sampl ing is concerned there are two significant differences
between the SL-7 data gathering effort and that for the other ships. Owing to
the enormous burden of instrumentation in the SL-7 program four records of
bending stress per watch were obtained instead of one. Thus the 5000 odd records
noted in Table C-1 correspond to about 1200 watches. In the terms noted for
the other ships, the SL-7 data base involves a sample of conditions in about
2/3 of the sea-watches occuring in 27o or 28o days exposure to winter North
Atlantic weather.

This last interpretation suggests the second significant differences
between the SL-7 data base and that of the other ships. It is that the
data base must be taken as being biased toward severe conditions, rather
than being representat ive of condit ions experienced in normal year-round
operation (as is the case for the other ships) .

The SL-7 data base was also examined at two Ievelsof detai I . As
for the FOTINI -L, the first level of detail involved only the summary data.
Because the thi rd-season data had not been reduced at the outset of the
project, the initial examinations of the Teledyne summary data were carried
out only for the f irst and second-season data (about 42oO records) . Listings
and parametric correlations were carried out by Teledyne Materials Research.
At a later stage in the present project the summary data for first and
second season were transmitted to the present investigators via punched cards,
and the third season data by magnetic tape so that in the end al I the
Teledyne data base was avai Iable for alternate correlations.

As in the case of FOTIN I-L, it was desired to make some analyses of
selected time histories of midship longitudinal bending stress. The selection
of the actual sub-set of records for the present work was made on the entirely
practical grounds that at the time the analysis was initiated,
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Season

Inclusive Dates

Number of Voyages

Number of Records

Reduced

TABLE C-1

SL-7 Recordinq Season Summary

1 2

iO/8/72-4/4/73 9/23/73-3/25/74

12 13

2078 2112

(Total : Al 1 Seasons, 5054)

~ Ent i re Oata Base

~198 Watch Sub-Set

.

3

1/17/75-3/17/75

3

864

> L
10 II 12

BEAUFORT WINO

FIGURE C-3 Relative Incidence Of BeaufOrt ‘inds: ‘L-7 oata ‘ases”
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a 198 record sub-set from the second-season records was immediate y avai 1 able

for di rect computer access as a by-product of the work reported in Refs 27

through 32. These 198 digital time histories of stress were produced at

Davidson Laboratory according to procedures general Iy similar to those in use

by Teledyne. Details of the procedures are to be found in Ref 27. \

The selection of particular records for analysis in Ref 27 was based
almost entirely on requirements in that work for reducing other data. The
net result of the selection procedure was 198 digitized records from nine.
voyage legs during the period 30 December 1973 to 3 March 1974. For this
period, roughly one record per watch was digitized. Records at beginning
and end of voyage legs and those in which electronic malfunction was sus-
pected were discarded. The 198 intervals final Iy resulting co-respond to

75% of al I sea-watches during the nine-voyage legs (about 85% of al I watches
where the ship was apparently not in protected waters) . The data sub-set
corresponds to approximately 33 24-hour days at sea. In reviewing the stress
data it was noted that the stress-time series for one of the 198 records
contained some sort of electronic malfunction and actual analyses of stress
from this interval were excluded.

It is appropriate to consider the extent to which the data sub-set
is representative of the entire data base. Figure c-3 is a comparison of
the incidence of various Beaufoit winds in the sub-set with the incidence
in the ent ire (three-season 1200 watch) data base. It is apparent that the
sub-set is more conservatively biased than the data base (more Beau forts 8
to 1“0 and fewer Beau forts 3 through 6) . The sub-set is thought to more
close] y resemble the second-season data s i“ce mi Ider weather condit ions were

apparently experienced in the first and third recording seasons.

Figures C-4 and C-5 indicate the incidence of headings and ship speeds
for the sub-set and the entire data base. The sub-set has proportionately
fewer beam and rmre fol lowing-sea cases, and a lower incidence of intermediate
speeds. Aga in , the sub-set is thought to more closely resemble second-season
data. It is bel ieved that ship speeds tended to be lower during the first
season for non-weather related reasons.
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FIGURE C-5 Relative Incidence of Ship Speeds:
SL-7 Data Bases
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APPENDIX C-2

INITIAL EXAMINATION OF VIBRATORY-STRESS DATA

Insofar as midship stresses in the main hull girder are concerned,
vibratory-stress response has been observed to be primari ly at the two-
noded longitudinal hull mode frequency (Ref,1 , 7, 17, 33, for eXamPle) .
This empirical observation colors much of what is done in the processing
of the raw data and indeed influences some of the definitions.

Referring to the ‘methods of Ref .16, the first step in processing
the raw stress signal is to pass it through a low-pass filter which effec-

tively eliminates most if not all signal content at frequencies more than
about an octave above the two-noded mode frequency. The vibratory content
of the resulting signal is then isolated by a second fi Itering operation
involving a fairly narrow-band pass filter centered nearly on the two-
noded mode frequency. The wave-induced component of the stress is iso-

lated by a parallel low-pass filtering in which nearly all the content
above 0.2 or 0.3 Hz is el iminated. The val idity of the results of these
operat ions depends upon a reasonable separat ion between the highest wave
encounter frequency and the f irst-mode frequency, a condi t ion ful f iIled
in the cases of the ships under present cons iderat ion.

The processing done upon the isolated vi brat ion signal involves
determination of successive “double ampl itudes”. In this context a
double ampl itude is defined as the difference in stress between a MaXiIIIUm
and the succeeding minimum-: the terminology comes bbout because this dif-
ference is very nearly twice the local ampl itude for a narrow-band process.
In the system of Ref .16, the succeeding double ampl itudes of vibration are
scanned in order to determine if their magnitude exceeds a certain thresh-
old (loOO psi for UNIVERSE IRELANO and FOTIN I-L, 600 psi for the SL-7)
When one does, the initiation of a “burst” of vibration is assumed and the
scan continues unti I the double -ampl itude level falls below the threshold,
whereupon the “burst” is assumed to be over. A g iven record may have no
“bursts! (m vibration above threshold) , one “burst” (either all vibration
double ampl itudes in the record above the threshold, or as fens one), or
a great many fluctuations in vibration level above and below the threshold.
The sunrnary data described in Appendix C-1 includes the number of “bursts”
in each record. Along with the scanning to determine “bursts”, the maxi-
mum vibration double ampl itude in the record is found and included in the

summary. This latter quantity is synonymous with “maximum burst stress”
or “maximum f irst-mode peak-to-trough stress” as used in References 2, 3
and 26.

.

Given the existence of these measures of vibration within the data-
base libraries described in Appendix C-1, the obvious first and simplest

step was to access the ,,maxim”m b“rst}f data and attempt to develop ~tat is-

tical trends with measures of sea conditions, ship speed and heading. The
process used by Teledyne Materials Research for developing such trends is
described in Ref.2 a“d was exercised by them to develop data used in the
initial examination.
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The Beaufort wind strength was taken as a measure of wave severity,
and two two-way classifications of the maximum burst data were carried out;
the first classification was by Beaufort wind and ship speed, the second

. was by Beaufort wind and heading. The mean value, mean of 1/3 highest and
RMS values were computed for the vibration double ampl itudes fal Iing within
each classification ceil. (Each combination of Beaufort number and heading
or Speed. )

Figures c-6 through C-1 1 summarize part of the results of the cor-
relation. Figures c-6 and C-7 pertain to second-season SL-7, data (computa-
tions were also made for the first season but ~ndicated similar trends and
are not shown) . Figures c-8 and C-9 pertain to the FOTINI -L, and Figures
C-10 and C-11 are for the UNIVERSE IRELAND. In all cases the numbers
plotted are the mean value of all the maximum burst stresses fal Iing within
the classification cel I formed by Beaufort number and speed or heading.

Considering the SL-7 results first (Figures c-6 and C-7) there is an
obvious overall upward trend of vibration level with Beaufort number, and
by impl ication with wave severity. Similarly there appears an upward trend
as heading goes from fol lowing to head seas. The picture with speed is con-
fused due to the lower incidence of low ship speeds, but overall the vi bra-
t ion magni tude appears somewhat independent of speed.

The results for FOTIN I-L (Figures c-8 and C-9) indicate a confused
picture overall. There is so little speed variation in the data base that
practically all data is in the 12 to 16-knot classification. Thus the
results in Figure c-8 indicate a mild overall upward trend with Beaufort
number, as do the beam, bow and head-sea results in Figure C-9. There is
a tendency for the vibration levels to be lower in quartering and fol low-
ing seas, Figure C-9.

In contrast, there is not much which can be concl uded about trends
of the vibration levels on UNIVERSE IRELAND, Figures C-10 and C-n . The
mean values of the largest vibration double ampl itudes are al I less than
the 1000 psi analysis threshold, and there is no obvious trend with any
of the parameters.

The mean value of the maximum vibration double ampl itudes within
each classification cell was selected for trend analysis in hopes that it
was the most stable statistic available, Considering all the individual
data points for a particular Beaufort number, there is typically an enor-
mous scatter about the mean--individual values ranging from below the
threshold to values typical ly three times the mean. In the case of SL-7
there are a quite significant number of peak vibration double ampl itudes
between 3000 and 10000 psi and a few isolated points (5 points exactly)
to 15000 psi. The data for FOTIN I-L show a significant number of points
between 3000 and 8000 psi , with four points fall ing between 8000 and
11000 psi. In contrast, al 1 the data for UNIVERSE IRELANO except for four
points are less than 3400 psi. These latter four points I ie between 6500
and 9500 psi . Interestingly, there are no points in excess of 1000 psi
for Beaufort numbers greater than 7.

.
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It is the nature of the derived maximum burst or maximum double

amp] itude of vibration to be sensitive to isolated i“sta”ces of extra ”eou~

noise because it is a measure of an event lasting over only half a vibration

period (less than a second) buried somewhere in a 1200-second record which
has not been exam i ned by eye. About half of the extraordinarily high points
cited were associated with Beaufort numbers less than 5 -- not ordinarily

.

severe weather for the large ships under consideration.

Thus, in order to make a judgement about the results, it seemed permiss-
ible to suspect that the isolated highest points were spurious. On this basis
the resul ts for UN IVERSE IRELANO imp] y that an extreme add it ion to wave-induced
stress should be of the order of 1500 psi and the typical addition would be
less than 500 psi. These numbers are of the order of 1/10 of the long-term
predictions of wave-induced stress presented in Ref. 7X and of cour$e, if. the
data are. correct the typical addition to extrWe”wave-ind uced moment shoul d be

the 10Wer figure. This consideration of absolute magnitude coupled with the
absence of trends with weather, speed, etc. suggested that the vibratory mid-
ship stress level induced by all causes (weather, waves, propeller excitation)
could reasonably and conservatively be taken care of by assuming an increment ~

to tension or compression between I and 1.5 kpsi for all conditions. There
seemed I ittle point in delving deeper into the stress data for UNIVERSE

I

IRELANO and this was not attempted.

The fact that trends with weather, speed and head ing were noted for
the other ships and the general Iy much higher magnitudes of stress variation /

indicated that more detailed studies of the vibratory response of both
FOTINI-L and the SL-7 were in order.

I
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APPENDIX C-3

INITIAL EXAMINATION ANO ANALYSIS
OF STRESS-TIME HISTORIES IN

THE DATA SUB-SETS .

Spectrum Analysis

Though a sample spectrum of stress for the FOTINI-L is included in
Ref 8, it became apparent that not too many stress spectra had been computed
from the FOTINI-L data. As of the initiation of the present work, none at
al I had been computed for the SL-7. It was therefore decided to estimate

the stress spectrum for al I the records in the FOTINI-L and SL-7 data sub-
sets, both to allow a quantitative description of the expected peak at first-
mede bending frequency, and to identify the important range of frequencies

corresponding to wave excitation.

The spectra were estimated with one of the many variations of the FFT
method, the details of which are noted in Ref .28. Because the time series
sampling interval for the SL-7 data is different from that of the FOTINI-L

data the frequency resolution of the spectra had to be SI ightly different.
The SL-7 stress spectra were resolved at 0.051 I Rad/Sec interval s (36 degrees-
of-freedom per est imate) , and those for the FOTIN I-L at 0.0614 Rad/Sec
(48 degrees-of-f reedom per estimate) .

a) Analysis of SL-7 Stress Spectra

The first analysis o’f the SL-7 stress spectra WaS to locate peaks i“
the vibratory frequency range and assess the frequency range of wave-induced
stress.. On the average, the data suggest

(0.78 + 0.03) Hz.

a first-mode bending frequency of

This is in reasonable accord with the VaIUe ~f 0.80 HZ

quoted in Ref .3. Table C-2 summarizes the estimates of the lowest vibratory

bending frequency for each voyage leg. These are averages of the frequencies
estimated from the spectrum for each interval .

The frequency range of significant low-frequency spectral density
was assessed to be between 0.0 Hz and about 0.3 Hz with the vast majority of
response laying below 0.2 Hz. For pract ical purposes the stress response
below 0.3 Hz was thus considered to be wave induced. No proMirIent. peak was
noted between 0.3 and 0.75 Hz where the first-mode bending spectral density
peak began, but occasional Iy something around 0.5 Hz was observed just
breaking through the noise. In this latter case the level was considered so
low as to have negl igible effect on subsequent operations. The SL-7 data
are evidently. also in accord ~ith previously found indications (Appendix C.2)
that vibration occurs primarily at first-mode frequency.

Qual itatively the relative magnitudes of the spectrum peak at first-
mode frequency and the wave-induced (low-frequency) spectrum peak were found
to be quite different than that for the FOTINI-L shown i“ Ref,8. Typically
the peak at this vibration frequency was found to be less than 10% of the low-
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TABLE C-2 - AVERAGE FIRST-MODE BENDING FREQUENCIES OF SL-7

IN NI”NE VOYAGE LEGS FROM SPECTRAL ANALYSES
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frequency spect rum peak. A vibration peak of 20% of the Iow.frequency peak

was quite rare. Figure C-12 shows one of these relatively rare cases in

which a spectral peak at first- nmde bending frequency was sufficiently

prominent to be visible when plotted to a 1 inear scale. The case chosen is
also one of the rare cases in which wave-induced stress content is visible
above a frequency of 0.3 Hz. The overall stress level for this particular
record is relatively low. Interestingly, first-mode vibration peaks were
not prominent in spectra corresponding to very high overal I stress levels.

The wave-induced portion of the stress spectra varied widely in shape
from cases of obvious very narrow.band reponse to cases of quite wide-band
response. The wave-induced portions of all spectra have been plotted in
References Z9 through 3.Z. Roughly half of the spectra indicate significant
stress response at very low frequencies (less than the frequency of rol I

resonance, in fact). This is rougly in accordance with the portion of time
spent in quartering and following seas, Figure C-4.

b) Analysis of FOTIN I-L Stress Spectra

The analysis of the FOTINI-L spectra was similar to that for the sL-7.
All spectra were scanned to locate the lowest prominent peak in the bending
vibration range. The average frequency of vibration for the four-bal last
legs was found to be 0.74 * O.O3 Hz, about as expected from Ref 7. In the
loaded voyage (14L) that vibration which could be identified from the spec-
trum appeared to be at 0.66 Hz. In two of the four bal last voyages there

were noticeable changes in the frequency of vibration. In voyage 6B the
vibration frequency at the start of the leg appeared to be about 0.73 Hz,

increased to 0.j’7 Hz at the middle of the leg and ended at 0.74 Hz. In

voyage 5B the frequency increased from 0.7z Hz at the start to 0.76 at the

end of the voyage. No spectral peaks other than that corresponding to first-
mode bending were d iscernable above a frequency of 0.3 Hz. The frequency
range of wave-induced stress appeared well below 0.3 Hz.

The general appearance of the spectra when significant vibration was
present was about as expected from Ref 7. There was very 1ittle vibration
in the intervals corresponding to the ]oaded case. In this case the spectra
resembled those for the SL-7. In the bal last voyages the qual itative features
of the wave-induced part of the stress spectra were ~Omewhat different from
those for the SL-7 in that a much lower i“cide”ce of low-frequency spectral
density was observed, perhaps only in 30 out of the 168 cases. The first-
mode vibration peak was general Iy quite prominent. Figure C-13 shows one of
the most extreme FOTIN I-L stress spectra. In this case the vibration ‘o”sti-
tutes most of the response, in contrast to the extreme example for the SL-7
shown in Figure C-12.

Separation of Wave-Induced and Vibratory Stresses Using the Digital Time Series

In order to discriminate between wave-induced and vibratory stresses,
some variation of filtering is required. In the analysis by Teledyne
Materials Research, real analog filters were used, one to low pass the data
and eliminate vibration; and o“e to band pass the data and isolate vibration.
In the present case digital filters were required to perform the same functions.
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The first filtering problem was to realize digital’ filters which
pass the wave-induced components and reject the vibratory components. For
this purpose various recursive digital 6-pole Sine -Butte rwurth low-pass
filters were designed, Recurs ive f i I ters have phase lags and, to some

extent, the designs were based on the possibil ity of achieving a near-zero
effective phase lag by shifting the output of the filter backwards in time.
For each of the fi Iters, ~ time shift was chosen so as to result in a net
phase lag smal Ier than 4 throughout the frequency range of dominant wave
excitation. This magnitude of phase shift was felt to be small enough that
the filtered and unfiltered stress time series could be treated as though
there had been no phase distort ion in the wave-exci tat ion frequency range.

The design of band-pass filters to isolate the vibration turned out
not to be very promising for a variety of reasons. The method ultimately
used was to subtract the low-pass filtered time series from the unfiltered
time series as a first estimate, and then smooth the result with another
six-pole low-pass digital filter having a cut off about twice the first-
mode bend ing frequency. Although the subtraction is theoretical Iy equi-
valent to a high-pass filter, rounding and quantizat ion errors were magni-
fied in low-level vibration time series. This made the additional filter-
ing necessary to remove high-frequency noi se.

The result of the f iItering operations was three time series:

1. The original raw stresses.

2. Low-pass filtered stresses (wave-induced) which were time
correlated with the original.

3. A series representing the vibration.

The size of the resulting arrays for the entire data sub-sets would have
been much too large for convenience in storing for future use. Accordingly,
these arrays existed only for a short time in the computer as scratch files.
The remainder of the various data-reduction procedures were started for each
record as scon as the above arrays had been generated.

There were, in all, three low-pass filters util ized to separate wave-
induced stress, one for the FOTINI-L and two for the SL-7. The ampl itude
response of all three was unity i 0.5% from D.C. to 0.Z5 Hz and (depending
upon cut-off frequency) no lower than 0.95 at 0.3 Hz, the upper I imit of
,wave- induced stress f reque”cies. The filter for the FOTINI-L had a nominal
cut-off of 0.40 Hz which resulted in a 97% attenuation of first-mode vibra-
tion Components. The first of the two SL-7 filters had a cut-off Of 0.44 Hz,
resulting in a 96-1/2% attenuation of first-mode vibration. This filter was
used for the bulk of the SL-7 data reduction. The second SL-7 filter was
util ized In some special analyses of wave-induced stresses to be described
in Appendix C-4. Its cut-off was 0.36 Hz and the filter attenuated first-

.

,.

mode vibration by almost 99%.
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Characteristics of Midship Longitudinal Stress Records in the Time Domain

Because it was easy to do, a great many analyses of the stress records
in the data sub-sets were done prior to the time that serious consideration
was given to a qua] itative assessment of the behavior of the stress records
in the time domain.

\

In effect, it was initially assumed that the wave-induced
and superimposed vibratory stresses in the records behaved as the impl ied
definitions of slamming response, whipping, springing, etc. in Ref 1.
Ultimately, there appeared to be so many oddities in the results of these

,,

analyses (especial ly with the FOTIN I-L data) that it appeared necessary to
go back to basics. By this is meant the old fashioned (but still val id)
idea that before performing moderately compl icated statistical analyses on
records, at least a portion of each should be inspected by eye. (Al i of the
records in the present two data sub-sets had been examined, but at a time
compression in which not even individual wave-induced fluctuations could be
discerned. )

Thus with respect to the chronology of the work the contents of the
present section are purposely out of order--no particularly gmd purpose
would be served by a strictly chronological account of the work.

Figures C-14a through C-14i contain plots of short portions of the 198
digital stress time series in the SL-7 data sub-set. Both the original series
and the filtered (wave-induced) series are plotted. (The wave- induced stress
is shown as a dashed line. ) The origin of the data in each frame ii identified
by the Teledyne analog tape and interval number as we] 1 as by a “run number”
which was assigned at Oavidson Laboratory for convenience in handl ing the data.
The vertical scale for each frame is adjusted to suit the data; in general,
the scales vary from frame to frame. Positive stress is deck tension, cor-
responding to a hogging nmment. ll~eroll stress corresponds to the sample mean.
The horizontal scale is time. In all cases the duration of the plotted time
history is about 76 sec. The number in the upper right corner of each frame
is the number of the last plotted point of the time series. The particular
portion of time history shown was determined by the position of the maximum
vibration double ampl itude found in the entire record. In the process of
developing vibration double ampl itudes from the vibration time series described
in the last section, the position of the largest in the array was retained.
For purposes of making Figure C-14 then, the portion of time series selected
was such as to make the maximum vibration double ampl itude appear in the
center of the time axis unless it happened to be observed at the beginning or
end of the time series. In terms of the conventions of the Figures, if the
last point number is greater than 51Z or less than 8192 the maximum vibration
is somewhere left of center, and if the last point number is 8192 the maxi-

mum vibration is to the right of center.

The rationale for the above selection procedure was the sensitivity
(noted earl ier) of the maximum vibration double ampl itude to extraneous noise,
and the corresponding high probabil ity that if anything was amiss in the
records it would be observed in conjunction with the perceived maximum vibra-
tion.

Scanning the time histories in the SL-7 data sub-set, Figure C-14,
there are six records noted as being questionable. Each is indicated by an
asterisk in the right or left hand margin. The item questioned is marked by
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a question mark and the letters “V” for “questionable vibration response”

andlor “W” for “questionable wave-induced response”. Runs 141, 653, 905,

1125 and 1137 are questioned on the grounds that the maximum “vibration”
cannot be bel ieved as representing something which actual I y happened aboard
ship. Sudden pul ses without subsequent vibratory decay are cons idered to

be stray electronic transients introduced somewhere in the necessarl Iy .

large amount of analog data processing. In Run 1945 (Figure C-lhh) some-

thing has saturated badly and the result is a questionable record for analyses
of both the maximum vibration and the wave-induced component. In subsequent ,.

analyses, Run 1945 was omitted from al I consideration and the f ive runs noted
were omitted when considering vibration. The SL-7 data sub-set on the whole

appears relatively free of unbelievable data.

As far as superimposed vibrations are concerned there are many in-

stances of more or less continuous low level vibration, but only one instance
(Run 937, Figure C-lhd) where the presence of “sPrin9in9” couflt~et:~g;;~~e-

When the vibration is large, it appears to be imPact induced
quent “whipping” decay. In quite a number of cases, the inception of vi bra-

t ion appears to be nearer to the t i me of maximum wave- induced compress ion

(sagging) than the time of wave-induced tension (hogging) . This is in sone
contrast to the result for the slower speed cargo ship of Ref.1 where it

was indicated that inception of vibration always occurred near the time of
maximum wave-induced tension. Given that the SL-7 is general IY of the size

and nearly of the speed of an aircraft carrier, the “flare shock” mechanism
noted in Ref .17 can be expected in addition to forward bottom slamming so
that impact incept ion may al so reasonably be expected near times of maximum
compression (sagging) .

With respect to the wave-induced (longer period) stresses there are
a good number of cases where very long period and relatively short period
components superimpose to form a short-term process which cannot POSS ibly
be considered narrow banded.

Turning attention to the FOTIN I-L data sub-set, Figures C-15a through
C-15g contain portions of the 168 digital stress time series in the set.
With some minor exceptions, the plotting conventions are the same as those
used for the SL-7 data sub-set. Because the records were taken from the
Teledyne digital I ibrary tape, the basic time sampling interval is O.1 sec so
that the duration of the plotted time histroy is 51 seconds. The “Run number”
was arbitrarily assigned at Oav idson Laboratory, and the Teledyne analog tape
identification, interval and index numbers are indicated for each record.
As before, stresses are plotted relative to the sample mean, positive
stress is deck tension (hogging) . The FOTIN I-L time series have 12000
points so that this number replaces “8192” in the discussion of ~onventio”s
for Figure C-14. Questionable records are marked as previously described.

In the data set, there is a very large incidence of questionable “vibration”
and a number of questionable wave-induced stress records. Out of the 168 records,
78 are marked questionable leaving 90 records. The vast majority of the
questions involve isolated pulses or a train of pulses which often occur
in the absence of first-mode vibration. These are not considered bel ievable super-
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posed vibration. In a few cases, the pulse was of sufficient duration that the
filter partial ly fol lowed it-- thus introducing a spurious “wave-induced”
extreme. One such extreme is noted in Run 237, Figure 15C. In this case,
a saturation existed for sufficient time to make the filtered signal indicate
a 27 Kps i “wave-induced” double amplitude. This,

.
the highest “wave-induced”

double ampl itude in the entire data base, agrees reasonably with the deter-
mination by Teledyne, but is alrmst certainly false. The records fol lowing
Run 237 are qualitatively similar. Some further investigation disclosed

,.

that the mean stress (corresponding to zero in the plot) was approximately 18
Kps i compression apparently due to bal last changes. According to descriptions

of the instrumentation, Ref. 7, it would appear that the mean-stress signal was
at or beyond the nominal distortion free range of the analog magnetic-tape

unit. This means that further compression could easi {y cause the erratic
behavior characteristic of magnetic-tape recorders driven into hard saturation.
It also means that the signals were probably in the range where the tape recorder

calibration was highly non-linear. The assymetry of records 240 through 258
is consistent with this hypothesis. According to the 1 istings of the basic

Teledyne data-reduction process, serious tape aaturat ion could be expected
for nearly al I of tape 8FLi-3 and on this basis the wave-induced part of records
237 through 258 is questioned,

—

Cons idering those records with no quest ions, there are few instances
in which vibration appears to be suddenly initiated, and of these, virtually
none where the vibration decays rapidly. In ~st cases where the vibratory
stress is appreciable, the records have the appearance of “springing!’ response.
Though there i s some evidence of broad-band wave- induced response in the
recor ds , none are comparable to the extreme examples of such response in the
case of the SL-7 (Figure C-14).
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APPENDIX C-4

ANALYSIS OF THE STATISTICS OF SHORT-

TERM WAVE- INOUCEO STRESS OATA \

Introduction

There were two basic reasons for embarking upon an examination of

the statistics of the short- term wave-induced stress data contained in the
FOTINI-L and SL-7 data subsets. The first is that the state-of-art proced-

ure for prediction of long-term stress distributions (Ref.1) depends
to a great extent upon general assumptions abut the statistics of the short-

term response. These general assumptions follow directly from the basic
I inear narrow-band random process model , and have been extensively checked
in the cases of the relatively smal I general cargo ships which were studied
in Ref .1. In the present case) both ships are significantly larger, and
the SL-7 is of course significantly faster.

The second reason was in relation to the analysis of the superimposed

vibratory response. It was considered unl ikely that the short-term statistics

Of the increase in stress due to vibration could be rational ized without
some assurance that the wave-induced components were understood.

Stat ist ical Syrmnetry: Compari sons Of Hogging and Sagging Stresses

One of the consequences of the 1 i near random or “1 i near superposition”
model is that the predicted wave-induced loads and resulting stresses must be
statistical Iy symmetrical ; that is, the magnitude of wave-induced peak com-

pressive (sagging) stresses are assumed to be the same as the magnitude of
the tensile (hogging) stresses. A simple first analysis is to compare the

maximum values of tension and compression observed in each record.

In none of the available records was the actual mean stress level
known. According y, the f i I tered (wave- induced) stress records were corrected
to zero record mean. Us ing this sample as a reference, the maximum “wave-
induced” tension and the maximum cmnpression were found from each record.
The resulting values are shown plotted against one another in Figure c-16
for the SL-7 and in Figure C-17 for the’ FOTINI-L for all the records not
questioned in Appendix c-3. The dashed 1 ine at 450 is the expected relation.
Two things might be noted. The maximum tension and compression are not
necessarily found in the same encounter cycle, The maximum value in a sample
scatter is to be expected.

Considering Figure c-16 for the SL-7, the maximum compressive wave -
induced stress in a 20. minute record can be less than or as much as twice
the maximum tensile stress. The average rat io of maximum compressive
(sagging) stress to maximum tensile (hogging) stress is in the vicinity
of 1.2. This is in the direction typically expected but not so large as
is impl ied (for instance) by the OetNorske Ver itas Rules where the ratio
for the SL-7 block coefficient works out to be nearly 2.
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A somewhat different situation is found for FOTIN I-L, Figure c-17.
There appears a tendency for maximum wave-induced hogging stress to be
larger than wave-induced sagging stress but, considering the 1 ikely
scatter in the data, the differences are not large. The d i f ferences i n
trend between SL-7 and FOTINI -L are reflected in the sagging/hogging .

rati~ from OetNorske Veritas, since the rule ratio works out to be I .1
for “FOTIN I -L.

,,

The results imply that statistical symmetry is a better assump-
tion for FOTIN I-L than for the faster, finer SL-7, though even in the
latter case, the differences may be insignificant in relation to the
statistical uncertainties inherent in other aspects of the state-of-art
long-term prediction methods.

Tests of the Rayleigh Hypothesis for Wave-Induced Stress Maxima and Minima

In the state-of-art prediction method of Ref. 1, the assumptions of
the 1 inear narrow-band short-term prediction approach are inherent. These
assumptions are:

a) The mean value of stress is not dependent upon
waves and does not change.

b) The oscil Iat ions about ‘the mean are a
mean Gaussian process of sufficiently
maxima and minima follow the Rayleigh
statistically symmetrical.

stat ionary zero

narrow-band width that the

distribution, and are

In the present case the actual mean-stress level is not known, and
therefore the sample mean is used as an estimate of the true mean.

Figure 18a indicates the general appearance of the ideal narrow-
band process. Considering positive stress to be tension, all the maxima
of the process are positive and all the minima are negative. Thus, ideally,
the determination of al I the peak tensions (T) and compressions (C) involves
no conventions other than deciding which are “maxima” and which are “rein ima. ”
The ideal double amplitudes (“da. “ in the Figure) are the sum of succeeding
tension and compression peaks, and are conventional ly assumed to fol low the
Rayleigh distribution also.

As may be noted in the sample time histories presented in Appendix
C-3, real wave-induced stress time histories do not usually have an ideal

appearance. Figure C-18b illustrates the typical problem, which is the
exi stance of negative maxima and positive minima--high-frequency oscil la-
tions riding on top of lower frequency oscillations. Since the Rayleigh
distribution is defined only for positive values of the variate (peak
tens ions, or peak compressions with the sign reversed) it is customary in

the interpretation of actual records to establ ish some conventions which,

it is thought, have the effect of producing an approximately equivalent

ideal narrow-band process. Figure C-18b illustrates some of the features
of thi s procedure. Using the sample mean as a reference, a maximum
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(tension) is defined as the largest filtered (wave-induced) stress digitized
during a positive stress excursion, and a minimum (compression) as the smal lest

stress during a negative stress excursion. Thus the existence of “maxima” and

“minima” depend upon zero crossings. Negative maxima and secondary posit ive

maxima are Ignored. What is being defined by this procedure is the “main extreme”
in an excursion. The double amplitude (defined as “da.”) in the Figure is thus

the sum of the main positive and the main negative extremes in am excursion.
These conventions are basically those used in the available reduction of data
for the entire data bases, Ref. 16.

These conventions were fol lowed in developing data for a further
check on the short - ter.rn (wave-induced) stress statistics of the FOTINI-L
and SL-7 data sub-sets. The filtered (wave - induced) digital stress records
were processed to the end that, for each record, there was avai lable:

a) The number of filtered stress excursions from tension
to compression which were contained in the record.

b) An array of the wave-induced main extremes i“ te”sio”

in each record, in the order found.

c) A corresponding array for main extremes in compression.

I t was the intent ion to use various “goodness-of -f i t“ techniques
to test the conformi ty of these samples with the Rayleigh hypothesis. Some

details of the testing procedures used are given in Appendix C-5. The first
operation was to perform run tests on al 1 the basic arrays of maxima and
minima. The resul t of these tests for each record was a
parameter “j” such that if every jth extreme was considered, the re-
sulting decimated sample would pass the run test at the 95’23level of
confidence. For reasons outl ined in Appendix C-5, only the decimated
samples were used in subsequent testing.

Noting that the nrost often used measure of magnitude of oscillatory
wave induced stresses is the double amp] i tude, samples of wave- induced
double ampl Itude were formed by adding algebraically the adjacent main
extremes in tens ion and compression. (As previously noted the maxima and
minima foun d in the data reduction were stored in the order found in
order to allow this operation) . I t was found that the level of sequential
correlation of the double ampl itudes according to the run test was very
nearly the same as that for the main extremes in tension or compression.

For these purposes the Rayleigh probabi I ity density was represented
as:

.
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;(?) = 7 E X p (- mz/2)

Where:

?l = Reduced variate = X/R

X = the dimensional variate (tensile or
compressive Imain excursions)

R = the distribution parameter.

1“ fittir,g the distrihutio” to the sample, tile distribution parameer

was estimated by the maximum 1 ikel i hood approach. In the present case the
fitted parameter, R, is the root mean square of the sample points divided
by tr~. The distribution parameter for the Rayleigh distribution may also be
est i mated as equal to Drocess root-mean-square (the root mean square of the
ent i re record, an operation involving the entire sample tires history).

[n carrying out the various tests on the short-term dats samples,
there were thus generated two new estimates of the P!-ocess root-mean-
square; OIIS frm the mai n tension extreme data”, and one f ron the compression
data. These estimates were considered much more stable statistics with which

to check stat ;st ical symmetry, Accordingly, the pairs of estimates resul ting
from each record were plotted in the same way as had been done for the maxima
of each record (Figures c-16 and C-17) . The results are shown in Figure C-19
for the SL-7 and Figure C-20 for FOTIN I-L. In the case of FOTIN1-L, all

reccrds questioned in Appendix C-3 were d is regarded. Only the single SL-7

record where wave- induced stresses were quest ioned was disregarded.

As might be expected , the scatter in Figures C-19 and C-20 is much
reduced rclati~e to that in Figures c-16 and C-17. Figure C-19 implies

that the wave -induced sagging stresses for the S1. -7 are, on average, much closer
to being statistically symmetrical with the wave-induced hogging stresses -- a
mean 1 ine through the scatter impl ies a ~< rather than a 20% difference. In the
case of the FOTIN I-L, Figure C-20, the symmetry appears to be very close, With
respect to the state-of-art short-term 1 i near-random process approach, the
only thing estimated is the “process” rms and it has to be assumed that the
distrilxltion of short-term r,axima

is :he same a~ chat for short-term minima. Though the data impl ies

that the symmetry is not exact, the results in Figures C-19 and C.-2O indicate
that the symmetry assumption is very much within engineering reason for the
average magnitude of stress if not for the. extremes.

had not previously bean examined for ships of the size
the initial concentrate ion of effort and development of
the wave -induced data for this ship. The first series

the decimated samples of double ampl i tudes which could
197 records in the SL:7 sub-set for which no questions
stress response could be raised in Appendix C-3. Both

Because it seemed probable that the statistics of short-term stresses
and speed of the SL-7,

techniques was upon
of tests were upon

be formed from the
about wave-induced

the tests on sample

.

,.
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ex.t remes and the Chi-Square tests were carried out as noted in Appendix C-5,
and evaluat ion of the resul ts was based upon the “fai I ure- rate” phi Iosophy.

The results of the series of tests on the short-term distributions
of double amplitudes is given in Table C-3. The first line of the table
indicates the failure rates for all 197 records. I n 10% of the records,
the maximum sample value was outside the appropriate 90% confidence bounds
as would be anticipated. However, a 24% overal 1 fai I ure rate i s noted
for the Chi-Square tests. This is about 5 times the rate expected and

three attempts to correlate this with nominal conditions were made.

The first grouping is on heading. Failure rates of both tests
do not seem to be obviously correlated with heading. The second grouping
was on rms stress level . In this case the excessive Chi-Square failure rate
seems to be concentrated in cases with relatively small stress levels.

Final Iy, the fai lures were correlated on the basis of “Low-Frequency

Contributions to Variance”. To quantify, each of the 197 stress spectra was
partial Iy integrated between O and 0.035 Hz. The percentage of total vari-
ance originating from this range of frequency roughly measures the importance
of stress response below rol I resonance. As may be seen by inspecting the
number of tests in each of the class intervals selected for this grouping
of failure rate, in about half the records there is a very significant
amount of stress response at frequencies below rol I resonance. However, the
failure rate for the Chi-Square tests on double ampl itudes is also not
obviously explained by this correlation.

According to the usual approximation, the parameter of the Rayleigh
distribution for double amp] itudes is twice the process rms. The same
tests were run with twice process rms as the Rayleigh parameter and the
result was higher rejection rates than shown in Table C-3. In 75% of the
intervals, the fitted Rayleigh parameter was within + 10% of twice the
process rms as computed from the original data. I n-the remaining 25% of
cases, the difference ranged up to 25% . S ince the 90% confidence bound on
variance as computed in the spectral analyses according to the spectral
band width implies a 90% bound on rms ,of roughly + 10& this result was
not too surprising; neither estimate of the Rayle~gh parameter can be
taken as being very precise.

The results in Table C-3 indicated either that the Rayleigh assump-
tion for double ampl itudes was not as generally true as was thought, or
that something was ami ss in the Chi-Square test procedure. There is no

strict mathematical justification for assuming the Rayleigh distribution
of apparent double ampl itudes even if the process is very narrow banded.
On the other hand the use of the Chi-Square test could be justly criticized
in this application because the sample size is relatively small . In the
case of the double-ampl itude Chi -Square tests there was an overall rate of
failure of 15% at the 2% level of significance. These more significant
failures were not correlated with sample size; that is, a failure at the
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Table C-3

Surmary of Test$ for Fit to Lne Rayleigh Distribution
of Wave- tnduced Stress Double Ampl itudes Found in the !

SL-7 Data Sub-Set.

Grouping No. of Fa i I ure Rate on Failure Rate on
Tests Maximum Value Chi-Square

Tests
( 10% Expected) (5% Expected)

Al 1 Records 197 I C% 24??

Nominal Head Seas 32 12% 2P4

Bow Seas 62 10% 27%

Beam Seas 22 I 8?? 27%

Qtr. Seas 54 677 20%

Follow. Seas 27 I 0% 22%

Rms Stress < I.O 59 10% 44%

1.0< 2.0 81 I0% I3%

~ 2.0 57 10% 6??

Low-Frequency
Contribution to
Variance

Less than P?

4 to 9%

9 to 16??

16 to 25%

over 257.

67

14

10

7

99

16%

o

0

0

9%
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2% or lower level of significance was as apt to occur with a 100 point sample
as with a 50 point sample,

The maxima and minima of stress (main excursions) are more to the point
for structural purposes. Also, there is less lack of justification mathema-
tically for assuming the Rayleigh distribution, Accordingly, the tests on the
extreme “’sample value, the Chi-Square tests, and the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov tests were
run on both the main extremes in tension and those in compression. The distribution
parameter for the tests on extreme sample value and the Chi-Square test was fitted

to the data. The distri but ion parameter for the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov test was the
process rms as computed from the f i I tered time series. The resul ts of these tests
are shown in Tables C-4 and C-5.

As far as the test on sample extremes is concerned, the fai lure
rate for tension (Table C-4) appears about as expected and in 1 ine with
that for double ampl itudes. The failure rate for compression (Table C-5) is
about twice that expected, with no consistent indication of correlation with
heading, stress or portion of low-frequency variance.

The overall rates of failure of the Chi-Square tests shown in
Table C-4 and C-5 are much higher than the rate for double ampl itudes (Table C-3) .
Correlation of failure rate with heading is as inconclusive as with the double
amp I i tudes. The apparent correlation with stress level noted for double ampl itudes
is not borne out. However, something approaching significance appears in the
correlation with the portion of low-frequency variance. In effect, it appears that
60% of al I the cases, in which low-frequencies contribute more than 25% to

variance, failed.

Since on average the cases in which 25% or more of variance is
attributable to low-frequencies are also the cases with the smallest sample

size, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were also correlated on this basis, The
advantage of the Kolgomorov-Smi rnov tests is that it is considered mre

applicable tO small samples if the distribution parameter is known. The
parameter (process rms) is estimated to within * 10%, and the results shown
in the tables were produced with the process rms as the distribution parameter.
As may be noted, the fai lure rates for the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov tests conf i rm
the fai lure rates for the Chi-Square tests very closely.

Some perturbat ions of the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov tests were also made.
The tests were run with the distribution parameter fitted to the data as
had been done for the Chi-Square tests. In this case, the fai lure rates

were even closer to those for the Chi -Square tests , and there were rela-
tively few cases where thetwo tests did not agree at the 5% level of
significance. The next perturbation of the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov test was
to test with distribution parameters 90% and I1O% of the process rms. In
21 cases, the result of one perturbation or the other increased the level
of significance of the result to above 5%, However, in only 5 cases (2-1/2% of

the total) did this fail to agree with the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test results
where the distribution parameter was fitted to the data.

1.

I ,.,
I
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TABLE C-4

Summary of Tests for Fit to the Raylelgh Distribution

of Wave-l nduced Main &t remes I n Tens i Ie (Hogg 1 ng)
Stress Found in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set

Grouping No. of Failure Rate Failure Rate Failure Rate
Tests cm Max i mum on Chi-Square on Kolmogorov-

Value Test Sm i rnov Test
(l~A Expected) (YA Expected (7A Expected)

Al I Records 197 1w. 34% 38%

Nominal Head Seas 32 @k 6% Not

Bow Seas 62 8% 29%
Eva 1 uated

Beam Seas 22 1 o% 3@h

Qtr. Seas 54 13% 5@L

Follow. Seas 27 10% 37%

Rms Stress < 1.0 59 &A 27h

1.0< 2.0 81 13% 4.9A

> 2.0 57 7% 28%

Low-Frequency
Contribution to
Variance

Less than 4% 67 7% 977 7??

4 to 9% 14 0% 7% 0%

9 to l@L 10 1 Wh 20% 20%

16 to 25% 7 0% I 677 43?A

over 25?? 99 13% 59% 6@L
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TABLE C-5

Summary of Tests for Fit to the Rayleigh Distribution
of Wave.1 nduced Main -Extremes in Compressive (Sagging)
Stress Found in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set

.

,,

Grouping No. of Failure Rate Fai lure Rate Failure Rate
Tests on Maximum on Chi -Square on Kolmogorov-

Value Test Smi rnov Test
(ID% Expected) (5% Expected) (5?? Expected)

Al I Records I 97 25% 39?? 37%

Ncxninal Head Seas 32 3 D% 25% Not

Bow Seas 62 2977 2@k
Evaluated

Beam Seas 22 14% .6477

Qtr. Seas 54 30% 54%

Fol low. Seas 27 I o% 33%

Rms Stress < 1.0 59 6% 29%

1.0 to < 2.0 81 30% 47%

> 2.IJ 57 3o% 39%

Low-Frequency
Contribution to
Variance

Less than 4% 67 31% I S77 7%

4 to 9?? 14 21% I 4% o%

9 to I&? 10 I o% 20% I o%

16 to 25% 7 I 0% 40% I 4%
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Of most significance with respect to the results of both Chl -
Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests is that, In each case, in about Z5%
of all the sets of data, the goodness -of-f i t tests were fal led at less

than a 2% level of significance. I nterpretlng the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov

tests in the most I Iberal way, the perturbation on the distribution
parameter would not decrease the percentage of very significant failures
to less than 15%. In at least 15% of all intervals either goodness-of-

flt test failed very badly.

A final correlation of failure rates was attempted by examining
the test results for the 11 records where ship speed was less than 15 knots.
In this case, all the Chi-Square tests on ma!n extremes in tension were
passed at 10% or higher levels of significance, and in only one case was
the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov test fa i led at the 5% level . Similarly, all the
Kolrrogorov-Smi rnov tests on the main extremes in compress ion were passed
at 10% or higher levels of significance, three out of the I 1 Chi -Square
tests were failed at the 5% level . Had the 11 low ship speed records been
the only ones available, there would have been I ittle hesitation in accepting
the general Rayleigh hypothesis. I t is apparent from the documentation
(ref 27) of the data sub-set that the SL-7 slowed down to less than 15 knots

only when the sea conditions were extraordinari Iy severe and, under these
circumstances, the ship heading was al tered, i f necessary, to the head or bow-
sea case.

With respect to the SL-7 data, the above evidence appeared to cast
considerable doubt on the general Raylelgh assumption. Fal lure rates,

apprOachlng 8 times that expected, seemed quite significant. The correlations

carried out suggested that the large Incidence of mathematical ly broad-band
stress response was at tha root U? the problem. A high incidence of exception-
al 1 y broad-band response may be expected for a 30-knot ship which spends half
its sea time In quartering or following waves,

Given the above results for the SL-7, it was of interest to use
the same procedures on the 90 good records available for the FOTIN I -L.
Sinca the FOTIN I-L is a much slower ship , and since a much smaller incidence
of UI tra broad-band response was noted in the records, i t was expected that
a much lower failure rate would be experienced if the problems with the SL-7
data had been correctly diagnosed.

Al I the same procedures as noted above for SL-7 were appl ied to the
FOTINI-L data. Table c-6 summarizes the failure analysis for both Chi-Square
and KoImogorov-Smlrnov tests as appl led to main extremes in tension, main
extremes in compression, and to “double ampl ltudes” as defined in Figure
c-18. In al 1 cases, the expected ~a i lure rate was 5%. In the table the
Chi-Square test is abbreviated “X test” and the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov test is
abbreviated “K-S Test”.

—

Considering the results in Table c-6, the overall failure rates for
maximum tens ions and compressions are higher than would be desi rable for
uncondl tional acceptance of the Rayleigh hypothesis but much lower than
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TABLE c-6

Sumnary of Tests for Fit to the Rayleigh Distribution

of Wave.induced Strass Maxima and Minima Found in the

FOTINI-L Oata Sub-set (Expected Fai lure Rate 5% in All Cases)

Max i mum Tensions Uax i mum Cmnpress i ons “Oouble Ampl itudes”
No. Fai lure Rate (%) On Failure Rate (%) On Fai lure Rate (%) On

Groupinq Tests X%es t K-S Test X2Tes t K-S Tast X%est K-S Test

Al 1 Good Records 90 20 13 20 14 34 31

Spectrum Shape:

Very Narrcw 33 10 10 12 6 15 3

Normal, Single Peak 41 24 10 22 17 54 47

Ooub}e Peak 13 “18 18 23 31 54 54

Containing Very Low -3 I 00 100 66 33 0 33
Fraquency Energy

RMS Stress

< .5 26 27 15 31 27 65 58

.5 <1.0 46 20 13 18 13 30 28

1.0< !8 II II 11 6 16 0

>,



the corresponding rates for the SL - 7. The overal I failure rate for double

ampl itudes is quite high--higher than would justify blanket acceptance of the
Raylkigh hypothesis. Some auxi 1 iary groupings of the fai lures were made and

these i 1 I uminate the sources of the problem. One grouping was upon rms stress.

There is a tendency for the Rayleigh hypothesis to fal I down for lcw-stress levels.
.

Because the ‘#low-frequency contribution” grouping used to correlate

the SL-7 results was not considered an entirely successful gambit, an alternate,
classification of stress spectrum shape was mede. The FOTIN I-L stress spectra
were classified by inspection into four qual itative groups:

a)

b)

c)

d)

“Normal, single peak”

These spectra were single peaked and were about as
broad relative to modal frequency as are

most pub] i shed wave and response spectra.

“Very narrow”

Wave-induced spectral density concentrated In a very

narrow band as would be the case for a swell spectrum.

“Double peakt’

Two or more wel 1 defined peaks
components.

,bconta i“ing very 10w-f requencY

Spectra with significant or at
content near zero frequency.

but no very low-frequency

energy”

1east some energy

Under this group!ng the failure rates are better understood. The
fai lure rate for very narrow spectra are near enough the expected value that
the Rayleigh hypothesis would be accepted. Fai lure rates of records having
broad spectra are higher and appear to be the main reason for the overall
somewhat high failure rate. It is notable that even In the case of FOTINI-L
the assumption that stress double amp] ltudes are Rayleigh distributed might
well be used with care.

Tests of a More General Hypo thesis For the Distribution of Wave-Induced
Stress Maxima and Minima

With respect to state-of-art predictions of loads or stresses, the
results of the tests just described had serious impl icat ions with respect to
both the extrapolations of short-term predictions to long-term predictions

and indirectly the val idity of the 1 inear-random short-term predication method,

The tests, of course) could not shed I ight upon what the short-term distribution
was if it was Rayleigh, but the symptoms clearly indicated ncm-”arrow
handedness to be at the root of the problem, and it appeared sufficient to
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concentrate upon the SL-7 data where the worst of the problem appeared to be.

Clear Iy, the next step was to hypothesize that the stress maxima
fol lowed the theoretical distribution (Ref ’35) for the maxima of a

1 inea.r random Gaussian zero mean process of arbitrary band w;dth. For
present purr.ses the distribution w1ll be called the “Cartwright-Longuet-
Higgins distribution” or “CLH” distribution after the authOrs Of Ref. 35.
Under this’ hypothesis the ~robabi 1 i ty density of the maxima of the process
may be represented as:

p(~) ‘“ (aEXP[-V8/2Ce] + fit EXP [-~/2]

. $ (T .m$/m

where:
1 = normal ized’variate

= xi/g

Xi= the maxima of the process

u = process rms or square root of varl ante

s = spectrum broadness parameter

C(a) = ~ Ex~-t’/2~t
&m -

The maxima and minima of the non-narrow~and process are aIso theoretical IY

statistical Iy synnetrlc so that if the minima are denoted Y, the normalized

var i ate becomes ‘&-y/u

When the broadness parameter approaches Unity (zer’o) the CLH” distribut ion

approaches the nOrmal (Rayleigh ).

In making a fit of this distribution to a sample, two approaches are
possible. The f i rst involves knowledge of the stress spectra from which

both of the distribution parameters required may, in principle, be computed.
Computation of the broadness parameter from the spectrum is numerical ly
troublesome however, and, in the tests to be described, the second alternate
approach was util Ized. In this approach the distribution parameters are
fitted directly to the sample of maxima or minima as follows:
Given a sample of “N’r maxim, X{, (i= I.. .N)

I ,.
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F

Form: N

Then:

$=

. v
P = (s1)’/32

e = fitted broadness parameter
,

=/1 - [2P/(n-2*)]

The procedures noted in Appendix C-5 which were used in making the
various “goodness-of-fit” tests to the CLH distribution are no different
in principle from those for the Rayleigh. There is more computation in-
volved and it is necessary to allow for the extra fitted parameter in the
degrees Of freedom associated with the sample statistics.

There is a fundamental difference in checking the appl icabi 1 ity of

this distribution to the short: term stress data. It is that the sample
must be composed di fferentl y. Referring t0Fi9Ure c-18, ~ the maxima
and minima must be found instead of just the main extreme, and no zero
crossing convention is assumed. The process of finding all the maxima
of the wave Induced records is more sensi t lve to minor components of
vibration left after filtering than the process to find main extremes.
Accordingly, in re-processing the SL-7 records the digital filter used

in developing the main extremes was replaced .by one which rejected almost
99% of the first-mode vibration instead of 96 1/2%. Apart from this, the
end product of the process was quite simi Iar to that which produced the
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main extremes in that an array of the maxima (tension) and an array of
minima (compression) in each record was obtained and stored in the order
found. As expected, the process resul ted in more maxima per 20-minute record
than main excursions. The differences were largest in quartering and fol low-

ing-sea cases where there were typical ly found to be three times as many
maxima as main excursions.

.

Run tests were performed on this data as before; each sample of
maxima and minima was decimated to minimize the effects of sequential

.,

correlation, and the three hypothesis tests described in Appendix C-5
were performed on each sample.

The failure analYSeS are summrized in Tables c-7 and c-8. Table
C-7 pertains to the wave-induced-maxima (tensile peaks) and Table c-8

pertains to the minima. The first line of the tables shows overall failure
rates much more in 1 ine with those expected if the distribution hypothesis
is generally true. The K.olmogorov-smi rnov test results fai led less than

expected, the Chi -Square tests scxmewhat more. Inspection of the detail
of the tests disclosed that the majority of failure of the tests on compressive
extremes (Table c-8) Involved sample extremes Just outside the 90% confidence
bounds so that this fai lure rate is not perhaps of too much concern. In
the case of the Chl-Square tests on compressive minima, there was a much
lower incidence of failures at very low significance levels than was the case

wi th the tests on mal n extremes.

As before, the failures were classified into several groupings;

on nominal heading, on the fitted rms stress (~) and on the fitted
broadness parameter (c) . The rates of failure appear relatively uniform
across these groupings.

Those results indicate that the statistics of the SL-7 short-term

stress records are consistent with those expected under the 1 inear-random
prediction theory for arbitrary band-width; that is, consistent with the
two parameter CLH distribution.

Again, the test ing procedure produced two estimates of the process
rms (~), one from all the maxima of each record and one frcm al 1 the minima.
These pairs of estimates are plotted for all the records in F;gure C-21 .
The degree of symmetry is vi rtuall y the same as that obtained in the analysis
of main extremes, Figure C-19. On the average the process rms estimated
from the minima (maxima in the compressive or sagging sense) is again shown

tO be about 6% more than the resul ts obtained from the ~xima.
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TABLE C-7

Sumnary of Tests for Fit to the CLH Distribution
of Wave-l nduced Maxima (Tens ions) of Short-Term
Stress Records in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set.

Grouping No. of Failure Rate Failure Rate
Tests

Failure Rate
on Maximum on Ch i -Square on Kolmogorov-

Value Test Sm i rnov Test
( 10% Expected) (YA Expected) (5% Expected)

Al 1 Records 197 9 7 1

Noml na 1 Head Seas 32 9 3 3

Bow Seas 62 6 5 0

Beam Seas 22 10 0 0

Qtr. Saas 54 II 15 0

Follow. ” s*s 27 7 7 0

Fitted

Rms Strass < 1.0 62 8 3 0

I.(Y< 2.(3 82. 10 6 1

> 2.0 53 7 ,13 0

F i tted Broadness
Parameter, t

0 <.2 9 11 0 II

.2< .4 33 9 12 0

.4< .6 36 5 3 D

.6< .8 29 14 14 0

.8 <1.0 90 8 6 0
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TABLE c-8

Sumnary of Tests for Fit to the CLH Distribution
of Wav* I nduced Minima (Compress ions) of Short-
Term Stress Records in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set

Grouping No. of Failure Rate Failure Rate Failure Rate
Test on Maximum on Ch i -Square on Kolmogorov-

Value Test Smirnov Test

(lo% ~pected) (5% Expected) (s% Expected)

All Records 197 18 12 1

Nominal Head Seas 32 22 19 0

Bow Seas 62 19 14 3

Beam Seas 22 9 13 0

Qtr. Seas 54 20 7 0

Follc+v. Seas 27 15 4 0

Fitted

Rms Stress < I.O 56 18 11 2

1.0< 2.0 ~~ 14 12 0

> 2.0 64 20 10 1

Fitted Broadness
Parameter, c

0< .2 1 0 0 0

.2< .4 5 20 0 0

.4< .6 59 15 18 3

.6< .8 38 29 13 0

.8 <1.0 94 16 7 0
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Most of the previous troubles with the appl Ication of the Rayleigh

distribution to the SL-7 data are explained by the incidence of various

val ues of the estimated broadness parameter . This incidence is shown

graphically in Figure C-22, where both the results derived from the record
maxima and those derived from the minima are shown. A very rough correlation
of the broadness parameter with heading indicates that values of

.
between

0.8 and 1.0 correspond to quartering and following seas. What the results
indicate is that almost half the time the distribution of maxima or minima I ,..
in the SL-7 stress records is neariy Normal . There is very I ittle incidence :

of broadness parameters between O and 0.2. Since the theoretical distribu-

tion In this range Is nearly Raylefgh} there is very 1 ittle incidence of the
purely Rayleigh response in the data set.

The statist ical symmetry assumption also requires that the broadness
parameter be the same for maxima and minima. A result of the procedure

was estimated of a from the minima and maxima of the same record. The

1
squared values o these pairs of estimates are compared In Figure C-23.
For values of e above 0.5 ( s < 0,7), the results imply quite good syrmnetry. ~

The results below ~z M 0.5 are quite scattered but imply much less good
synvnet ry. A rough translation is that In this range there appear to

have been more secondary oscillations In the hogging stress excursions
I

above the mean than in sagging stress excursions below if.
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APPENDIX C-5

STATISTICAL TESTING TOPICS

.
Introduction

In analyses of the data sub-sets for FOTIN I-L and the. SL-7j it was
desi red to make various tests of “goodness-of-f it” to data drawn from each
individual record.

The type of quest ion i t was desired to answer was of the form:

Regardless of environmental conditions, ship speed, etc. , can a given
component of the stress data be reasonably considered as having been
drawn from a population having a particular distribution?

The broadness of the question is dictated by the breath of the over-
all problem which is the prediction of loads and stresses over periods
of time equivalent to ship lives.

The large voIume of data in the various data bases previous dis-

cussed necess itated a certa in amount of automat ion of the analyses. The tests
involved were al 1 statistical hypothesis test procedures and it is in

order to discuss some of the caveats. No hypothesis test can indicate with
absolute certainty that something is true or false. In all cases, there is
a ,lleve I of significance”

of some sort designed into the test. The 1 evel
of slgnlf icance can be Interpreted as the probabil ity of rejecting a hypoth-
esis on the basis of an individual sample when it is really true. Unfortuna te-
1y, a designed zero level of significance corresponds to an automatic accept-
ance of the hypothese regardless of i ts truth. The usual phi Iosophy is to
design the test for a 5 or sometimes 10% probabil Ity of failure, and to make
pass/fail determinations rigorously on this basis for each individual case.
If an individual case is failed at the nominal level of significance, the
meaning of the faf lure is assessed in terms of the level of significance at
which the test would be passed. Thus If a particular sample fails at the

5% level of significance but would have passed had the test been designed for
4%, the failure is not considered too significant. On the other hand if the
test could only be passed if the test had been designed for O. 1% level of
significance, the failure must be considered highly significant.

However, it can be noted that if repeated tests of independent samples
truly drawn from a hypothesized population are made at the 5% level of
significance, it would be expected that the rate of failure of the tests
should approach 5%. This point of view was espoused in the present wrk in order
to attempt to interpret the results of the large number of tests which were made.
To il lustratej for a particular case of interest it may be presumed that the

data sub-sets are a reasonable representation of al I nominal conditions. If the
hypothesis is made that the maxima of tensile stresses are al~ay: distributed in
the short term according to the Rayl eigh distribti%.ion,. and th}$ hypotheses.
is tested at the 5% level of significance for all of the available sets of stwrt-.
term data, i t would be expected that a roughl y 5% fa ilure rate would be experienced
if the hypothesis is always true, and a much larger failure rate would be observed
if the hypothesis is not always (or never) true.

,,

—
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Given thls overal 1 philosophy, the remal rider of the present appendix
1s given over to a documentation of some of the detail of the various tests
utilized.

Sequential Correlation .

The various hypothesis tests to be described are predicated upon a
statically independent sample, and such tests are failed for various ..

reason s,princ; pally:

a. If the sample does not fit the hypothesized distribution.
b. Due to sampling variabil ity even if the sample is actual Iy

drawn from a population having the hypothesized distribution.
c. I f the data contain trends or are not stat lstlcall y independent

sampl es.

I terns a and b are taken care of by the testing procedure; item c is not.
Sequences of maxima or minima from band-1 imited processes are often
sequent Ial I y correlated. In the 1 imit of an ideal ly narrow-band process,

succeeding maxima are ~lmost perfectly correlated.

One way to assess the magnitude of sequential correlation is to per-
form a “Run” test, Ref.34. The run test is a non-parametric test used to
to indicate fluctuating trends. In this test, it Is hypothesized that each
observat Ion is Independent of I ts neighbors. Under this hypothesis, the
probabll Ity of a sample point being greater or less than the sample medial,
does not change from observation to observation, and this makes possible
the construction of a confidence Interval on the number of “runsg’ of data
greater or less than the sample median.

In appl Ication to short-term stress data (sequences of maxima, minima,
or the 1 ike) , the tests were repeated using every j th data point in the

sequence (]=1 ,2,3...). From these results, it was possible to develop a data
increment (j ,say) for each record such that when every jth piece of data

was used to form a sample, that sample w.auld pass the run test at the 95%
confidence level . This procedure does not guarantee succe,ss of course, but
does seem to remove the worst effects of sequential correlation.

Test Procedures fo,r “Goodness-of- Fl t“

Three types of tests were used to test the hypothesis that the data
fit some particular distribution. In al I cases the data to be checked were
decimated to remove serial correlation according to the resul ts of the run

tests just discussed.

The f i rst type of test Is not a conventional goodness-of:f i t test,
It was simply a determination if the largest element in the sample lay

within the 90% confidence bounds on the maximum in a sample of the given
size froma population having the hypothesized distribution.
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The second test is the conventional Chl -Square Test. In this test,

the parameters of the hypothesized distribution are fitted to the sample data,
the data are sorted Into class intervals and the sample chi -square statistic
ccinputed in the usual way. Except as noted, al I tests were performed using
the equi-probabll ity class interval method. In this approach, the boundaries
of the class interval are chosen so that the expected sample frequency is the

.

same in all intervals (and equal to I/(number of class intervals). The
number of class intervals was chosen according to tfse sample size according

to an extrapolation of recommendations given in Ref. 34. for the optimiza-

.

tion of Chi-Square tests at the 5% level of significance. The expected
number of sample points per class interval resul t!ng from this method is
as follows:

Expected Number of Sample
Points Falling in Each

Sample Size Class Interval

200 13
100 8
50
20 :

To evaluate the adequacy of the f it, an evaluation was made of
percentage point of the Ch[-Square distribution with (number of class
degrees of freedcm corresponding to the sample Chi-Square statistic.

The third test was the Kolmogorow-Smirnov test as outl ined In
19. In this test the maximum devlatlon between the sample cumulative

distribution and the hypothesized cumulative dlstrlbutlon Is computed.

the
Intervals-Z)

Ref.

A

statist lc, approximately” Chi-Square distributed with 2 degrees of freedom,
is formed by multipyl Ing the squared maximum deviation by four times the

sample size. The percentable point of the Chl-Square distribution with 2
degrees of freedom corresponding to this statistic is then evaluated, and
this, In turn, Is used to interpret the test.
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APPENDIX c-6

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF TRENDS OF VIBRATORY STRESS

Introduction .

The results in Appendices C-2 and C-3 suggested that some further
examination. of the statistics of the maximum vibration (maximum burst )
data contained in the Teledyne data bases would be in order for the

,.

FOTINI-L and SL-7. In the case of FOTINI -L, the influence of the apparently
spurious data noted in Appendix C-3 was of interest. It was also of interest

to combine the maximum SL-7 vibration data from al I the three recording sea-
sons since this was not possible in the early stages of the work. Finally,

it was desirable to see if a fit of the maximum vibration data could be made
in some sense to some analytical distribution .

Revised Trends of Maximum Vibration Oouble Ampl itudes with Beaufort Number

As noted in Appendix C-1 , the maximum vibration data for al 1 three SL-7

measurement seasons was available in a later stage of the work. The com-

bined three-seasons data base involves nearly 5000 records so that the el imination
of the few spurious records noted in Appendix C-3 had no visible affect upon

the scatter of maximum vibration data. Since the incidence of problems in the

data sub-set is quite low, it appeared 1 ikely that the incidence in the entire
data base was also quite low. As in the descript Ion of the f i rst two-seasons

data In Appendix C-2, there are In the combined three:seasom.data base a
lnrge number of maximum vibration double ampl Itudes between 3000 and 10000 psi .

The addi tlon of third-season data increased the number of vi brat ion double

ampl i tudes above 1000 psi from 5 to 7. Al 1 seven of these instances appear
to be associated with either severe Beaufort winds or high wave: induced stresses.
Though there arcundoubtedly spurious pieces of maximum vibration double-
ampl itude data remaining in the combined data base, there appeared no reasooabl e
alternative to assuming that the incidence was too low to affect subsequent

operat Ions.

Essentially the same two-way classification of data described in
Appendix C-2 was carried out upon the combined SL-7 data base. The means
in each classification cell were computed and compared with the results in
Figure c-6 and C-7.

A graphical presentation of these results is omitted since no
clarif i cat ion of the trends relat Ive to those already shown for the second

season (Figures c-6 and C-7) was apparent.

In the case of the FOTINI -L data, the data sub-set had been selected
on the basis that it contained most of the unusual lY high vibratory response.
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As noted in Appendix C-3 a good deal of this vibratory response was spurious.
Accordingly, the FOTINI-L data base was revised by first discarding the 78
records questioned in Append ix C-3, and twelve additional records which

were not in the sub-set but which had been recorded just before or after
records in which nearly continuous malfunction was noted in Appendix C-3.
This action reduced the FOTINI-L data base from 1550 records to 1455, and

.

had the effect of significantly reducing the incidence of very high vibration
ampl itudes. In the revised data base, there are just 19 points fal 1 ing between .
3000 and 8000 psi, and only one in excess of 8000 psi --- effectively 98.6% of

the vibration amp] itudes are below 3000 psi .

A two-way classification of vibration double amplitudes for FOTIN I-L
was done in nearly the same way as indicated in Appendix C-2. Because there

are on] y 46 instances of Beaufort 8 and above in the revised data base, al I
base data were grouped. Similarly, Beau forts O and I were grouped. The
second part of the classification was upon ship-wave heading as’ in. Figure
c-9, ~~th the additional class “no headinq aiven” included. The mean vi brati On
in each classification cell was computed,. cguntinq vibration below the 1000
psi threshold as 500 psi, and the revised trends with Beaufort number and
speed are shown in Figure c-24. Relative to Figure C-9, the revised trends have
somewhat less scatter, and the means of the maximum burst data are below
the !000 psi threshold for all Beaufort numbers below 6. The relatively
high means for beam and quartering seas for BeaufOrt numbers of 6 and higher
arise from the average of very few points. The revised averages of a 1 I
data indicate a milder upward trend with Beaufort number than might be
inferred from Figure C-9.

It was seen from the results of the two-way classification that
much of the confusion in the tremis with head ing and Beaufort n“”ber

resulted from too few members in each classification cel I . In the FOTIN I-L
data base, there are 822 retords where heading was recorded. The two-way
classification requires 8 x 5= 110 ~e113, so that, on average, there are
expected to be only about 20 records in each cel I . In the event,
there were typically 4 to 7 records in each of the classification cells
for the high Beaufort numbers--possibly too few for firm general izations.

Accordingly, it appeared worthwhile to examine trends with Beaufort number

alone, that is, to ignore heading and speed. A one-way classification
allows more detail for the statistics of the maximum vibration to be
indicated. An attempt in this direction is shown in Figure C-Z5. The

Beaufort number classification is as ;n the previous figure and
the mean of al I vibration ampl itudes for each Beau fort number is given.
In addition, for each Beau fort number, the single maximum vibration double

ampl itude is plotted along with approximate contours of constant empirical
probability. The convention fol lowed i s that the stated percentage of al I
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records falling in a particular Beaufort classification contain maximum
vibratory double ampl itudes less than the value plotted.

It is thought that Figure C-Z5 puts the maximum vibration ampl itudes
in the FOTIN I-L data base in better perspective.

The summary data indicates that the single instance of vibration
of 7000 psi in Beaufort I was associated with very low wave-induced stress
and occurred within one “burst” (see Appendix C-2) , that is, the surrounding
evidence casts suspicion upon this point. Similarly, the maximum for Beaufort
4 appears suspicious. Thus it appears reasonable to assume that the I .4%
of the data base where real vibration ampl itudes are in excess of 3000 psi
primarily involves the higher Beaufort wind conditions (and higher waves) .
Looking at the problem another way, about 98% of the data base imp] ies an
al Iowance for dynamic addition to wave-induced stress not appreciably greater

than that suggested in Appendix C-2 for the UNIVERSE IRE LANO. El imination
of 90 quest ionable records from the data base has the apparent effect of
making FOTIN I-L vibration magnitudes look mere 1 ike the UNIVERSE IRELANO

vibration magnitudes. This conclusion does not solve the problem since
there must be concern for the rare occurrences. However, these rare
occurrences appear associated for the most part wi th the more severe wave
conditions as would have been expected prior to an inspection of the data.

In order to treat the SL-7 data in a similar way, a one-way (Beaufort
Number) classification was run on the combined three-season SL-7 data base,
and means and approximate probabi 1 ity contours were computed as had been

done for FOTIN’I-L. The results are shown in Figure c-26. At comparable
levels of probabil ity, the SL-7 vibration magnitudes are clearly higher
than those of FOTINI -L. Wi th the exception of the maximum VaI”eS experienced
in Beaufort 2 and 3, the relation between the maxinwm, the various probabi I ity
contours and the mean for each Beaufort grouping are consistent in appearance.
The approximately 12% of time that vibration exceeded 3000 psi is not associ-
ated as exclusively with high Beaufort winds as in the case of FOTIN I-L,
Figure c-25. Since the arbitrary 3000 psi level was exceeded 12% of the
time, maximum vibration double ampl itudes in excess of 3000 psi appear to
be 8 or 10 times more likely in SL-7 than in FOTIN I-L. Part of this must
be attributed to the bias in the SL-7 data base (winter North Atlantic only)
relative to the year round service experience in the FOTIN I-L data base.

.,,0
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Investigation of the Form of the Distribution of Short-Term Vibratory Stress

The description of the statistics of the maximum vibratory stress

double ampl i tudes by means of some semi-analytical expression has obvious
advantages. The process of arrival at an expression based upon the data
can take many forms, but in the end, all may be classified as “curve fit-
ting”. Since success in practical curve fitting depends more upon the

assumed analytical model than upon nearly anything else, any investigation
must start wi th some educated guess-work on the nature of the process.
The first effort in this direction was to investigate the short-term
situation.

Re-capitulat ing from the descript ions in previous append ices, the
primarily first-mode vibration is isolated from the combined stresses by

a band-pass filtering process. Each piece of data in the data base is

the single maximum double ampl itude of this vibration which was exper-
ienced in one 20-minute record. No other measure of the magnitude of

vibration is available in the data bases.

The vibration observed is the net result of al 1 exci tat ion--
wave-induced due to slamming, flare shock, etc. as wel I as propeller-
induced vibration. Propeller-induced vibration is ordinarily of small

magn itude-- often smal I enough to be disregarded by shi p’ s personnel .
However strain-gage bridges are not discriminatory. Given that the first-
mode frequencies of the SL-7 and FOTIN I-L ranged from 0.66 to 0.8 Hz;
if more or less continuous vibration due to non-wave-related sources was
large enough to be sensed, i t would be expected that between 800 and 1000
vibration double amplitudes would be sensed in each 20-minute record
regardless of surround ing envi ronmental condi t ions. The detailed time
histories available in the data sub-sets make possible a check of this
hypothesis. The digital time histories of vibration described in
Appendix C-3 were accessed and a count was made of the number of vibration
ampl i tudes in each record. The results were almost precisely as expected.
Each vibration record in the data sub-sets from both the FOTINI-L and the
SL-7 contained between 82o and 1050 vibration double ampl itudes. The
number of ampl itudes seemed not to vary with Beau fort wind or speed or any
of the other parameters.

It seems clear that the sensed vibration includes non-wave-induced
effects. Though the maximum vibration ampl itude in a record may be very
smal 1, it very nearly cannot be zero. (In fact, the smal lest maximum double

ampl itude sensed in the data sub-sets was 300 psi) . Because the statistic
of interest is the maximum double ampl itude, it also cannot be negative.
Thus, the distribution of the vibration double ampl itudes in a given record
must be of a type which is “limited to the left”- the probability density
equal to zero for values of vibration s zero.

1

The evidence about the number of vibration double ampl itudes suggests
that the vibration is a very narrow-band process, and this, in turn) suggests
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the assumption that the vibration double ampl itudes are Rayleigh distributed;
that is, the density of the double ampl itudes (V) would be given by:

p (v) = v Exp[-v2/8uw@’

Though

in the

double

Where:

.2.

not explicitly stated

(For V > 0)

The. variance of the vibration

time history. (The extra factor

of two is to compensate for

double ampl itudes) .

in Ref 8, the above assumpt ion seems imp! ict

part of that work which deals with springing.

I f the assumpt ion is made, the prObabi I ity distribut i On Of “th? h igh-e>$~

ampl 1 ttide (Vmx) in a samplerof N becomes (~ff 19, 36) :

p (Vmx < X) = ~1-Exp(-X2/&2) ~’

Essentially, under these assumptions, the VaIUe of extreme. is

“scaled” by a , the process rms val ue of vi brat ion. Th, is fact qnake$ the
assumption quite attractive in view of the probabil ity that rms vibration

may be computed (Ref .8) . The foregoing equat ion impl ier that in 90% of
repeated samples of 800 to 1000 double ampl itudes the ratio Vnlx/O should

lay within the approximate range:

6.6 < Vmx/d < 8.8

Employing the failure rate philosophy of Appendix C-5, it is thus
expected that only about 10% of observed ratios wil I be outside the above
range if the assumption is generally true for all combinations Of s eed, headin9

f’random.etc, and i f the 800 or 1000. ampl it.tides ~in- ea~h. r.fXOr~-. a~e..@osM a.
This last is unlikely to be true, however. The number of f Iuctuat ions in

the envelope of the vi brat ion in each of the SL-7 records was computed.
This number ranged from 100 to 200. The result” impl ies that the extreme

in each record should be interpreted as the maximum in a sample of no
more than 100 or 200. In samples of 100 or 200 the extreme ratio (Vmx,l a)

should lay within the approximate range:

5.2 < Vmx 10 c 8.1

in 90% of all samples.
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The data sub-sets for FOTIN I-L and the SL-7 were used to gain a
first idea of the val idity of the short-term Rayleigh assumption. The

rms of the vibration, o was computed from the time series described in
Appendix c-3, as was the maximum double ampl itude in each record, and

the rat io Vmx/o was formed for each record. The resul ts were compared
with the foregoing 90% confidence bounds, for samples of 100 or 200,

.

and the rates of failure were found.

The result of this operation was that al I failures for both ships
,.

were of the high 1 imit of the confidence bound -- the maximum vibration
double ampl i tude was higher than expected relative to the rms when the
test was failed. The failure rate for the SL-7 was 64%, that for the
FOTINI-L 37% versus an overall expectation of 10%. The data in the
sub-sets clearly do not, in general> conform to the short-term Rayleigh
assumption.

The cons is tent fa i lures of the high 1 imi t suggested that the short-

term distribution of vibration amplitudes might be closer to exponential.
A physical or mathematical rationale for such an assumption Is not available,
but if it Is made the distribution of double amplitudes beccines:

P (V<X) = l-Exp[ -X/20]

(V>o)

and the distribution of the h{ghest double amplitude (Vmx) in a sample of N
becomes:

P(Vmx < X) . (1-Exp[ -X/2u])N

Using this last expression, the extrsrne ratio of double ampl itude to
rms (Vmx/”) in samples of 100 or 200 double ampl i tudes would be expected to
I ie within the fol lowing range in 90% of repeated samples:

7.0< Vmx/o <16.5

This criterion was applied to the computed sample ratios for both ships as
had been done under the Rayleigh assumption.

The results were:

a) \Jhen a fa i I ure occurred i t was always
of the lower bound i n the data sub-sets
for both ships.

b) The failure rate for the SL-7 data was
15% that for the FOTIN I-L was 27%.

It thus appears that the short-term distribution of vibration double
ampl itudes may, in genera l,be closer to exponential than to Rayleigh, but
neither assumption is particularly convincing -- something in between may
be appropriate. The results imply that the construction of long-term trends
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of vi brat ion from estimates of short-term rms may not be wi thin current state-

of-art. In the case ofth? suspected springing response of the FOTINI -L,
the current state-of-art impl ies a zero mean Gaussian vibratory response,
and consequently a Rayl+igh distribution of maxima. For suspected S1 ammi ng
or flare shock response as for the SL-7j it Is not clear what distribution

.

current state-of-art implies. In either case 1 t may be suspected that
Vi brat!iins due to propeller excitation are confusing the situation.

,.

Investigation of the Form of the Long-Term Distribution of t.!aximum

“Burst” Stresses

The alternate to the synthesis of a long-term distribution of
maximum double ampl itudes of vibration is to treat the entire mass of data

empirically. The problem is again one of making assumptions and checking
the fit. The data of interest is the extreme vibration double ampl itude
observed in a 20ininute sample. From the discussion in the previous
sectionj the short-term distribution is limited to tile left. If the as-
sumption is made that there exists an initial long-term distribution of
vibration ampl itudes, then the data available can be thought of as the
result of the examination of A large number of samples from the (unknown)
long-term process. Clearly, construction of the long-term initial dis-
tri but ion seems beyond the present state of art. However, i t seems quite cer-

tain that the type of this distribution will also be limited since, by def-
inition, no member of the entire population of vibration double amp] itudes
whi ch could b{? experienced by the ship can be negati ve. Extrapolating the
discussion of the last section S1 ightly, the presence of propel Ier.exci ted

vibration implies also that the lower limit of the long-term initial dis-
tribution is nearly zero.

In the absence of an explicit form for the initial long-term distrib-
ution the exact distribution of the extremes in 20-minute samples cannot be
constructed. However, the asymptotic distribution of largest values (for
large samples) has been known to depend only upon the general type of ini tial

distribution (iief .36) . Accord ;hgl y, if the sample from which the extreme
value of vibratory stress is taken is I,largeII, it may be hypothesized that

the distribution of these date may be approximated by the appropriate asymptotic
form.

For 1 imited distributions the “third asymptote” of Rep 36 is appropriate.
If the 1 imi t parameter is assigned the value zero, both the second and thi rd
asymptotes (Ref 36) are of the same form, and are equivalent to the two-parameter
Weibull distribution extensively used in Ref. 18. For present purposes this
distribution is written.

P(Vmx < X) = I-ExP[-(x /a)m]

(x ~ o)

Where the parameters m and a are, in generalj unknown.
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To try out this assumption, the semi-graphical approach of Ref. 18

was utilized. This involves constructing an empirical probabil Ity distribution,
plotting it on a specially constructed probabil ity paper, fitting a straight
I ine and making a judgement upon the deviations of the empirical data
from this straight line to assess the fit. First, all the maximum vibration data
in the SL-7 and FOTIN I-L data bases were sorted into class intervals, the
cum~lat ive count was computed, and the results were divided by one plus
the total number of records to produce the empirical cumulative distribution.
(oivi~io” by N+ I ~IIOW~ the maximum double amplitude in the data base tO be

plotted. )

Uniform class intervals were utilized. In the case of FOTIN I-L,
vibration ampl itudes below 1000 psi are classed as zero in the basic data
reduction (Appendix C-2) . Thus class intervals ,1000 psi in width were

dictated by this fact. This results in 90% of the data being classified
in the lowest class -- not an optimum situation, but one which had to be
accepted. A choice of 1200 psi intervals for the SL-7 (twice the ori9inal

analysis threshold) resulted in 14 non-nul I class intervals with reasonable
numbers of points in the upper intervals, and roughly 60% of data in the
lowest class interval. After plotting on the probabil ity paper, straight
I ines were fitted by a least-squares method to the empirical data which
corresponded to probabil ity levels of 0.999 and lower.

The results of this analysis are shown in Figure C-27 for both ships.
The large spots indicate the maximum values in the data sets. The fitted
values of the two Wei bull parameters are indicated in the figure. Visual Iyj I

the fits of the data to the straight I ines appears as adequate as the
examples of similar fits shown in Ref. 18.

1

Chi-Square tests for goodness-of-fit of these empirical distributions

to the fitted Weibull distributions were made with the result that the
FOT IN I-L data passed at the 34% level of significance and the SL-7 data at

the 2% level of significance. Inspection of the fits in Figure C-27 would
have suggested the opposite results; the SL-7 fit essentially fails the
Chi-Square test though the visual fit looks better than that for FOTIN I-L
which passes the test handi Iy. What the results would have been had it been
possible to sort the data into equi-probabil ity class intervals iS
problematical. I t is thought, however, that a serious problem wjth the
Chi-Square test in the SL-7 data has to do with independence of the data

itself. Since four data samples per watch were recorded, a significant
amount of sequential correlation could be present. The techniques noted
in Appendix C-5 could not, for various reasons, be run on the entire SL-7
data base. It is suspected that decimation of the SL-7 data base to
about every fourth record would be sufficient to produce a passing
Chi-Square test. It seems reasonable to accept the \Jeibul I distribution
first shown in Figure c-Z7 as a reasonable long-term representation of
the empirical data.

It was of interest to see if the fits to the Weibull distribution
could be made for various sub-groupings of the data base -- that is for the
various headings, Beaufort numbers, etc. ; and whether the parameters of the
fitted distributions would make any sense. Efforts were made in this
direction. The results for each of the two ships must be discussed
separately.
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In the case of the FOTIN1-L~a two-way classification on Beaufort
number and heading was made just as described in conjunction w!th Figure
C-24; the data within each cel I was sorted into 1000 psi class intervals,
and fits to the Wei bull distribution and Chi-Square ‘tests were attempted for
each of the 40 resulting sets of data. The results of this effort were a
complete, blank. When the data are split 40 ways, the 140 points in the data
base wh!ch exceed 1000 psi are scattered so widely that, in very few cases,
were there more than two points through which to draw a straight 1ine, and not
enough class Intervals were present to perform the Chi -Square test, No credance
at all could be placed in the few results obtainable.

The next trial was two one-way classifications of the data, the
f irst upon head ing, a,ld the second upon Beaufort number. The problems
were amel iorated but essentially persisted so that this effort also
produced no credible answers. The si tuat ions for both the heading and
the Beaufort number classifications were the same. Figure c-28 for the
heading classification illustrates the problems. In this figure the
fitted and empirical distributions are plotted for the five nominal

ship-wave headings in Figure C-24. Owing to the 1000 psi class
interval (which cannot be altered), there are only 3 to 5 points on the
empirical distribution for each heading. Though each set of points 1
lies in an approximately straight Iine, there can be very little confidence
in the results. The most which may be said is that the fitted parameters I
for the one-way heading cJ.assificat ion scatter around the resul t for al I
the FOTINI-L data, Figure C-27. I

The prospects for making reasonable fits to sub-groups of the SL-7
burst data were somewhat better owing to the larger number of records and
the Iarger amount of data above the 600 psi threshold. Nevertheless it
was considered prudent to revise the classification methods in the direction
of providng for more records in each classification cel I .

)

The results of the fi rst attempt at grouping are shown in Figure C-29.
To produce these re~ul ts, the daba were su~-divide~, into four heading classes;
O to 3C0 , 30 to 60 ,.60 to 120 , and 120 to 180 . The idea was to produce
one class (120 to 180 ) where both nominal quartering and following seas
would be expected to fal I, one broad class where seas on the beam would fall
and two narrower ranges for head and bow seas. This first sub-d iVision is a
one-way class ification-- all ship speeds and wave severities are included.

In the figure, the numbers in parentheses are the number of records in

d
each hea ing class. The fits to the distribution are fair, only that for the
30 to 60 heading passes Chi-Square testing at 5% level of significance.
However, the variation of slope (m) and seal ing parameter (a) seems to make
sense. Vibration magnitudes would be expected to be largest in head seas
and this is the direction of the trend.

The next one way classification scheme involved wave severity. In
some ways the resul ts of Ref .37 can be construed to suggest that the visual
estimates of wave height made during the recording of the data are not im-
possibly far wrong-- at least on average. This point of view was adopted
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and the data ..were separated into five visual wave height classes; wave heights
O to 5 feet, 6 to 14 feet, 15 to 24 feet, 25 to 34 feet, and above 34 feet.
Empirical distributions were computed and fitted to the Weibul distribution
with the result shown in Figure C-30. As before, the total number ‘of records
is shown in parentheses after each label . To a point, the trends are as would
be expected ;the s!ope (m) and seal ing parameter (a) increase with wave height.
The results for the highest waves are significantly out of trend. Examination
of the detail of the results indicates practical Iy no ship speeds above 15
knots in the above 34-feet class while ship speeds in excess of 15 knots are
about half the total in the 25-34- feet class, and are practical Iy non-existant
in the lower classification.

These results suggested that the parameters of the fitted distributions
vary with ship speed as well as heading and wave height. A three-way class-
ification of data was accordingly attempted by adding three speed groups to
the wave and heading groups just described. The three speed ranges adopted
were; O to 15 knots, 15 to 25 knots and over 25 knots. As in the previous

analyses, the data were sorted into the resulting (5 x 4 x 3=60) cells, the
“data within each cel 1 were sorted into class intervals and fits to the
Weibul I distribution and Chi-Square tests were attempted for each of the
60 subs-sets of data. The results of this effort were not too credible for
the same reasons discussed in conjunction with the FOTINI-L data.

The best that could be done in this direction was to make two,
two-way classifications. The first was speed-heading for al I wave conditions
and the second was wave height-heading for al I ship speeds. The resulting
fitted values of slope (m) and scale (a) are summarized in Table C-9 and
c-lo. The majority of the fit+ shown are as good or better than those
shown in Figures C-29 and C-30 when the smaller amountof data are taken into
account. The dashes in Table C-10 indicate cases where no remotely credible
fit could be obtained. In both tables, a cons? itent upward trend of slope
and scale is shown as heading tends to head seas, as speed reduces, and as
wave height increases.
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TABLE C-9

I
Fitted Weibu]l Parameters (m/a) for Maximum Burst Stresses

in SL-7 Data Base: Results for Various Heading and Speed
~ .

Ranges i n all Wave Condtlons:

Ship- Weve Headi rigs, Degrees

Speed Range, kt 0-30 30-60 60-120 120-180

0-15 1.46/3705 1.55/2879 .60/4!7 .59/227

15-25 1.44/2969 1.14/2014 . 85/960 . 75/589

? 25 0.92/1934 o.g4/1460 .85/1037 .77/612

I

Al 1 Speeds 1. 03/2259 l.oI/1623 .83/980 .77/590 1

(Dimension of “a’” is psi) )

!
TABLE C-10

Fitted Weibul 1 Parameters (m/a) for Maximum Burst Stresses

in SL-7 Oata Base: Results for Various Heading and Visual

Height Ranges for Al I Ship Speeds.

Visual Wave
Ship-Wave Headi ng, Oegrees

Height Range 0-30 30-60 60-120 120-180

0-5 Ft 1.09/1179 .76/682 .62/416 .51/210

6-14 Ft 1.35/3529 1.35/2098 .95/1315 .83/717

15-24 Ft 1 .71/5395 2.15/4620 1.13/1828 .89/1124

25-34 Ft 2.61/4661 4.89/3877 - 1.52/1574

> 34 Ft 2.20/4235 -

(Dimension of “a” is psi)
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APPENDIX C-7

INVESTIGATION OF COMBINED STRESSES

Introduction .

As pointed out in Ref.1 , a knowledge of the maximum double
ampl itude of vibration in a record does not necessarily enable the estima-
tion of the maximum combined (wave- induced plus vibratory) stress in the

..

record even if the wave- induced s i tuation is wel 1 in hand. The maximum
vi brat ion may not occur at a maximum i n wave -i nduced tens ion or compress i on--
and even in the event that it does coincide wi th a maximum of wave- i induced
stress, there is no guarantee that the particular wave -itiduced maximum
wi 11 be the largest in the record. Accordingly, the data sub-sets described
in Appendices C-1 and C-3 were utilized in an investigation of the statistics
of the increment to wave-induced stress caused by vibration.

Definition of Combined Main Extremes of Stress

As was noted in Appendix C-4, the descriptors of a wave-induced
cycle of stress which have the most pertinence to structural design are the
“ma i n extremes “ in tension and compression as illustrated in Figure C-18b.
Using the sample mean as a reference, a main extreme in tens ion was defined
as the largest tensile stress observed during a stress excursion in the
tensile direction, and a main extreme in compression was defined as the
largest compressive stress observed during a stress excursion in thecom-
pressive direction. When combined stress is considered, some additional
definitions must be established. The typical situation is illustrated in

Figure C-31 ,, which indicates a vibration (sol id 1 ine) superimposed uDon
the wave-fnduced stress (dashed line) of Figure C-18b. The main extremes
of wave-induced tension and compression are denoted “Tw” and “C “. Essenti -
ally, these are the largest values of combined stress observed ~uring a
wave-induced stress excursion. It should be noted that the particular vibration
which establ ishes the main combined stress extreme may occur at a different
time than the maximum wave-induced stress in the excursion. The increments
to the wave-induced mai n extremes are denoted 6 + for tension and ~ - for
compression, Figure C-31 .

In-so-far as the dynamic addition to stress during any stress
excurs ion is concerned, these definitions are in 1 ine with those employed
in Reference I . The intended approach of the present work differed frcm that
in Reference I in that whereas 100, or so selected impact event< were selected
for analysis in that reference and its background sbudies, it was the intent

of the present. work to look at al I avai I able events (excurs ions) in each record,
and to repeat this for all the records available in the FOTINI-L and SL-7
data sub-sets.

It was noted in Appendix c-3 that the digital filtering procedure
adopted resul ted in close tima correlat ion between the f i I tered (wav&
induced) stress time history and the original (combined) stress time
history. Accordingly, it was a simple matter to extract the resin extremes
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of combined stress at the same tima as the main extremes
stress described in Appendix C-4 were developed. At the
there was avai lable (to the computer) for each record of

of wave-i nduced
end of the process,
the data sub-sets:

a. An array of main ext reme$ of combined
(TR) in the order found.

b. An array of main extremes of combined

tensi le stress

compress i ve stress
(CR) in the order found.

c. An array of wave-induced

corresponding to a.

d. An array of wave-induced

(Cw) corresponding to b.

mal n extremes n tension (T )
W

n compress ionmain extremes

Statistical Syrmnetry of Dynamic Increments to Wave-Induced Stresses

The analysi s of dynamic increments to wave-induced stresses in
Reference I indicated that the increments to tension are not statistically
symmetrical with those in the compressive direction for the relatively
small cargo ships studied. In the case of the present ships, inspection of ttie
portions of the records in the data sub-sets shown in Figures C-14 andC-15

suggested an opposite conclusion. (The valid vibratory response for the
FOTIN I-L appears similar to springing, and that for the SL-7 appears to be
a combination of slamming and flare shock. )

The results of a simole investigation into the symmetry of the
dynamic increments ( ~ + and f -) to wave-induced stress are summarized in

Figures C-3Z for the FoTINI-L and C-33 for the SL-7. The maximum dynamic
incre,nents to wave-i nduced stress were found for each record, and the maximum
for tens ion was plotted against the maximum for compress ion on Iogari thmic
scales . Wi thout attempt ing any ari thmetic, the maximum dynamic additions
to wave-induced stress appear to be quite symmetric for both ships. In
any gi ven record in the sub-sets, there appears to be roughl y an even
chance that the maximum incretrent to compression wi 11 be greater than that
to tension. As in the case of similar comparison plots of maximum wave-
induced stresses, Figure c-16, C-17, there is likely to be a significant
scatter due to the fact that isolated maxima are being compared. The
mean increments to tension and compress io”were computed for each record
and plotted in a similar’ fashion. As expected, the scatter was much
reduced and the apparent synnnetry conf i rmed.

Short-Term Distributions of the Oynamic Increment to Wave-Induced Stresses

The impl ication in Reference I is that the dynamic increment to
ccmpress ion may be exponential in the short term whi le the dynamic increment
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to tens ion may be Rayleigh. However, previously presented data indicate
the increment to be statistically symmetrical in the present case. Accord-

ingly, the increments to tens ion and the i ncrements to compression were
subjected to tests for fit to both the exponential and Rayleigh distributions.
The procedures util ized, includ ing decimat ion to reduce the effects of
sequential correlation, were the same as those described in Appendices
C-4 and C-5.

In the exponential distribution tests on the SL-7 data, the distribL

tion parameter was fitted to the data using the maximum I ikel ihood method.
The Chi-Square test on the increments to wave-induced tension was failed in
92% of the records, and the Chi-Square test on the increments to wave-induced
compress ;on was failed 84% of the time at the 5% level of .signif icance.
The failures were overwhelmingly at or below the 1% level of significance.
The tests on the sample extremes failed in 60% of all cases. The results

suggest that the exponential distribution 1s, in general, not a reasonable
assumption for either the increments to tension or the increments to
compression found in the SL-7 data.

Next the dynamic increment data were checked. for fit to the
Rayleigh distribution. The distribution parameter was fitted to the data.
Failure rate results are summarized in Tables C-n and C-12. The failure rate
with respect to the Rayleigh distribution is quite high. In this case, a pattern
d if ferent than that for wave-induced main extremes (Appendix C-4) is appafent;

that is, the Rayleigh assumption for the increments improves for fol lowing

seas rather than degrades, the failure rate for head seas appears very high,
and no significant correlation with stress level is apparent. There are
a great many instances of fa! lure at 1% level of significance in these
results. With overall failure rates 8 to 10 times that expected~it is also
quite difficult to accept the short-term Rayleigh hypothesis as being
general Iy appl icable to the dynamic increments to the wave-induced stresses
in the SL-7 data sub-set.

The dynamic increments found in the 90 val id records of the
FOTIN I -L data sub-set was checked for fit to the exponential and Rayleigh
distributions in the same way as had been done in the case of the SL-7.
The results of this procedure were essentially the same. The dynamic increments
to tension and compression failed the Chi-Square tests at the 5% level of

significance for fit to the exponential distribution in more than 90% of the
records. The failures in the FOTIN I-L tests were also overwhelmingly or below
the 1% level of significance. In checking the fits of the dyramic increments
to the Rayleigh distribution jboth the Chi-Square and Kolmogorov-Smirnov
tests were performed . Overal 1 fai I ure rates of these tests were in the
range of 55 to 60% at the 5% level of significance.
that expected,

With failure rates 10 times
correlation of failures with the various known parameters

was not attempted.

It appears that the distributions of vibratory stress additions
found appl icable for the smal I cargo ships of Reference I are not overwhelmingly
attractive assumptions in the cases of the FOTIN I-L and the SL-7.
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TABLE C-II

Sunmnary of Tests for
tribution of Dynamic
Found in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set

Fit to the Rayleigh Dis-
Increments to Tension

Gmuplr.g no. of M:lur. Rate cm failure Rat. o.
Teats Ma”:mu# value Ch I -square

Test,

(1 0?4 fi.ected) (% *c+z,dl

All Intervals !92 39% 35s

llminal Wad SnaS 30 w% m
b seas 62 43s 50s

B- seas 22 27% 23%

W. Seas 34 !6% 18s

Follw. Seas 23 17% 3ss

Rm stress . 1.0 54 2VS 44s
1.0 <2.0 81 5% 3i%

>2.0 57 37Z 33s

b Frequency
Cont,lbutlon t.
v.. I .x.

L-s ttin 4% 65 7-3% 61%
Ilto% 14 21% 2!s

9 to 16% 10 40s km

16 to 25% 7 2s% 63!4
Ov. 25% 93 17s 2s%

TABLE C-12

Summary of Tests for Fit to the Rayleigh Dis-
tributi on of Dynamic Increments to Cc+npression
Found in the SL-7 Data Sub-Set

Grouping h. of r.{ 1.,. Rate on
rest.

Failure Ram m
I!axlmml “.1.. Ch : -SWW.

Tel t

(m fimcted) (3% 5x,ectedl

All Interval, 19? 483 46s

Nminal Head sea, 30 %!4 91%

w se, 62 53% 6z4

h s., 22 3ss

W. seas

32s

34 31% 3s

Follo,f. S= 23 =6s 3?X

h stress < 1.0 54 3% 36%
1.0 <2.0 81 3& 3=%

>2.0 51 4X 33s

Lw Freq.ency
Cc.ltrlbutl.” t.
v,. ! .“..

Los. TII.n & 63 a 62s

titan 14 % W.

9 to 16s 10 30% Zn!4

16 to 25% 7 5n Sn

over 23s 93 * m
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I ndependence of Wave- Induced Main Extremes and Dynamic Increments in the Short Terr

One of the operations i n the background work to Reference I was an
examination of the correlation of slam-induced stresses with ~ave. induced stress-

.

es for a small cargo ship. I t was of interest to perform a somewhat parallel
investigation in the current case. In previous work herein, it was found that
the maximum vibration ampl Itude tends to increase with wave severity. If the

,.

vibration is a direct result of individual wave cycles [t would be more or
less expected that the dynamic increment to wave. induced stress would vary in
the short term wi th the magni tude of wave-induced main extremes.

The simplest f irst check on the short-term interdependence of the wave-
induced main extremis and the dynamic increments is to compute the correlation
coefficients of the data for each record. This was done for al I the good
records in the SL-7 and FOTIN I-L data sub-sets. The great majority of the

correlation coefficients computed were within the range + 0.20 with the
largest magnitude in either data set being about 0.5.

This result suggested that the dynamic increments and the wave-induced
main extremes tended to be independent in the short term. A further check on
this was attempted by means of standard conti ngency table analysis techniques

(Reference 38,39). In order to avoid the problems which arise because
the short-term distributions of nei ther the dynamic increments or the main
extremes are known with any certainty the distribution-free approach suggested

in Reference 39 was used. This approach amounts to finding the median of the
i ncrements and mai n extremes in each record and then classi fying each of the
i ncrement-mai n extreme pai rs into one of four classes: I ) both elements above
their respective medians, 2) both below, 3) the first of the pair above, the
second below, and 4) the reverse of thi rd category. The result of this operation
is the number of pairs falling. In each cell of a 2 x 2 contingency table which
may be analyzed with standard methods. In these methods, the hypothesis is made
that the two sets of data are independent ; a statistic is compute d) which is

approximately Chi-Square distributed with one degree of freedom in the case
of a 2 x 2 table, and the acceptance or rejection of hypothesis is made In
much the same way as described for the goodness -of-f i t tests in Appendix C-5.

The results of carrying out this procedure on al I good records in the
SL-7 data sub-set were that the hypothesis of independence of increments to
tens ion and mai n tensi le extremes was rejected i n only 9% of the records
at the 5% level of significance. The correspond ng reject ion rate of increments
to compression and main compressive extremes was lYA. In the case of FOTINI-L,
the rejection rates at the S% level of significance were 14% for tension and

26% for compression. As in the previous tests, an approximately 5% rejection
rate at the 5% level of significance can be accepted as the result of vari-
ability. An inspection of the detai 1s of the results disclosed that highly
significant failures (corresponding to levels of significance below 2%

say) were involved in less than half the total , and that in about half
the cases of fai1ure, the vibratory stress levels were extremely low.

I f the fai lures for extremely low-stress levels are discounted, the
rejection rates for the SL-7 data may be considered in line with that ex-
pected, and i t seems reasonable to accept the propesi tion that the dynamic
increments and wave -induced main extremes in the SL-7 data are statistically
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i ndependent in the short term. On the same basis, the short-term independence

of dynamic increments to tensions and main extremes in tension for the FOTIN I-L
may be accepted. independence of compressive increments and compress ive ma in

extremes in the case of FOT IN I -L is apparently a more tenous assumpt ion.

Short-Term Distribution of Combined Stresses b

Concurrent with the invest igat Ion of wave-induced main extremes
noted in Appendix C-4, it was convenient to test the ma in extremes of combined
stress (T R, CR, Figure C-31) for fit to Rayleigh distribution, This was carried

out on the possibil ity, as asserted [n Reference 40 on the basis of a fairly
elaborate phase-plane argument, that the main extremes as derived herein
fol low the Rayleigh distribution regardless of spectral broadness. The
tests were carried out in an ident ical manner to those described in Appendix
c-4. Failure rates of the tests on the SL-7 combined stress main extremes
were very nearly the same as those shown in Tables C-4 and C-5 for the wave-
induced ma in extremes. Overal I failure rates for the combined-stress main
extremes of the FOTIN1-L data were in the neighborhcmd of 50%; a significant
increase over those shown for wave- induced main extremes in Table c-6.
Including the vibration of the FOTINI-L data produces an apparent broad-band
process. The results do not bear out the philosophy of Reference 40.

Another possible approach to the short-term distribution of combined-
stress ampl i tudes is to consider the combined stress as a zero mean
Gaussian process which is the sum of two 1 ike processes, the wave-induced
stress and the vibratory stress. (This is the point of view impl ied in the
analysis of short-term vibration in Appendix c-6).

As in the case of the increments to stress, it was convenient to
investigate this assumption concurrently with the tests of the SL-7 wave-
induced maxima against the CLH distribution, Appendix C-4. The procedure
involved finding all the maxima and minima of the ccmblned-stress records
in the SL-7 data sub-set. The results were decimated to reduce serial
correlation, a fit to the CLH distribution was made, and the Ch i-square,
and Kolimgorov-Smirnov tests as we] I as the tests on the extreme in the
sample were carried out as in Appendix C-4.

The first result of the procedure was not too surprising. N]nety-

four percent of the fitted broadness parameters were above 0.8, the remain-

ing six percent were between 0.7 and 0.8. The fitted values of RMS and
broadness parameters appeared symmetrical in that the val ues derived from

maxima and minima were nearly the same. The overal 1 failure rates of the
Chi-Square tests at the 5% level of significance were 9% for maxima and 12%
for minima. Those for the Kolmogorov-Smi rnov tests were 3% for maxima and 5%
for minima. There were no particularly significant differences in failure
rate between head or bow seas and quartering or following seas. The failure
rates of the goodness-of-fit tests are near enough to that expected, and the
broadness parameters are so high in general that the results imply that the

short-term maxima and minima of the combined stresses in the sL-7 data s“b-
set are generally nearly normally distributed.

.
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On the other hand, the tests on the sample extremes of the short-term

minima (compressive stress or sagging momect) impl ied a somewhat different conclus
The overall fa i I ure rates on the tests on the extremes of the samples were
32% for combined minima and 15% for combined maxima. The former is three
times the rate expected. In the tests on sample extremes, there are four
possible modes of failure: the largest element of the sample can be either
larger or smal ler than expected , as can the smallest element in the sample.
It was found that the failure mode in the tests on extremes of the minima

was such that the, largest value was lar er than expected in 80% of the
fal lures. (The largest compressive *rig) combined stress was larger
than expected) . These fai lures were, moreover, concentrated in the head and
bow-sea cases and in the severest nominal weather in the data sub-set. The
impl icat ion is that while the combined maxima may be nearly normally distri-
buted, severe wave-ind,.teed vibratory response may upset the upper “tail”
of the distribution. This indication Is consistent with the analysis of the
isolated vibration in Appendix c-6. There, it was found that the maximum

vibration was also fairly consistently higher than expected relative to the
RMS vibration.

As has been noted previously, the idea that the RMS combined stress
may be synthes ized in the short-term by adding the squares of RMS wave-
induced stress and vibratory stress is most attractive. The results ‘Or
the SL-7 just cited are encouraging in this respect, at least for average
condit ions. Ho.vever$ I the data do not provide a very good check on the
idea of addition because the difference between process RMS wave-induced
stress cc+nputed from the data and the correspondingly computed process RMS
combined stress are extremely small .

Statistical Relationships Between the Maximum Vibration Oouble
Ampl itudes and the Maximum Dynamic Increments in Each Record

Since the prospects for the synthesis of the combined stresses in the
short-term for the two ships appeared mixed at best, it was of interest to
investigate possible relationships between the maximum vibration double
amp] itude in each record and the maximum dynamic increments.

The results in Appendix c-6 include empirical approximations to the
distribution of the maximum double amplitude of (isolated) vibration in the
relat ivel y long term ( over the data bases for each shi p) . I f the data
sub-sets for each ship are reasonable sampl ies of the long-term situation

(as suggested in Appendix C-1) , then it might be hoped that relationships
between maximum vibration double ampl itudes and maximum dynamic increments
observed in the data-sub-sets would be appl icable in the long term.

Perhaps the most conservative atti tude in developing the extremes
of combined stress in a record is to postulate that half the (isolated) maxi-
mum vibration double ampl itude ;s added to the maximum main extremes of
wave-induced tension and compression . If this is true, the maximum dynamic
increments to wave-induced stresses would be equal in magnitude to half the
vibration double amplitude. Thus, half the maximum vibration double ampl i-
tude appears to be a reasonable seal ing parameter for the maximum dynamic

—
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increments to stress, Similarly, a reasonable seal ing parameter for the
wave-induced main extremes which are associated with the maximum dynamic
increments 1n the record appeared to be the maxtmum wave- induced main extremes
in the record.

The procedure impl ied above was carried out upon each val id record in
the data sub-sets for both the SL-7 and the FOTINI-L. For each record, the
maximum dynamic increments to tens ion and compression were found and
divided by half the maximum vibration double amplitude in the record. To
each of these maximum increments there corresponded wave-induced main ex-
t remes. These main extremes in tension and compress ion were divided by
the maximum wave- induced main extremes i n the record,

The f i rst question to try to answer from the above results was that

of the relative magni tude of maximum dynamic increments, His tog rams were
formed for each of’ the two data sub-sets of the ratio: (the maximum dynamic
increment) half the maximum vibration double ampl itude). These results are
shown in Figure C-34 for the FOTINI-L and in Figure C-35 for the SL-7,

Considering the results for the FOTINI-L, Figure C-34, it appears
that the maximum increment to tension or compression may be expected to
range from about 0,5 to 1.2 times half the maximum vibration double ampli-

tude. The most probable value of the ratio appears to be about 0,9, Since
there is no guarantee that the maximum vibration double ampl itude as de-
rived from data involves a symmetrical oscillation, the ratio need not be
unity or less. It should be noted that the 3% of records which produced

the non-zero histogram values between ratios of 1.3 and I ,6 involved very
low overall stress magnitudes or very low level vibration, and accordingly
their validity is discounted. On the whole, the results in Figure C-34
for the FOTINI-L suggest that it would not be terribly conservative to assume
that the maximum dynamic increment to tension or compression in a record
is approximately equal to half the maximum vibration double amplitude.

The corresponding results for the SL-7 (Figure C-35) show that the
maximum increment to tens ion or compress ion may be expected to range from
about 0.5 to 1.3 times half the maximum vibration double amplitude. The
few records which produced non-zero values of the h i stogram between ratios
of 1.3 and 1.6 involve low stress I?vels and, as in the case of the FOTINI-L,

are discounted. The shape of the histogram for the SL-7 (Figure C-35) is

clearly different from that for the FOTINI-L (Figure C-34) . The ~st proba-
ble value of the SL-7 maximum dynamic increment ratio appears to be S1 ightl”y
lower but the dispersion appears greater. In about 25% of the records the
maximum dynamic increment to tension or compression was greater than hal f
the maximum vibration double ampl itude. I t appears reasonable to assume
that the di fferences in shape of the histograms for the two ships ref Iect
the probable differences in origin of the vibration. (Springing for FOTINI-L
slamming or flare shock for the SL-7) .
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The next part of the maximum comb; ned stress problem is the question

of the magnitudes of wave-induced main extremes when the maximum dynamic incre-

ments occur. As previously noted, the wave-induced main extremes in tension
and compression which were associated with the maximum dynamic increments
were found and divided by the m~ximuflwave- ;nduced main extremes found in

Histograms of the resulting ratio were formed from each of
.

the record.
the two data sub-sets, and the results are shown in Figures c-36 and C-37.

Considering Figure C-36 for the FOTINI-L , it is apparerlt that when
,.

the maximum dynamic increment to stress was experienced, the wave-induced
stress was most 1ikely to have been less than half of the maximum wave-induced
extreme in the record. The correspond ng histogram for the SL-7 (Figure C-37)
is nearly uniform; the wave-induced main stress extreme at the time of maximum

dynamic increment is about as I ikely to be one fraction of the record maximum
as another.

The general conclusion from th!s investigation was the addition
of hal f the maximum double ampl i tudes of wi brat ion to the maximum wave-

Induced extremes in tension and compression WOUI d. quite 1 ikel y be an
overly conservat ive procedure. Though, this addition can and did occur, it

does not appear highly probable. Essentially, while the maximum dynamic

increment in the record is approximately half the maximum double ampl itude
of vi bration) the data indicate that it .inay increase wave-induced excursions

of any magnitude.

The Compos it ion of the Maximum Combined Stress in the Record

The results of the last section impl ied that perhaps the problem was
not bei ng approached from an advantageous direction. I n the present con-

text, the real interest is in the maximum combined stress in a record. The
maximum ccmbined stress in tension or compression, within the definition of
Figure C-31 , is the sum of a wave-induced main extreme and a vi brat; on in-

duced dynamic increment. Accordingly, it appeared reasonable to investigate
the wave-induced stress and the dynamic increments “assoc iated” wi th the
maximum comb i ned stress in each record.

The procedure fol lowed was similar to that of the last section, and
was carried out upon each val id record in the data sub-sets for both the
SL-7 and the FOTINI -L. First, the maximum main excursion of combined
stress in ~ens ion and in compression was found for each record. Once this
is accomplished, two “associated ,, components may be found for bOth ten-

sion and compress icm:

1) The wave-induced main extreme which is associated with the
maximum main excursion of combined stress (one value associated

with maximum combined tension, and one associated with cOmPces; -
sion).

2) The dynamic increment associated with the maximum main excursion
of combined stress (again, one value each for tension and com-
pression).



-

The sum of items 1) and 2) for tension and compression is, by definition
the maximum main extreme of combined tensile or compressive stress in the
record. In order to compare the results from al I records; the associated

wave-induced extremes in tens ion and compress ion were divi. d”ed b.y the maxim-
um wave-induced main extremes found in the record; and the associated
dynamic increments were divided by half the maximum isolated vibration
double ampl itude.

As before, histograms of the various ratios were formed for each of
the two data sub-sets. Figures C-38 for the SL-7 and C-39 for the FOTINI-L

indicate the statistics of the ratio of the wave-induced main extremes
associated wi th maximum combined stresses, to the maximum wave-induced main
extremes in the record.

In the case of the SL-7, Figure c-38, the conclusion is obvious. In
about 95% of al 1 records in the data sub-set, the wave- induced main extreme
associated with the maximum combined stress is either within 5% of the maximum
wave-induced main extreme in the record or exactly equal to it. (Actual Iy ,
the associated wave-induced main extreme and the maximum were ideritical in
85% of the data sub-set) . No val ues of the rat io were found to be less than
0.85. The results indicate that, with very little conservatism, the maximum
cembined stress in a record could be generally assumed to result from the
add ItIon of vibration to the maximum wave-induced stress.

The situation for the FOTINI -L, Figure C-39, is similar but not as
clear cut. I n about 65% of the records in the data sub-set, the wave-induced
main extreme associated with the maximum combined stress is within 10% of the
maximum wave-induced main extreme in the record. The detailed results show that
the assoc iated wave- induced ma In extreme and the record maximum were identical
in about 50% of the data ~“b-~et. In the case of the FOTINI -L, the assumption

aPPears wi th in reason, though somewhat conservat ive, that the maximum combined
stress in a record is, i“ ge”era I, the result of the addition of vibration
to the maximum wave-induced stress.

The corresponding histograms of the dynamic increments associated
with the maximum combined stress main extremes are shown in Figures C-4O
and C-41 . In the case of the FOTIN I-L, Figure C-40, the ratio of the
associated dynamic increment to half the maximum v{ brat ion double ampl i tude
scatters reasonably uniform] y between ZerO and just above U“ ity. The
t~ records in the data set which produced ratios between ] ,2 and \ ,3 i“vOlved
very low stress levels and are discounted as before. The results for the
SL-7, Figure C-41, show a reasonably uniform distribution of ratios
between zero and about 0.7, and a lessening of incidence of higher ratios.
Figures C-40 and C-41 suggest that it may be reasonable to assume that the

ratio of the associated dynamic increment to half the maximum vibration
double ampl itude is uniformly distributed between zero and about I .1 for
both ships. As may be noted from the figures, the assumption is conserva-
tive, but not overly so.
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